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Abstract
We study twisted bialgebras and double twisted bialgebras, that is to say bialgebras in
the category of linear species, or in the category of species in the category of coalgebras. We
define the notion of cofree twisted coalgebra and generalize Hoffman’s quasi-shuffle product,
obtaining in particular a twisted bialgebra of set compositions Comp. Given a special char-
acter, this twisted bialgebra satisfies a terminal property, generalizing the one of the Hopf
algebra of quasisymmetric functions proved by Aguiar, Bergeron and Sottile.
We give Comp a second coproduct, making it a double twisted bialgebra, and prove that
it is a terminal object in the category of double twisted bialgebras. Actions of characters
on morphisms allow to obtain every twisted bialgebra morphisms from a connected double
twisted bialgebra to Comp.
These results are applied to examples based on graphs and on finite topologies, obtaining
species versions of the chromatic symmetric series and chromatic polynomials, or of the
Ehrhart polynomials. Moreover, through actions of monoids of characters, we obtain a
Twisted bialgebraic interpretation of the duality principle.
AMS classification. 16T05 18D35 18D10 06A11 05C15
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Introduction
Species, introduced by Joyal [20] in the 80’s, are functors from the category of finite sets with
bijective maps to the category of vector spaces. They form a monoidal category and a natural
idea is to define and construct algebras, coalgebras and bialgebras in this category: this is for
example explored by Aguiar and Mahajan in [2, 3]. In the present paper, following [28], these
objects will be qualified of twisted. A bunch of functors from species to vector spaces send twisted
algebras, coalgebras or bialgebras to algebras, coalgebras or bialgebras: we shall use here the full
Fock functor K and the bosonic Fock functor pK, in the terminology of [2]. Our aim in this paper
is to mimic several known results on bialgebras involving cofreeness, shuffles and (co)interactions
in the frame of twisted bialgebras.
We shall start in the first section with reminder on species, and examples of twisted algebras,
coalgebras and bialgebras, that is to say algebras, coalgebras and bialgebras in the category of
species. A simple example is given by the species Com: for any finite set A, ComrAs “ K; the
product and the coproduct of Com are given by:
mA,Bp1b 1q “ 1 P ComrA\Bs,
∆A,Bp1q “ 1b 1 P ComrAs b ComrBs.
Two more complex examples will be particularly studied in the sequel: firstly, the twisted bialge-
bra of graphs Gr1., which product is given by the disjoint union of graphs, and which coproduct
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by extraction of subgraphs. For example, if A, B and C are finite sets:
∆A,B\Cp q
q
q
A
B
C
q “ qAb q
q
B
C, ∆B\C,Ap q
q
q
A
B
C
q “ q
q
B
C b qA,
∆B,A\Cp q
q
q
A
B
C
q “ qBb qA qC, ∆A\C,Bp q
q
q
A
B
C
q “ qA qCb qB,
∆C,A\Bp q
q
q
A
B
C
q “ qCb q
q
A
B, ∆A\B,Cp q
q
q
A
B
C
q “ q
q
A
B b qC.
This twisted bialgebra is commutative and cocommutative. Secondly, the twisted bialgebra of
finite topologies, or, by Alexandroff’s theorem [4], of quasi-posets, which product is given by
the disjoint union of finite topologies, and which coproduct is given by the extraction of open
subsets. For example, if A, B and C are nonempty finite sets:
∆A,B\Cp q
q
q
A
B
C
q “ qAb q
q
B
C, ∆B\C,Ap q
q
q
A
B
C
q “ 0,
∆B,A\Cp q
q
q
A
B
C
q “ 0, ∆A\C,Bp q
q
q
A
B
C
q “ 0,
∆C,A\Bp q
q
q
A
B
C
q “ 0, ∆A\B,Cp q
q
q
A
B
C
q “ q
q
A
B b qC.
We here represent finite topologies or quasi-posets by their Hasse graphs. This twisted bialgebra
is commutative and not cocommutative.
We deal with the cofree twisted coalgebra coT pPq (co)generated by a species P (Definition 5)
in the second section. It satisfies a universal property, justifying the adjective "cofree" (Theorem
6). Two particular examples will be used: the first one, Comp, based on set compositions,
is generated by the augmentation ideal of Com; the second one, Ord, based on total orders,
is generated by a species concentrated in degree 1. The universal property is used to extend
Hoffman’s quasi-shuffle product to the twisted case: if P is a twisted algebra, then the cofree
twisted coalgebra coT pP`q of its augmentation ideal P` inherits a product ] making it a twisted
bialgebra; when the product of P` is trivial, one obtains the simpler shuffle product . This is
applied to Comp and to Ord. For example, in Comp, if A, B, C and D are nonempty finite sets:
pAq ] pBq “ pA,Bq ` pB,Aq ` pA\Bq,
pA,Bq ] pCq “ pA,B,Cq ` pA,C,Bq ` pC,A,Bq ` pA\B,Cq ` pA,B \Cq,
pA,Bq ] pC,Dq “ pA,B,C,Dq ` pA,C,B,Dq ` pC,A,B,Dq
` pA,C,D,Bq ` pC,A,D,Bq ` pC,D,A,Bq
` pA,B \ C,Dq ` pA\ C,B,Dq ` pA\ C,D,Bq
` pA,C,B \Dq ` pC,A,B \Dq ` pC,A \D,Bq
` pA\ C,B \Dq,
whereas:
pAq pBq “ pA,Bq ` pB,Aq,
pA,Bq pCq “ pA,B,Cq ` pA,C,Bq ` pC,A,Bq,
pA,Bq pC,Dq “ pA,B,C,Dq ` pA,C,B,Dq ` pC,A,B,Dq
` pA,C,D,Bq ` pC,A,D,Bq ` pC,D,A,Bq.
These shuffle bialgebras are, in some sense, universal for commutative cofree twisted coalgebras,
see Theorem 18.
We extend in the third section the notion of characters to twisted bialgebras (Definition 14).
As in the classical case, the characters form a monoid CharpPq for the convolution product ˚
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associated to ∆. If P is a connected twisted bialgebra, that is to say if PrHs is one-dimensional,
this monoid has a richer structure: for any q P K, there is a map λ ÝÑ λq such that:
@q, q1 P K, @λ P CharpPq, λq ˚ λq
1
“ λq`q
1
, pλqqq
1
“ λqq
1
.
Taking q “ ´1, one obtains an inverse of λ: in this case, CharpPq is a group. Moreover, the
twisted bialgebra Comp inherits a special character ε1 making it a terminal object in a suitable
category of connected twisted bialgebras with a character (Theorem 17): this is the twisted ver-
sion of Aguiar, Bergeron and Sottile’s theorem on combinatorial Hopf algebras [1].
All these constructions are based on the Cauchy tensor product of species. We turn to the
Hadamard tensor product of species in the fourth section. This allows to define a second kind of
bialgebras in the category of species (Definition 19). We shall be especially interested in species
with both sort of structures and with a nice cointeraction between them, mimicking the notion
of bialgebras in cointeraction we now recall.
A pair of bialgebras in cointeraction is a pair pA,mA,∆q and pB,mB , δq of bialgebras with a
(right) coaction ρ : A ÝÑ A b B of B on A such that the product, coproduct, counit and unit
of A are morphisms of right comodules. In other words:
• ρp1Aq “ 1A b 1B and for any a, b P A, ρpabq “ ρpaqρpbq: ρ is an algebra morphism.
• p∆ b Idq ˝ ρ “ m1,3,24 ˝ pρb ρq ˝∆, where
m1,3,24 :
"
AbB bAbB ÝÑ AbAb b
a1 b b1 b a2 b b2 ÝÑ a1 b a1 b b1b2.
• For any a P A, pεA b Idq ˝ ρpaq “ εApaq1B .
For example, the polynomial algebra KrXs is given two multiplicative coproducts by:
∆pXq “ X b 1` 1bX, δpXq “ X bX.
Then pKrXs,m,∆q and pKrXs,m, δq are in cointeraction with the coaction ρ “ δ. In numerous
examples, pA,mq “ pB,mq and ρ “ δ; see [8, 12, 13, 24] for combinatorial examples based on
families of graphs, oriented graphs or posets, and applications of the cointeraction.
This notion is extended to species, obtaining double twisted bialgebras (Definition 21). For
example, the species Com is a double twisted bialgebra: it has a second coproduct δ, such that
for any finite set A:
δA :
"
ComrAs ÝÑ ComrAs b ComrAs
1 ÝÑ 1b 1.
The set of characters of a double twisted bialgebra P holds a second convolution product ‹
associated to δ, making it a monoid. Moreover:
@λ, µ, ν P CharpPq, pλ ˚ µq ‹ ν “ pλ ‹ νq ˚ pµ ‹ νq.
In other words, pCharpPq, ‹q acts on pCharpPq, ˚q by monoid endomorphisms. For any twisted
bialgebra Q, this monoid also acts on the set MorBpP,Qq of twisted bialgebra morphisms from
P to Q (Proposition 26), giving a right action:"
MorBpP,Qq ˆ CharpPq ÝÑ MorBpPq
pφ, λq ÝÑ φÐ λ.
In particular, we obtain an injective morphism of monoids:
χP :
"
pCharpPq, ‹q ÝÑ pMorBpP,Pq, ˝q
λ ÝÑ IdP Ð λ.
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We prove that if P is a commutative double twisted bialgebra, then the twisted cofree coalgebra
coT pP`q is a double twisted bialgebra, with the quasi-shuffle product ], the deconcatenation
coproduct ∆ and another coproduct δ defined by a extraction-contraction process (Proposition
23). This is directly applied to Comp in Corollary 24. For example, if A, B and C are nonempty
finite subsets:
δpAq “ pAq b pAq,
δpA,Bq “ pA,Bq b ppAq ] pBqq ` pA\Bq b pA,Bq,
δpA,B,Cq “ pA,B,Cq b ppAq ] pBq ] pCqq ` pA,B \Cq b ppAq ] pB,Cqq
` pA\B,Cq b ppA,Bq ] pCqq ` pA\B \ Cq b pA,B,Cq.
We then prove a universal property for this twisted double bialgebra in Theorem 29: if P is a
twisted double bialgebra satisfying a condition of connectivity, then there exists a unique mor-
phism φ of twisted double bialgebra from P to Comp. Moreover, all the morphisms of twisted
bialgebras from P to Comp can be deduced from φ by Theorem 17, using the action Ð of the
monoid CharpPq.
Graphs and finite topologies are given a structure of double twistes bialgebras in the next
two sections. For example, in Gr1, If A, B, C are nonempty finite sets:
δp qAq “ qAb qA,
δp q
q
A
Bq “ q
q
A
B b qA qB` qA\ B b q
q
A
B,
δp q
qq_ACB q “ q
qq_ACB b qA qB qC` qqA\ BC b qqAB qC` qqA \ CB b qqAC qB` qA\ B \ C b q
qq_ACB .
In T op:
δp qAq “ qAb qA,
δp q
q
A
Bq “ q
q
A
B b qA qB` qA\ B b q
q
A
B,
δp q
qq_ACB q “ q
qq_ACB b qA qB qC` qqA\ BC b qqAB qC` qqA \ CB b qqAC qB` qA\ B \ C b q
qq_ACB ,
δp q
q
q
A
B
C
q “ q
q
q
A
B
C
b qA qB qC` q
q
A\ B
C b q
q
A
B
qC` q
q
A
B \ C b qA q
q
B
C ` qA\ B \ C b q
q
q
A
B
C
.
The unique double twisted bialgebra morphism φchr : Gr
1 ÝÑ Comp is related to the noncom-
mutative chromatic formal series of [16] (Proposition 32). For example:
φchrp qAq “ pAq,
φchrp q
q
A
Bq “ pA,Bq ` pB,Aq,
φchrp q
q
q
A
B
C
q “ pA,B,Cq ` pA,C,Bq ` pB,A,Cq ` pB,C,Aq ` pC,A,Bq ` pC,B,Aq
` pA\C,Bq ` pB,A\ Cq.
The unique double twisted bialgebra morphism φehr : Gr
1 ÝÑ Comp is related to linear extensions
and to the Ehrhart quasisymmetric function (Theorem 41). For example:
φehrp qAq “ pAq,
φehrp q
q
A
Bq “ pA,Bq,
φehrp q
qq_ACB q “ pA,B,Cq ` pA,C,Bq ` pA,B \ Cq,
φehrp q
q
q
A
B
C
q “ pA,B,Cq.
We also prove in this section that T op is a cofree twisted coalgebra, so is isomorphic to a quasi-
shuffle twisted bialgebra (Theorem 42).
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The seventh section is devoted to the study of homogeneity. We consider now graded twisted
bialgebras, that is to say twisted bialgebra P admitting a decomposition
P “
à
ně0
Pn,
compatible with the product and coproduct of P (Definition 43). For example, Gr1 admits a
graduation, given by the number of vertices of the graphs, and T op admits a graduation, given
by the number of classes of the quasi-posets, or equivalently the number of vertices of the Hasse
graphs. If P is graded, it admits a family pιqqqPK of bialgebra endomorphisms, such that for any
q, q1 P K:
ιq ˝ ιq1 “ ιqq1 .
Conversely, we define in Proposition 44 such a family pθqqqPK of endomorphisms of Comp, given
by:
θq “ IdComp Ð ε
1q.
These morphisms imply a graduation of Comp. For example:
Comp1rAs “ V ectppAqq,
Comp2rAs “ V ect
ˆ
pA1, A2q `
1
2
pA1 \A2q, pA1, A2q P ComprAs
˙
,
Comp3rAs “ V ect
ˆ
pA1, A2, A3q `
1
2
pA1 \A2, A3q `
1
2
pA1, A2 \A3q `
1
6
pA1 \A2 \A3q,
pA1, A2, A3q P ComprAsq
˙
.
For any graded connected twisted bialgebra P, we prove that the set of homogeneous morphisms
from P to Comp is in one-to-one correspondence with the set of morphisms from P1 to Com
(Corollary 46). As applications, and we describe all homogeneous twisted bialgebra morphisms
from Gr1 or from T op to Comp (Proposition 47 and 55). For graphs, we shall especially consider
a one-parameter family of them, denoted by pφqqqPK. For example:
φqp qAq “ qpAq,
φqp q
q
A
Bq “ q2pA,Bq ` q2pB,Aq ` q2pA\Bq
φqp q
qq_ACB q “ q3pA,B,Cq ` q3pA,C,Bq ` q3pB,A,Cq ` q3pB,C,Aq ` q3pC,A,Bq ` q3pC,B,Aq
` q3pA\B,Cq ` q3pA\ C,Bq ` q3pB \ C,Aq
` q3pA,B \ Cq ` q3pB,A\ Cq ` q3pC,A \Bq ` q3pA\B \ Cq.
Playing with the graduation, we deform the morphism φchr, putting:
@q P K, φchrq “ θ
´1
q ˝ φchr ˝ ιq.
We prove the existence of a character λchrq such that:
φchrq “ φ1 Ð λchrq .
This rather complicated character is invertible for the ‹ product, and for any graph G, λ´1chrqpGq
is a power of q (Corollary 52). We finally obtain in Corollary 52 a diagram of twisted bialgebras
morphisms
Gr1
Γ //
φchr´1 ##❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
Gr1
φchr1{{①①
①①
①①
①①
①
Comp
where Γ is a twisted bialgebra automorphism related to a character defined by acyclic orienta-
tions of graphs. Similar results are obtained for finite topologies.
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We apply the Fock functors to these constructions in the eighth section. Both of them
send twisted bialgebras to bialgebras, and the bosonic one sends double twisted bialgebras to
bialgebras in cointeraction (Theorem 61). Note that this second point generally does not work
for the full Fock functor by a lack of commutativity. We obtain:
• For Com: both Fock functors give KrXs, with its usual product and coproducts.
• For Ord: the full Fock functor gives Malvenuto and Reutenauer’s Hopf algebra FQSym of
permutations [9, 23], whereas the bosonic Fock functor gives again the polynomial algebra
KrXs.
• For Comp: the full Fock functor gives the Hopf algebra of packed words (or of set composi-
tions) WQSym [26, 27, 25] with its internal coproduct; the bosonic Fock functor give the
Hopf algebra of quasi-symmetric functions QSym.
• For the species of graphs Gr1, we obtain the Hopf algebras HGr1 and HGr1 described in [12].
The induced morphism φ is Stanley’s chromatic symmetric function [30].
• For the species of finite topologies T op, we obtain the Hopf algebras HT op and HT op
described in [13]. The induced morphism φ is the (strict) Ehrhart quasisymmetric function.
We also prove in Theorem 67 that the image of a a cofree twisted bialgebra by the full Fock
functor is free and cofree (getting back a known result on FQSym and WQSym).
The last section is devoted to applications of these results on graphs and finite topologies.
We also prove that there exists a unique morphism H : QSym ÝÑ KrXs of double bialgebra,
which we use to recover the chromatic polynomial Pchr and the (strict) Ehrhart polynomial Pehr.
We finally obtain the following morphims of bialgebra morphisms:
WQSym

HGr1
KpΓq
//

Kpφchr´1 q
33❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢
HGr1

Kpφchr1 q
99ssssssssss
HGr1
KpΓq
//
Pchr´1
##●
●●
●●
●●
●
pKpφchr´1q 33
HGr1
Pchr1{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇ pKpφchr1 q
✽
✽
✽
✽
✽
✽
✽
✽
✽
✽
✽
✽
✽
✽
✽
✽
✽
KrXs
QSym
H
jj❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚
WQSym

HT op
KpΓq
//

Kpφehr´1 q
33❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢
HT op

Kpφehr1 q
99ssssssssss
HT op
KpΓq
//
Pehr´1
##❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍
pKpφehr´1 q 33
HT op
Pehr1{{✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈ pKpφehr1 q
✾
✾
✾
✾
✾
✾
✾
✾
✾
✾
✾
✾
✾
✾
✾
✾
✾
KrXs
QSym
H
jj❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚
Notations 1. • Let K be a commutative field. All the objects of this text (vector spaces,
algebras, coalgebras, bialgebras. . .) will be taken over K.
• For any n P N, we denote by n the set t1, . . . , nu. In particular, 0 “ H.
• For any n P N, we denote by Sn the n-th symmetric group.
• If A is a finite set, we denote by 7A its cardinality.
7
1 Bialgebras in the category of species
1.1 Reminders and examples
We refer to [6, 20] for a more complete exposition of species. We denote by Set the category of
finite sets with bijections and by Vect the category of vector spaces over K with linear maps. A
linear species is a functor from Set to Vect. In other words, a species P is given by:
• For any finite set A, a vector space PrAs.
• For any bijection σ : A ÝÑ B between two finite sets, a linear map Prσs : PrAs ÝÑ PrBs.
The following properties are satisfied:
• For any finite set A, PrIdAs “ IdPrAs.
• For any finite sets, A,B,C and any bijections σ : A ÝÑ B and τ : B ÝÑ C,
Prτ ˝ σs “ Prτ s ˝ Prσs.
If P and Q are two species, a morphism of species f : P ÝÑ Q is a natural transformation from
P to Q, that is, for any finite set A, f rAs is a linear map from PrAs to QrAs, such that for any
bijection σ : A ÝÑ B between two finite sets, the following diagram commutes:
PrAs
Prσs
//
frAs

PrBs
frBs

QrAs
Qrσs
// QrBs
Example 1. 1. We define a species Com by the following:
• For any finite set A, ComrAs “ K.
• For any bijection σ : A ÝÑ B, Comrσs “ IdK.
2. For any finite set A, let us denote by ComprAs the set of set compositions of A, that is to
say finite sequences pA1, . . . , Akq of nonempty subsets of A, such that A1 \ . . .\ Ak “ A.
Let ComprAs be the space generated by ComprAs. If σ : A ÝÑ B is a bijection:
Comprσs :
"
ComprAs ÝÑ ComprBs
pA1, . . . , Akq P ComprAs ÝÑ pσpA1q, . . . , σpAkqq P ComprBs.
For example, if a, b are two different elements of a set A:
ComprHs “ V ectpHq,
Comprtaus “ V ectptauq,
Comprta, bus “ V ectpptau, tbuq, ptbu, tauq, pta, buqq
3. We define the species of graphs Gr by the following:
• For any finite set A, GrrAs is the vector space generated by graphs G which vertex
set V pGq is equal to A.
• For any bijection σ : A ÝÑ B, Grrσs sends the graph G “ pA,EpGqq, where EpGq is
the set of edges of A, to the graph GrrσspGq “ G1 “ pB,EpG1qq, with:
EpG1q “ ttσpaq, σpbqu, ta, bu P EpGqu.
For example, if a, b are two different elements of a set A:
GrrHs “ V ectpHq, Grrtaus “ V ectp qaq, Grrta, bus “ V ectp qa q b , q
q
a
b q.
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4. We define the species of posets Pos by the following:
• For any finite set A, PosrAs is the vector space generated by posets P which vertex
set is A, that is to say pairs P “ pA,ďP q, such that ďP is a partial order on A.
• For any bijection σ : A ÝÑ B, Posrσs sends the poset P “ pA,ďP q, to the poset
PosrσspP q “ pB,ď1P q, with:
@a, b P B, a ď1P bðñ σ
´1paq ďP σ
´1pbq.
Posets will be represented by their Hasse graphs. For example, if a, b are two different
elements of a set A:
PosrHs “ V ectpHq,
Posrtaus “ V ectp qaq,
Posrta, bus “ V ectp qa q b , q
q
a
b , q
q
b
a q.
Notations 2. If P and Q are species, we define the composition of the species P and Q by:
P ˝QrAs “
à
I partition of A
PrIs b
˜â
XPI
QrXs
¸
.
We shall especially consider the case where Q “ Com:
P ˝ ComrAs “
à
I partition of A
PrIs.
Example 2. 1. We put Gr1 “ Gr ˝ Com. For any finite set A, Gr1rAs is the vector space
generated by graphs which set of vertices is a partition of A. For example, if A “ ta, bu:
Gr1rAs “ V ectp q tau q tbu , q
q
tau
tbu , q ta, buq.
If σ : A ÝÑ B is a bijection, the map Gr1rσs : Gr1rAs ÝÑ Gr1rBs is given by the action of
σ on the elements of A.
2. The species T op of finite topologies is given by the following:
• For any finite set A, T oprAs is the vector space generated by the set of topologies on
A, that is to say subsets T of the set of subsets of A with the following properties:
(a) H and A belong to T .
(b) If X,Y P T , then X Y Y P T and X X Y P T .
• If σ : A ÝÑ B and T is a topology on A, then:
T oprσspT q “ tσpXq,X P T u
A quasi-poset is a pair pA,ďP q, where A is a set and ďP a quasi-order on A, that is to say
a transitive and reflexive relation on A. By Alexandroff’s theorem [4, 31], for any finite
set A, there is a bijection between topologies on A and quasi-posets P “ pA,ďP q. This
bijection associates to a quasi-order ď on A the set Toppďq of its open sets: X Ď A is
ď-open if:
@a, b P A, a ď b and a P X ùñ b P X.
In the sequel, we shall identify in this way finite topologies and quasi-posets. If T “ pA,ďT q
is a quasi-poset, one defines an equivalence on A by:
a „T b if a ďT b and b ďT a.
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The quotient space A{ „T is given a partial order ďT by:
XďTY if @a P X, @b P Y, a ďT b.
Therefore, pA{ „T ,ďT q is a poset. This implies that the species T op and Pos ˝ Com are
isomorphic. For example, if A “ ta, bu, we represent finite topologies on A by the Hasse
graph of ďT , the vertices being decorated by the corresponding equivalence class of „T :
T oprAs “ V ectp q tau q tbu , q
q
tau
tbu , q
q
tbu
tau , q ta, buq.
The open sets of these topologies are given in the following table:
H tau tbu ta, bu
q tau q tbu ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ
q
q
tau
tbu ˆ ˆ ˆ
q
q
tbu
tau ˆ ˆ ˆ
q ta, bu ˆ ˆ
Notations 3. 1. If G is a graph, the number of its vertices is denoted by degpGq, and the
number of its connected components is denoted by ccpGq.
2. If T is a finite topology on a set A, we denote by CLpT q the quotient space A{ „T and
by clpT q its cardinal (which is also the number of vertices of the Hasse graph of T ), and
we denote by ccpT q then number of its connected components (which is also the number
of connected components of the Hasse graph of T ).
1.2 Algebras in the category of species
Let P, Q be two species. The Cauchy tensor product of species P bQ is defined as this:
• For any finite set A:
P bQrAs “
à
IĎA
PrIs bQrAzIs.
• For any bijection σ : A ÝÑ B between two finite sets:
P bQrσs :
$’&’%
P bQrAs ÝÑ P bQrAs
xb y P PrIs bQrAzIs ÝÑ Prσ|I spxq bQrσ|AzIspyqloooooooooooooomoooooooooooooon
PPrσpIqsbQrσpAzIqs
.
For any species P, Q and R, P b pQbRq “ P b pQbRq. The unit is the species I :
IrAs “
#
K if A “ H,
p0q otherwise.
For any species P, P b I “ I b P “ P.
If f : P ÝÑ P 1 and g : Q ÝÑ Q1 are morphisms of species, then f b g : P bQ ÝÑ P 1 bQ1
is a morphism of species:
f b grAs :
$’&’%
P bQrAs ÝÑ P 1 bQ1rAs
xb y P PrIs bQrAzIs ÝÑ f rIspxq b grAzIspyqlooooooooooomooooooooooon
PP 1rIsbQ1rAzIs
.
For any species P,Q, we define a species isomorphism cP,Q : P bQ ÝÑ Qb P by:
cP,QrAs :
$&%
P bQrAs ÝÑ Qb PrAs
xb y P PrIs bQrAzIs ÝÑ y b x.lomon
PQrAzIsbPrIs
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Definition 1. An algebra in the category of species, or twisted algebra, is a pair pP,mq where
P is a species and m : P b P ÝÑ P is a morphism of species such that the following diagram
commutes:
Pb3
mbIdP//
IdPbm

Pb2
m

Pb2
m
// P
Moreover, there exists a morphism of species ι : I ÝÑ P such that the following diagram com-
mutes:
I b P
ιbIdP //
Id
$$❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍
Pb2
m

P b I
IdPbιoo
Id
zz✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
P
We shall say that pP,mq is commutative if m ˝ cP,P “ m.
In other words, a twisted algebra P is given, for any finite sets A and B, a map mA,B :
PrAs b PrBs ÝÑ PrA\Bs such that:
1. For any bijections σ : A ÝÑ A1 and τ : B ÝÑ B1 between finite sets, then:
mA1,B1 ˝ pPrσs b Prτ sq “ Prσ \ τ s ˝mA,B : PrAs b PrBs ÝÑ PrA
1 \B1s.
2. For any finite sets A,B,C:
mA\B,C ˝ pmA,B b IdPrCsq “ mA,B\C ˝ pIdPrAs bmB,Cq.
3. There exists an element 1P P PrHs such that for any finite set A, and x P PrAs:
mH,Ap1A b xq “ mA,Hpxb 1Aq “ x.
Moreover, P is commutative if, and only if, for any finite set A,B, in PrA\Bs:
@x P PrAs, @y P PrBs, mA,Bpxb yq “ mB,Apy b xq.
Example 3. The following examples can be found in [3]:
1. The product of K induces an algebra structure on Com: for any finite sets A and B, for
any λ P K “ ComrAs, µ P K “ ComrBs,
mA,Bpλb µq “ λµ P K “ ComrA\Bs.
The unit of Com is the unit 1 of K “ ComrHs.
2. The species Comp is an algebra, with the concatenation product:
mA,BppA1, . . . , Akq b pB1, . . . , Blqq “ pA1, . . . , Ak, B1, . . . , Blq.
Its unit is the empty composition H.
3. The species of graphs Gr1 is an algebra with the product given by disjoint union of graphs.
The unit is the empty graph. For example, if A, B, C, D and E are finite sets, then:
mA\B\C,D\Ep q
qq_ACB b qqDEq “ q
qq_ACB qqDE.
4. The species T op is a twisted algebra with the disjoint union product.
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Notations 4. Let P be a twisted algebra. If pA1, . . . , Akq P ComprAs, we inductively define
mA1,...,Ak from PrA1s b . . .b PrAks into PrAs by:
mA “ IdPrAs,
mA1,...,Ak “ mA1\A2,A3,...,Ak ˝ pmA1,A2 b IdPrA3s b . . .b IdPrAksq.
By associativity, if pA1, . . . , Ak`lq P ComprAs:
mA1\...\Ak,Ak`1\...\Ak`l ˝ pmA1,...,Ak bmAk`1,...,Ak`lq “ mA1,...,Ak`l.
1.3 Coalgebras and bialgebras in the category of species
Definition 2. A coalgebra in the category of species, or twisted coalgebra, is a pair pP,∆q where
P is a species and ∆ : P ÝÑ P b P is a morphism of species such that the following diagram
commutes:
P
∆ //
∆

Pb2
IdPb∆

Pb2
∆bIdP
// Pb3
Moreover, there exists a morphism of species ε : P ÝÑ I such that the following diagram com-
mutes:
I b P
Id // P
∆

P b I
Idoo
Pb2
εbIdP
dd❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍ IdPbε
::✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈
We shall say that pP,∆q is cocommutative if cP,P ˝ ∆ “ ∆. We shall say that the coalgebra
pP,∆q is connected if PrHs is one-dimensional.
In other words, a twisted coalgebra P is given, for any finite sets A and B, a map ∆A,B :
PrA\Bs ÝÑ PrAs b PrBs such that:
1.
2. For any bijections σ : A ÝÑ A1 and τ : B ÝÑ B1 between finite sets, then:
pPrσs b Prτ sq ˝∆A,B “ ∆A1,B1 ˝ Prσ \ τ s : PrA\Bs ÝÑ PrA
1s b PrB1s.
3. For any finite sets A,B,C:
p∆A,B b IdPrCsq ˝∆A\B,C “ pIdPrAs b∆B,Cq ˝∆A,B\C .
4. There exists a linear map εP : PrHs ÝÑ K such that for any finite set A:
pεP b IdPrAsq ˝∆H,A “ pIdPrAs b εPq ˝∆A,H “ IdPrAs.
Example 4. 1. The species Com is given a coalgebra structure by the following: for any finite
sets A,B,
@λ P K “ ComrA\Bs, ∆A,Bpλq “ λp1b 1q.
The counit is the identity of K.
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2. The species Comp is given a coalgebra structure by:
∆A,BpA1, . . . , Akq “
$’&’%
pA1, . . . , Apq b pAp`1, . . . , Akq if there exists a p (necessarily unique)
such that A1 \ . . . \Ap “ A,
0 otherwise.
The counit is given by εrHs “ 1.
Remark 1. 1. If pP,mP q and pQ,mQq are two algebras in the category of species, then PbQ
is too. Its product is given by:
mPbQ “ pmP bmQq ˝ pIdP b cP,Q b IdQq.
Its unit is 1P b 1Q.
2. Dually, if pP,∆P q and pQ,∆Qq are two coalgebras in the category of species, then P bQ
is too. Its coproduct is given by:
∆PbQ “ pIdP b cP,Q b IdQq ˝ p∆P b∆Qq.
Its counit is εP b εQ.
Lemma 3. Let us assume that the twisted coalgebra pP,∆q is connected. There exists a unique
1P P PrHs such that εp1P q “ 1. Moreover, for any finite set A, for any x P PrAs:
∆A,Hpxq “ xb 1P , ∆H,Apxq “ 1P b x.
Proof. For any finite set A, pε b Idq ˝ ∆H,A “ IdPrAs, so ε ‰ 0. As PrHs is one dimensional,
ε : PrHs ÝÑ K is bijective. Let 1P be the unique element of PrHs such that εp1P q “ 1. For
any x P PrAs, there exists y P PrAs such that ∆H,Apxq “ 1P b y. Then:
pεb Idq ˝∆H,Apxq “ x “ y,
so ∆H,Apxq “ 1P b x. Similarly, ∆A,Hpxq “ xb 1P .
Notations 5. Let P be a twisted coalgebra. If A1\¨ ¨ ¨\Ak “ A, we inductively define ∆A1,...,Ak
by:
∆A “ IdPrAs,
∆A1,...,Ak`1 “ p∆A1,...,Ak b IdPrAk`1sq ˝∆A1\...\Ak,Ak`1 if k ě 1.
By coassociativity, for any finite sets A1, . . . , Ak`l:
p∆A1,...,Ak b∆Ak`1,...,Ak`lq ˝∆A1\...Ak,Ak`1\...\Ak`l “ ∆A1,...,Ak`l.
As for "classical" bialgebras:
Definition 4. Let P be a species, both a twisted algebra pP,mP q and a twisted coalgebra pP,∆P q.
The following conditions are equivalent:
1. εP : P ÝÑ I and ∆P : P ÝÑ P b P are algebra morphisms.
2. ι : I ÝÑ P and m : P b P ÝÑ P are coalgebra morphisms.
If this holds, we shall say that pP,mP ,∆Pq is a bialgebra in the category of species or a twisted
bialgebra [2, 28].
The compatibility between the product and coproduct can also be written in this way: if A
is a finite set and A “ I \ J “ I 1 \ J 1,
∆I,J ˝mI,1J 1 “ pmI 1XI,J 1XI bmI 1XJ,J 1XJq ˝ pIdPrIXIs b cPrI 1XJs,PrJ 1XIs b IdPrJ 1XJsq
˝ p∆I 1XI,I 1XJ b∆J 1XI,J 1XJq.
Example 5. The species Com, with the product and coproduct defined below, is a twisted bial-
gebra.
Remark 2. If P is a connected twisted bialgebra, that is to say if it is connected as a coalgebra,
the elements 1P defined in Lemma 3 is necessarily the unit of the algebra P.
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2 Cofreeness
2.1 Cofree coalgebras
Definition 5. Let P be a species such that PrHs “ p0q. The cofree coalgebra (co)generated by
P is the species:
coT pPq “
8à
n“0
Pbn,
that is to say, for any finite set A:
coT pPqrAs “
à
pA1,...,AkqPComprAs
PrA1s b . . .b PrAks.
For any xi P PrAis, i P k, we denote by x1 . . . xk the tensor product of the elements x1, . . . , xk
in PrA1s b . . .b PrAks Ď coT pPqrA1 \ . . .\Aks. This species is given a coproduct making it a
twisted coalgebra: for any finite sets A, B, pC1, . . . , Ckq P ComprA\Bs, xi P PrAis,
∆A,Bpx1 . . . xkq “
$’&’%
x1 . . . xi b xi`1 . . . xk if there exists an i (necessarily unique)
such that A1 \ . . . \Ai “ A,
0 otherwise.
We denote by π : coT pPq ÝÑ P the canonical projection vanishing on Pbk if k ‰ 1.
More generally, we shall say that a twisted coalgebra is cofree if it is isomorphic to a coalgebra
coT pPq.
Theorem 6. Let P be a species such that PrHs “ p0q and let C be a connected twisted coalgebra.
For any species morphism φ : C ÝÑ P, there exists a unique coalgebra morphism Φ : C ÝÑ
coT pPq such that the following diagram commutes:
C
Φ //
φ
##❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋ coT pPq
pi

P
Moreover, for any finite set A:
ΦrAs “
ÿ
pA1,...,AkqPComprAs
pφrA1s b . . . b φrAksq ˝∆A1,...,Ak . (1)
Proof. Existence. Let Φ be the species morphism defined by (1). For any finite set A:
πrAs ˝ΦrAs “ φrAs ˝∆A “ φrAs,
so π ˝ Φ “ φ. Let A and B be two finite sets. Let us prove that:
∆A,B ˝ ΦrA\Bs “ pΦrAs b ΦrBsq ˝∆A,B.
If A “ B “ H, it is enough to apply this two maps on 1C :
∆H,H ˝ΦpH \Hqp1Cq “ 1b 1 “ pΦrHs bΦrHsq ˝∆H,Hp1Cq.
If A “ H and B ‰ H, for any x P CpAq:
∆H,B ˝ ΦrBspxq “ 1b ΦrBspxq “ pΦrHs b ΦrBsq ˝∆H,Bpxq.
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A similar computation works if B “ H and A ‰ H. Let us assume now that A,B ‰ H.
∆A,B ˝ΦrA\Bs “ ∆A,B ˝
¨˝ ÿ
pA1,...,AkqPComprA\Bs
φbk ˝∆A1,...,Ak
‚˛
“ ∆A,B ˝
¨˚
˚˝ ÿ
pA1,...,ApqPComprAs,
pB1,...,BqqPComprBs
φbpp`qq ˝∆A1,...,Ap,B1,...,Bq
‹˛‹‚
“
ÿ
pA1,...,ApqPComprAs,
pB1,...,BqqPComprBs
φbp ˝∆A1,...,Ak b φ
bq ˝∆B1,...,Bq
“ pΦrAs b ΦrBsq ˝∆A,B.
So Φ is a coalgebra morphism.
Unicity. By definition of ∆, for any nonempty set A, in coT pPqrAs:č
pI,JqPComprAs
Kerp∆I,Jq “ PrAs.
Let Φ and Φ1 be two coalgebra morphisms satisfying the required conditions. Let us prove that
ΦrAs “ Φ1rAs by induction on 7A. If A “ H, as 1 is the unique nonzero element of coT pPqrHs
such that ∆H,Hp1q “ 1b 1:
ΦrHsp1Cq “ Φ
1rHsp1Cq “ 1.
As CrHs “ K1C , ΦrHs “ Φ
1rHs. Let us assume the result at all ranks ă 7A. For any pI, Jq P
ComprAs:
∆I,J ˝ ΦrAs “ pΦrIs b ΦrJsq ˝∆I,J “ pΦ
1rIs b Φ1rJsq ˝∆I,J “ ∆I,J ˝Φ
1rAs.
Hence, ΦrAs ´ Φ1rAs takes its values in PrAs, so:
ΦrAs ´ Φ1rAs “ πrAs ˝ ΦrAs ´ πrAs ˝ Φ1rAs “ φrAs ´ φrAs “ 0.
Therefore, Φ “ Φ1.
Example 6. Let us consider the species P defined by:
PrAs “
#
K if 7A “ 1,
p0q otherwise.
The cofree coalgebra coT pPq is denoted by Ord. For any finite set A, noticing that compositions
of A which parts have cardinality 1 are in bijection with bijections from A to 7A:
OrdpAq “
à
f :AÝÑ7A,
bijection
K
b7A.
Hence, OrdpAq has a basis indexed by bijections from A to 7A, or equivalently a basis indexed
by total orders on A. If A “ I \ J and ď is a total order on A:
∆I,Jpďq “
#
ď|I b ď|J if for any x P I, y P J , x ď y,
0 otherwise.
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2.2 Quasishuffle products
Notations 6. 1. Let n1, . . . , nk be integers. Let us denote by QShpn1, . . . , nkq the set of
pn1, . . . , nkq-quasi-shuffles, that is to say surjective map σ : n1 ` . . .` nk ÝÑ maxpσq,
such that for all i P k, σ|tn1`...`ni´1`1,...,n1`...`niu is non decreasing. Bijective quasi-shuffles
are called shuffles; the set of pn1, . . . , nkq-shuffles is denoted by Shpn1, . . . , nkq.
2. Let P be a species. We consider the species P` defined by:
P`rAs “
#
p0q if A “ H,
PrAs if A ‰ H.
Note that if P is a twisted algebra, then P` is stable under the product of P.
3. Let P be a twisted algebra. Let pA1, . . . , Akq P ComprAs, where A is a finite set, and let
σ : k ÝÑ maxpσq be a surjection. For any xi P PrAis, i P k, we put:
σ Ñ x1 . . . xk “
¨˝
mź
i,σpiq“1
xi‚˛. . .
¨˝
mź
i,σpiq“maxpσq
xi‚˛,
where each product is taken in P. This is an element of PbmaxpσqrAs.
The construction of quasi-shuffle products [19, 11] extends to the category of species:
Theorem 7. Let P be a twisted algebra. The cofree coalgebra coT pP`q is given an associative
product ]: if, for any i P k ` l, xi P PrAis, then
x1 . . . xk ] xk`1 . . . xk`l “
ÿ
σPQShpk,lq
σ Ñ px1 . . . xk`lq.
Then pcoT pP`q,],∆q is a twisted bialgebra. Moreover, ] is commutative if, and only if, m is
commutative.
Proof. Let C be the coalgebra coT pP`q b coT pP`q. Then CrHs “ K1 b 1: C is connected. We
shall identify the unit 1 of K (also unit of coT pP`q) and the unit of P. We consider the species
morphism φ : C ÝÑ coT pP`q defined by:
φ|PbkbPbl “
#
m if pk, lq P tp0, 1q, p1, 0q, p1, 1qu,
0 otherwise.
There exists a unique coalgebra ] : C ÝÑ coT pP`q such that π ˝ ] “ φ. Let us prove that ]
is associative. Let us consider the coalgebra morphisms ] ˝ p] b Idq and ] ˝ pId b ]q from
coT pP`q
b3 to coT pP`q. For any k, l,m ě 0:
π ˝ ] ˝ p] b Idq|PbkbPblbPbm “
#
m ˝ pmb Idq if k, l,m ď 1 and pk, l,mq ‰ p0, 0, 0q,
0 otherwise;
π ˝ ] ˝ pIdb]q|PbkbPblbPbm “
#
m ˝ pIdbmq if k, l,m ď 1 and pk, l,mq ‰ p0, 0, 0q,
0 otherwise.
As m is associative, π ˝]˝ p]b Idq “ π ˝]˝ pIdb]q. By unicity in Theorem 6, ]˝p]b Idq “
] ˝ pIdb]q. So pcoT pP`q,],∆q is a twisted bialgebra.
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Let xi P PrAis for all i. We put A “ A1 \ . . .\Ak`l. By Theorem 6:
] px1 . . . xk b xk`1 . . . xk`lq
“
ÿ
pB1,...,BnqPComprAs
φbn ˝∆A1,...,Anpx1 . . . xk b xk`1 . . . xk`lq
“
ÿ
1“i0ďi1ď...ďip“k,
1“j0ďj1ď...ďjp“l
φ px1 . . . xi1 b xk`1 . . . xk`j1q . . . φ
`
xip´1`1 . . . xip b xk`jp´1`1 . . . xk`jp
˘
“
ÿ
1“i0ďi1ď...ďip“k,
1“j0ďj1ď...ďjp“l,
@s, is`1´isď1,
@t, jt`1´itď1
φ px1 . . . xi1 b xk`1 . . . xk`j1q . . . φ
`
xip´1`1 . . . xip b xk`jp´1`1 . . . xk`jp
˘
“
ÿ
σPQShpk,lq
σ Ñ px1 . . . xk`lq.
Let us assume that ] is commutative. For any finite set A and B:
]B,A ˝ ccoT pP`qrAs,coT pP`qrBs “ ]A,B,
πrA\Bs ˝ ]B,A ˝ cPrAs,PrBs “ pπrA\Bs ˝ ]A,Bq|PrAsbPrBs,
mB,A ˝ cPrAs,PrBs “ mA,B.
So m is commutative.
Let us assume that m is commutative. Then ] and ]˝ c are both coalgebra morphisms from
coT pP`q
b2 to coT pP`q and, as m is commutative, π ˝]˝ c “ π ˝m “ φ. By unicity in Theorem
6, ] “ ] ˝ c.
Example 7. 1. Let us consider the bialgebra Com. The cofree coalgebra coT pCom`q is a
twisted bialgebra. For any finite set A:
coT pCom`qrAs “
à
pA1,...,AkqPComprAs
ComrA1s b . . .b ComrAks.
The element 1b . . .b 1 of ComrA1s b . . .b ComrAks will be identified with pA1, . . . , Akq P
ComprAs: this defines a species isomorphism between coT pCom`q and Comp. The product
] induced on Comp is given by:
pA1, . . . , Akq ] pB1, . . . , Bkq “
ÿ
σPQShpk,lq
¨˝ ď
iPσ´1p1q
Ai‚˛. . .
¨˝ ď
iPσ´1pmaxpσqq
Ai‚˛.
The coproduct is given by:
∆A,BpA1, . . . , Akq “
$’&’%
pA1, . . . , Apq b pAp`1, . . . , Akq if there exists p (necessarily unique)
such that A1 \ . . . \Ap “ A,
0 otherwise.
The counit is given by εComprHs “ 1. For example, if A, B, C, D are nonempty finite sets:
pAq ] pBq “ pA,Bq ` pB,Aq ` pA\Bq,
pA,Bq ] pCq “ pA,B,Cq ` pA,C,Bq ` pC,A,Bq ` pA\B,Cq ` pA,B \ Cq,
pA,Bq ] pC,Dq “ pA,B,C,Dq ` pA,C,B,Dq ` pC,A,B,Dq
` pA,C,D,Bq ` pC,A,D,Bq ` pC,D,A,Bq
` pA,B \ C,Dq ` pA\ C,B,Dq ` pA\ C,D,Bq
` pA,C,B \Dq ` pC,A,B \Dq ` pC,A\D,Bq
` pA\ C,B \Dq.
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2. Let P be any species such that PrHs “ p0q. We give it a trivial product m “ 0. If for all
i P k ` l, xi P PrAis and σ P QShpk, lq, then σ Ñ px1 . . . xk`lq “ 0 if σ is not bijective,
that is to say if σ is not a shuffle. Hence, the product induced by m on coT pPq is the
shuffle product:
px1 . . . xk b xk`1 . . . xk`lq “
ÿ
σPShpk,lq
σ Ñ px1 . . . xk`lq.
We obtain the shuffle product of [3]. In particular, this holds for Ord. If A and B are
finite sets and ďA, ďB are total orders on respectively A and B, for any σ P QShp7A, 7Bq,
σ Ñ pďAďBq is nonzero if, and only if, σ is a bijective, that is to say if, and only if, σ is a
shuffle. Consequently:
ďA ] ďB“
ÿ
ď total order on A\B,
ď|A“ďA,ď|B“ďB
ď .
Proposition 8. Let pP,mq be a twisted algebra. The map ε1 : coT pP`q ÝÑ P defined by
ε1rHsp1q “ 1P and ε
1rAs “ πrAs if A ‰ H is an algebra morphism.
Proof. As 1 is the unit of ], it is enough to prove that:
ε1rA\Bs ˝ ]A,B “ mA,B ˝ pε
1rAs b ε1rBsq,
for any nonempty sets A and B. Let pA1, . . . , Akq P ComprAs, pB1, . . . , Blq P ComprBs,
xi P PrAis, xk`i P PrBis. By construction of ]:
ε1rA\Bs ˝ ]A,Bpx1 . . . xk b xk`1 . . . xk`lq “
#
mpx1 b x2q if k “ l “ 1,
0 otherwise;
“ mA,B ˝ pε
1rAs b ε1rBsqpx1 . . . xk b xk`1 . . . xk`lq.
So ε1 is a twisted algebra morphism.
As Comp is isomorphic to coT pCom`q:
Corollary 9. The following map is an algebra morphism from pComp,]q to pCom,mq:
ε1 :
"
ComprAs ÝÑ ComrAs
pA1, . . . , Akq ÝÑ δk,1.
Theorem 10. Let P be a twisted algebra and let B be a connected twisted bialgebra. For any
species morphism φ : B ÝÑ P, there exists a unique twisted coalgebra morphism Φ from B to
pcoT pP`q,],∆q such that ε
1 ˝Φ “ φ. For any finite set A:
ΦrAs “
ÿ
pA1,...,AkqPComprAs
φbk ˝∆A1,...,Ak .
Moreover, Φ is a twisted bialgebra morphism if, and only if, φ is twisted algebra morphism.
Proof. Let φ1 defined by:
φ1rAs “
#
0 if A “ H,
φrAs if A ‰ H.
For any coalgebra morphism Φ : B ÝÑ coT pP`q, Φp1Bq “ 1. As BrHs “ K1C , ε
1 ˝Φ “ φ if, and
only if, π ˝Φ “ φ1. By Theorem 6, such a morphism exists and is unique.
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Let us assume that Φ is a bialgebra morphism. By composition, φ “ ε1 ˝Φ is an algebra mor-
phism. Let us assume that φ is an algebra morphism. Let us consider the coalgebra morphisms
Φ ˝m and ] ˝ pΦb Φq, both from B b B to coT pP`q.
ε1 ˝Φ ˝m “ φ ˝m,
ε1 ˝ ] ˝ pΦb Φq “ mP ˝ pε
1 b ε1q ˝ pΦb Φq
“ mP ˝ pφb φq
“ φ ˝m.
Consequently, ε1 ˝Φ˝m “ ε1 ˝]˝pΦbΦq, so π ˝Φ˝m “ π ˝]˝pΦbΦq. By unicity in Theorem
6, Φ ˝m “ ] ˝ pΦb Φq, so Φ is a bialgebra morphism.
2.3 A criterion of cofreeness
Let us give here a twisted version of Loday and Ronco’s rigidity theorem for bialgebras [21].
Theorem 11. Let pP,∆q be a connected twisted coalgebra. We denote by 1 the unique nonzero
element of PrHs such that ∆H,Hp1q “ 1b 1. The following propositions are equivalent:
1. pP,∆q is isomorphic to a cofree coalgebra coT pQq.
2. There exists a structure of twisted algebra pP,mq on P, of unit 1, such that for any finite
sets I, J , I 1 and J 1 such that I \ J “ I 1 \ J 1, for any x P PrI 1s, y P PrJ 1s:
∆I,J ˝mI 1,J 1pxb yq “
$’&’%
pmI 1,IzI b Idqpxb∆IzI 1,Jpyqq if I
1 Ď I,
pIdbmJzJ 1,J 1qp∆I,JzJ 1pxq b yq if J
1 Ď J,
0 otherwise.
Proof. 1 ùñ 2. Up to an isomorphism, we assume that the coalgebras pP,∆q and coT pQq are
equal. Let us denote by m the concatenation product of P. Let us consider xi P QrAis for all
i P k ` l. Putting I 1 “ A1 \ . . .\Ak and J
1 “ Ak`1 \ . . .\Ak`l, if I \ J “ I
1 \ J 1:
∆I,J ˝mI 1,J 1px1 . . . xk b xk`1 . . . xk`lq
“ ∆I,Jpx1 . . . xk`lq
“
#
x1 . . . xj b xj`1 . . . xk`l if there exists j such that A1 \ . . .\Aj “ I,
0 otherwise.
Three cases are possible.
• Such a j exists and j ď k. Then J 1 Ď J and:
∆I,J ˝mI 1,J 1px1 . . . xk b xk`1 . . . xk`lq
“ x1 . . . xj b xj`1 . . . xk.xk`1 . . . xk`l
“ pIdbmJzJ 1,J 1qp∆I,JzJ 1px1 . . . xkq b xk`1 . . . xk`lq.
• Such a j exists and j ě k. Then I 1 Ď I and:
∆I,J ˝mI 1,J 1px1 . . . xk b xk`1 . . . xk`lq
“ x1 . . . xk.xk`1 . . . xl b xj`1 . . . xk`l
“ pmI 1,IzI b Idqpx1 . . . xk b∆IzI 1,Jpxk`1 . . . xk`lqq
• No such j exists. Then I 1 Ę I, J 1 Ę J and:
∆I,J ˝mI 1,J 1px1 . . . xk b xk`1 . . . xk`lq “ 0.
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2 ùñ 1. Let Q be the subspecies of P defined by:
QrAs “ tx P PrAs,@pI, Jq P ComppAq,∆I,J pxq “ 0u.
We shall consider the following morphism:
Φ :
"
coT pQq ÝÑ P
x1 . . . xk P QrA1s b . . .QrAks ÝÑ mA1,...,Akpx1 b . . .b xkq.
Let us first prove that Φ is a coalgebra morphism. Let x1 . . . xk P QrA1s b . . .QrAks.
• If I “ A1 \ . . .\Ai for a certain i:
∆I,J ˝ Φpx1 . . . xkq “ ∆I,Jpx1 ¨ . . . ¨ xkq
“ ∆I,Jppx1 ¨ . . . ¨ xiq ¨ pxi`1 ¨ . . . ¨ xkqq
“ pmIH b Idqpx1 ¨ . . . ¨ xi b∆H,Jpxi`1 ¨ . . . ¨ xkqq
“ pmIH b Idqpx1 ¨ . . . ¨ xi b 1b xi`1 ¨ . . . ¨ xkq
“ x1 ¨ . . . ¨ xi b xi`1 ¨ . . . ¨ xk
“ pΦb Φq ˝∆I,Jpx1 . . . xkq.
• Otherwise, let i be the greatest integer such that A1 \ . . .\Ai Ď I. Then Ai`1 X I ‰ H.
∆I,J ˝Φpx1 . . . xkq “ ∆I,Jpx1 ¨ . . . ¨ xkq
“ px1 ¨ . . . ¨ xi b 1q ¨∆IzA1\...\Ai,Jpxi`1 ¨ . . . ¨ xkq.
If I Ę A1 \ . . . Ai`1, this is zero. Otherwise, I XAi`1 ‰ H. Then:
∆I,J ˝ Φpx1 . . . xkq “ ∆I,Jpx1 ¨ . . . ¨ xkq
“ px1 ¨ . . . ¨ xi b 1q ¨∆IzA1\...\Ai,Jpxi`1 ¨ . . . ¨ xkq
“ px1 ¨ . . . ¨ xi b 1b 1q ¨∆Ai`1XI,Ai`1XJpxi`1q ¨ p1b 1b xi`2 ¨ . . . ¨ xkq.
By definition of Q, ∆Ai`1XI,Ai`1XJpxi`1q “ 0. Finally:
∆I,J ˝Φpx1 . . . xkq “ 0 “ pΦb Φq ˝∆I,Jpx1 . . . xkq.
Hence, Φ is a coalgebra morphism.
Let us now prove that Φ is injective. Let x P coT pQqrAs, nonzero, such that ΦrAspxq “ 0.
We assume that 7A is minimal. If A “ I \ J , with I ‰ H and J ‰ H:
pΦrIs b ΦrJsq ˝∆I,Jpxq “ ∆I,J ˝ΦrAspxq “ 0.
By hypothesis on A, ΦrIs and ΦrJs are injective, so ∆I,Jpxq “ 0, and x P QrAs. Then
ΦrAspxq “ x ‰ 0: this is a contradiction. Therefore, Φ is injective.
Let us finally prove that Φ is surjective. As PrHs “ K1, PrHs “ ΦrHspcoT pPqrHsq. Let A
be a nonempty set. For any x P PrAs, we put:
kpxq “ maxtl, DpI1, . . . , Ilq P ComppAq,∆i1,...,Ilpxq ‰ 0u.
Obviously, kpxq exists and kpxq ď 7A. Let us prove that x P ΦrAspcoT pQqrAsq by induction
on kpxq. If kpxq “ 1, then x P QrAs and x “ ΦrAspxq. If k “ kpxq ě 2, we put, for any
I “ pI1, . . . , Ikq P ComppAq:
∆I1,...,Ikpxq “ x
pIq
1
b . . .b x
pIq
k .
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By maximality of k, x
pIq
i P Q for any I, i. We consider:
y “
ÿ
I“pI1,...,IkqPComppAq
x
pIq
1
¨ . . . ¨ x
pIq
k .
Then, if l ą k and pI1, . . . , Ilq P ComppAq, ∆I1,...,Ilpyq “ 0. If I “ pI1, . . . , Ikq P ComppAq,
∆I1,...,Ilpyq “ x
pIq
1
b . . . b x
pIq
k “ ∆I1,...,Ikpxq. Hence, kpx´ yq ă k, so x´ y P ΦrAspcoT pQqrAsq.
As y P ΦrAspcoT pQqrAsq, x P ΦrAspcoT pQqrAsq.
3 Convolution and characters
3.1 Convolution
As for "usual" algebras and coalgebras:
Proposition 12. Let pA,mAq be an algebra and pC,∆Cq be a coalgebra, both in the category of
species. The space EndpC,Aq of species morphisms from C to A is a monoid for the convolution
product ˚:
@f, g P EndpC,Aq, f ˚ g “ mA ˝ pf b gq ˝∆C.
The unit is the morphism u “ ιA ˝ εC.
Lemma 13. Let A be a commutative twisted algebra and B be a twisted bialgebra. We denote
by CharpB,Aq the set of algebra morphisms from B to A.
1. CharpB,Aq is a submonoid of pEndpB,Aq, ˚q.
2. Let f P CharpB,Aq, with an inverse g P EndpB,Aq. Then g P CharpB,Aq.
Proof. 1. For any f, g P CharpB,Aq:
f ˚ gp1Bq “ fp1Bqgp1Bq “ 1A1A “ 1A.
Moreover:
mA ˝ pf ˚ g b f ˚ gq “ mA ˝ pmA bmAq ˝ pf b g b f b gq ˝ p∆B b∆Bq,
f ˚ g ˝mB “ mA ˝ pf b gq ˝ p∆B ˝mBq
“ mA ˝ pf b gq ˝ pmB bmBq ˝ pIdB b cB,B b IdBq ˝ p∆B b∆Bq
“ mA ˝ pmA bmAq ˝ pf b f b g b gq ˝ pIdB b cB,B b IdBq ˝ p∆B b∆Bq
“ mA ˝ pmA bmAq ˝ pIdA b cA,A b IdAq ˝ pf b g b f b gq ˝ p∆B b∆Bq.
As A is commutative, mA ˝ pf ˚ g b f ˚ gq “ f ˚ g ˝mB. So f ˚ g P CharpB,Aq.
2. As B is a bialgebra, BbB is a bialgebra. Let us consider the maps F “ f˝mB “ mA˝pfbfq,
G “ g ˝mB and H “ mA ˝ pg b gq, all three in EndpB b B,Aq.
F ˚G “ mA ˝ pf b gq ˝ pmB bmBq ˝ pIdB b cB,B b IdBq ˝ p∆B b∆Bq
“ mA ˝ pf b gq ˝∆B ˝mB
“ f ˚ g ˝mB
“ ιA ˝ εB ˝mB
“ ιA ˝mI ˝ pεB b εBq
“ ιA ˝ εBbB.
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So G is a right inverse of F .
H ˚ F “ mA ˝ pmA bmAq ˝ pf b f b g b gq ˝ pIdB b cB,B b IdBq ˝ p∆B b∆Bq
“ mA ˝ pmA bmAq ˝ pIdA b cA,A b IdAq ˝ pf b g b f b gq ˝ p∆B b∆Bq
“ mA ˝ pmA bmAq ˝ pf b g b f b gq ˝ p∆B b∆Bq
“ mA ˝ pf ˚ g b f ˚ gq
“ mA ˝ pιA b ιAq ˝ pεB b εBq
“ ιA ˝mI ˝ pεB b εBq
“ ιA ˝ εBbB.
So H is a left inverse of F . Therefore, H “ H˚pF ˚Gq “ pH˚F q˚G “ G, so g˝mB “ mA˝pgbgq.
Finally:
f ˚ gp1Bq “ 1A “ fp1Bqgp1Bq “ gp1Bq,
Hence, gp1Bq “ 1A.
3.2 Characters
By Lemma 13:
Definition 14. Let P be a twisted algebra. A character on P is an algebra morphism from P
to Com. The set of characters on P is denoted by CharpPq instead of CharpP, Comq. Then
CharpPq is given a monoid structure in the following way:
@α, β P CharpPq, α ˚ β “ mCom ˝ pαb βq ˝∆.
The unit of this monoid is the counit ε : P ÝÑ I ÝÑ Com, where the second arrow is the
canonical injection from I into Com.
Remark 3. We proved in Corollary 9 that ε1 is a character of Comp.
Let P be a twisted bialgebra and let λ : P ÝÑ Com be a morphism such that λrHs “ 0.
Then, for any k P N,
λ˚krAs “
ÿ
pI1,...,IkqPComprAs
λbk ˝∆I1,...,Ikpxq.
If k ą 7A, this is zero: λ is locally nilpotent for the convolution product ˚. We obtain an algebra
morphism: $’&’%
KrrXss ÝÑ EndpP, Compq
fpXq “
8ÿ
n“0
anX
n ÝÑ fpλq “
8ÿ
n“0
anλ
˚n.
If P is connected, then for any character λ P CharpPq, pλ´ εqrHs “ 0, so fpλ´ εq exists for any
f P KrrXss. In particular, for any q P K, we put:
λq “ p1` pλ´ εqqq “
8ÿ
k“0
Hnpqqpλ´ εq
˚n,
where for any n ě 0, Hn is the n-th Hilbert polynomial:
HnpXq “
XpX ´ 1q . . . pX ´ n` 1q
n!
.
For any q, q1 P K, p1`Xqqp1`Xqq
1
“ p1`Xqq`q
1
, so:
λq ˚ λq
1
“ λq`q
1
.
Moreover, if fq “ p1`Xq
q ´ 1, p1` fqpXqq
q1 “ p1`Xqqq
1
, so:
pλqqq
1
“ λqq
1
.
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Proposition 15. Let P be a connected twisted bialgebra and let λ P CharpPq. For any q P K,
λq P CharpPq.
Proof. We define a species morphism:
M :
"
LpP, Comq ÝÑ LpP b P, Comq
λ ÝÑ λ ˝m.
Let λ, µ P LpP, Comq. For any x P PrAs, y P PrBs:
Mpλq ˚Mpµqpxb yq “Mpλq bMpµqpxp1q b yp1q b xp2q b yp2qq
“ λpxp1q b yp1qqµpxp2q b yp2qq
“ λ ˚ µpxyq
“Mpλ ˚ µqpxb yq.
So M is an algebra morphism. Moreover, if λCharpPq, then Mpλq “ λb λ, so:
Mplnp1` pλ´ εqq “ lnp1` λb λ´ εb εq
“ lnp1` λ´ εq b ε` εb lnp1` λ´ εq,
Mpλqq “ exppq lnp1` λ´ εq b ε` εb q lnp1` λ´ εqq
“ exppq lnp1` λ´ εq b exppq lnp1` λ´ εq
“ λq b λq.
Hence, if x P PrAs, y P PrBs, λqpxyq “ λqpxqλqpyq, so λq P CharpPq.
Corollary 16. Let pP,mq be a connected twisted bialgebra. Then pCharpPq, ˚q is a group.
Proof. For any λ P CharpPq, λ´1 ˚λ “ λ ˚λ´1 “ λ0 “ ε, so λ
´1 is indeed an inverse of λ for the
convolution.
Let us now give a species version of Aguiar, Bergeron and Sottile’s Theorem on the Hopf
algebra of quasisymmetric functions [1]:
Theorem 17. Let B be a connected twisted bialgebra. Let α : B ÝÑ Com be a species morphism.
There exists a unique coalgebra morphism φ : B ÝÑ Comp such that ε1˝φ “ α. For any x P BrAs,
with A ‰ H:
φpxq “
ÿ
pA1,...,AkqPComprAs
αbk ˝∆A1,...,AkpxqpA1, . . . , Akq.
Moreover, φ is a bialgebra morphism if, and only if, φ is a character.
Proof. Immediate corollary of Theorem 10, as Comp “ coT pCom`q.
3.3 Subalgebras of shuffle twisted bialgebras
Theorem 18. Let P be a twisted, connected bialgebra.
1. There exists a species Q and an injective morphism of twisted bialgebras from P to the
shuffle bialgebra pcoT pQq,,∆q.
2. There exists a species Q and an isomorphim of twisted bialgebras from P to the shuffle
bialgebra pcoT pQq,,∆q if, and only if, P is cofree.
Proof. First step. Let P and Q be species. Then the set of linear morphisms from P to Q is a
species, defined by:
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1. LpP,QqrAs is the space of linear maps from PrAs to QrAs.
2. If σ : A ÝÑ B is a bijection and f P LpP,QqrAs, LpP,Qqrσspfq “ Qrσs ˝ f ˝ Prσ´1s.
If P is a unitary twisted bialgebra, m : P b P ÝÑ P is a surjective map of species. Let us
denote by m : pP bPq{Kerpmq ÝÑ P the canonically associated isomorphism of species. If P is
commutative, then m is a twisted algebra morphism: indeed, if x P PrAs, y P PrBs, x1 P PrA1s,
y1 P PrB1s:
mA\A1,B\B1ppxb yq b px
1 b y1qq “ xx1yy1 “ xyx1y1 “ mA,Bpxb yqmA1,B1px
1 b y1q.
Therefore, pP b Pq{Kerpmq becomes an algebra and m is an algebra isomorphism.
If now P is a commutative twisted bialgebra, we shall consider the morphism of species
defined by:
M :
"
LpP,Pq ÝÑ LpP b P, pP b Pq{Kerpmqq
f ÝÑ m´1 ˝ f ˝m.
In other terms, for any f : PrAs ÝÑ PrAs, if A “ I \ J :
f ˝mI,J “ m ˝M rIspfq.
As P b P is a twisted coalgebra and pP b Pq{Kerpmq is a twisted algebra, the species LpP b
P, pP b Pq{Kerpmqq is given a convolution product ˚. Let f, g P PrAs. We put F “ M rAspfq
and G “M rAspgq. Then, if A “ I \ J , x P PrIs, y P PrJs:
pf ˚ gq ˝mI,Jpxb yq “ π ˝m ˝ pf b gq ˝ pmbmq ˝ pIdb cb Idq ˝ p∆b∆qpxb yq
“ m ˝ pmbmq ˝ pF bGq ˝ pIdb cb Idq ˝ p∆b∆qpxb yq.
Let us denote by π the canonical projection from P bP onto pP bPq{Kerpmq. We shall write:
F “ π ˝ p
ÿ
F 1j b F
2
j q, G “ π ˝ p
ÿ
G1k bG
2
kq.
where F 1j , F
2
j , G
1
k, G
2
k are linear endomorphisms of certain PrBs, with B Ď A. Then, with
Sweedler’s notation:
pf ˚ gq ˝mI,Jpxb yq “ fpx
p1qyp1qqgpxp2qyp2qq
“
ÿ
F 1jpx
p1qqF 2j py
p1qqG1kpx
p2qqG2kpy
p2qq
“
ÿ
F 1jpx
p1qqG1kpx
p2qqF 2j py
p1qqG1kpx
p2qqG2kpy
p2qq
“
ÿ
F 1j ˚G
1
kpxqF
2
j ˚G
2
kpyq
“ F ˚Gpxyq.
Hence, Mpf ˚gq “Mpgq˚Mpgq: M is compatible with ˚. Moreover, for any x P PrAs, y P PrBs:
π ˝mpxb yq “ xy “ m ˝ Idpxb yq.
Hence, MpIdq “ π.
Second step. Let us denote by ρ the canonical projection from P to P`. As P is connected,
Id “ ν ` ρ, where ν is the unit of the convolution product of LpP,Pq. For any finite set A, by
connectivity of P:
ρ˚krAs “
ÿ
pA1,...,AkqPComppAq
mA1,...,Ak ˝∆A1,...,Ak .
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In particular, if k ą 7A, ρ˚krAs “ 0. We can then consider the morphism defined by:
f “
8ÿ
k“1
p´1qk`1
k
ρ˚k “ lnp1` ρq “ lnpIdq.
As M is compatible with ˚:
Mpfq “ lnp1`Mpρqq “ lnp1` pπ ´ νqq “ lnpπq “ π ˝ lnpIdb Idq.
Moreover, Idb Id “ pIdb νq ˚ pν b Idq, by property of the ln formal series:
Mpfq “ π ˝ plnpIdb νq ` lnpν b Idq “ π ˝ plnpIdq b ν ` ν b lnpIdqqq “ π ˝ pf b 1` 1b fq.
In other words, if x P PrAs, y P PrBs, with A,B ‰ H:
fpxyq “ fpxqεpyq ` εpxqfpyq “ 0.
Let Q be the subspecies of P defined by:
QrAs “ tx P PrAs, @pI, Jq P ComprAs, ∆I,Jpxq “ 0u.
If x P QrAs:
fpxq “
ÿ
pA1,...,AkqPComppAq
p´1qk`1
k
mA1,...,Ak ˝∆A1,...,Akpxq “ x` 0.
As a consequence, for any finite set A:
QrAs XmpP` b P`qrAs “ p0q.
Third step. For any n ě 1, Qrns XmpP` bP`qrns is a Sn-submodule of Prns. By semisim-
plicity, there exits a Sn-submodule Vn of Prns such that:
Prns “ Qrns ‘ Vn, mpP` b P`qrns “ Vn.
For any finite set A, of cardinality n, let σ be a bijection from n to A. We put RrAs “
PrσspVnq. This does not depend on the choice of σ: indeed, if τ is another bijection, then
τ´1 ˝ σ P Sn, so Prτ s
´1 ˝ PrσspVnq “ Prτ
´1 ˝ σspVnq “ Vn, and finally Prτ spVnq “ PrσspVnq.
We define in this way a subspecies R of P such that:
P “ Q‘R, mpP` b P`q Ď R.
Let ̟ : P ÝÑ Q be the canonical projection. By universal property, there exists a unique
coalgebra morphism Φ : P ÝÑ coT pQq, such that π ˝ φ “ ̟, where π : coT pQq ÝÑ Q is the
canonical projection.
Let us assume that Φ is not injective. Let x P PrAs, nonzero, such that ΦrAspxq “ 0. We
assume that the cardinality of A is minimal. If pI, Jq P ComppAq:
pΦrIs b ΦrJsq ˝∆I,Jpxq “ ∆I,J ˝ ΦrAspxq “ 0.
By minimality of 7A, ΦrIs and ΦrJs are injective, so ∆I,Jpxq “ 0. Hence, x P Q, so ΦrAspxq “
π ˝ΦrAspxq “ ̟pxq “ x: this is a contradiction. Therefore, Φ is injective.
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Let us consider Φ1 “ ˝ pΦbΦq and Φ2 “ Φ˝m. Both are coalgebra morphims from PbP
to coT pQq. Moreover, if x P PrAs, y P QrBs:
π ˝ Φ1rA\Bspxb yq “ πrA\BspΦrAspxq ΦrBspyqq
“
$’&’%
εpxqπ ˝ ΦrBspyq if A “ H,
εpyqπ ˝ ΦrBspxq if B “ H,
0 otherwise,
“
$’&’%
εpxq̟rBspyq if A “ H,
εpyq̟rBspxq if B “ H,
0 otherwise.
On the other hand, as ̟ ˝mpP` b P`qq “ p0q:
π ˝Φ2rA\Bspxb yq “ ̟ ˝mpxb yq
“
$’&’%
εpxq̟rBspyq if A “ H,
εpyq̟rBspxq if B “ H,
0 otherwise.
So π ˝Φ1 “ π ˝Φ2: by unicity in the universal property, Φ1 “ Φ2, so Φ is a bialgebra morphism.
Last step. Let us assume that P is cofree, and let us prove that Φ is surjective. Let k ě 0,
xi P QrAis for all i and A “ A1 \ . . . \ Ak. Let us prove that x “ x1 . . . xk P ΦrAspPrAsq by
induction on k. This is obvious if k ď 1. If k ě 2, as P is cofree, there exists an element y P P
such that:
∆A1,...,Akpyq “ x1 b . . .b xk.
Then:
∆A1,...,Ak ˝ ΦrAspyq “ ΦrAispx1q b . . .b ΦrAkspxkq “ x1 b . . .b xk.
Hence, the induction hypothesis can be applied to x´ΦrAspyq, so x P ΦrAspPrAsq.
4 The Hadamard product of species
4.1 Double twisted bialgebras
Definition 19 (Hadamard product of species). 1. Let P and Q be two species.
• For any finite set A, we put P bQrAs “ PrAs bQrAs.
• For any bijection σ : A ÝÑ B, we put P bQrσs “ Prσs bQrσs.
Then P bQ is a species.
2. Let P1, P2, Q1, Q2 be species, and φ1 : P1 ÝÑ Q1, φ2 : P1 ÝÑ Q2 be species morphisms.
We define a morphism φ1 b φ2 of species from P1 bQ1 to P2 bQ2 by:
φ1 b φ2rAs “ φ1rAs b φ2rAs : P1 b P2rAs ÝÑ Q1 bQ2rAs.
3. Let P and Q be two species. The following defines a morphism of species from P b Q to
Qb P:
τP,Q :
"
P bQrAs ÝÑ Qb PrAs
xb y ÝÑ y b x.
The species Com is the identity for this tensor product: for any species P,
P b Com “ Comb P “ P.
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Definition 20. A twisted bialgebra of the second kind is a family pP,m, δq where pP,mq is a
twisted algebra and δ : P ÝÑ P b P is a morphism of species such that:
1. The following diagram commutes:
P
δ //
δ

Pb2
IdPbδ

Pb2
δbIdP
// Pb3
2. There exists a morphism of species ε1 : P ÝÑ Com such that the following diagram com-
mutes:
Comb P
Id // P
δ

P b Com
Idoo
Pb2
ε1bIdP
ee❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑ IdPbε1
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3. δ is an algebra morphism from P to P b P, that is to say, for any finite sets A,B:
δA\B ˝mA,B “ pmA,B bmA,Bq ˝ pIdPrAs b cA,B b IdPrBsq ˝ pδA b δBq,
and δHp1P q “ 1P b 1P .
In other words, for any finite set A, there exists a coproduct δA : PrAs ÝÑ PrAs b PrAs,
making PrAs a coalgebra of counit ε1A. If σ : A ÝÑ B is a bijection, Prσs is a coalgebra
isomorphism from pPrAs, δAq to pPrBs, δBq. In other terms, these objects are algebras in the
category of species in the category of coalgebras, that is to say the category of functors from the
category of finite sets with bijections to the category of coalgebras.
Notations 7. If P is a twisted bialgebra of the second kind, we adopt Sweedler’s notation for its
coproduct: if A in a finite set and x P PrAs,
δApxq “ x
1 b x2,
pδA b IdPrAsq ˝ δApxq “ pIdPrAs b δAq ˝ δApxq “ x
1 b x2 b x3.
Definition 21. A double twisted bialgebra is a family pP,m,∆, δq such that:
1. pP,m,∆q is a twisted bialgebra. Its counit is denoted by ε.
2. pP,m, δq is a twisted bialgebra of the second kind. Its counit is denoted by ε1.
3. ∆ is a right comodule morphism, that is, for any finite sets A, B:
p∆A,B b IdPrA\Bsq ˝ δA\B “ m1,3,24 ˝ pδA b δBq ˝∆A,B,
where:
m1,3,24 :
"
PrAs b PrAs b PrBs b PrBs ÝÑ PrAs b PrBs b PrA\Bs
xb y b z b t ÝÑ xb z bmA,Bpy b tq.
4. The counit ε : P ÝÑ I is a right comodule morphism, that is, for any x P PrHs:
pεb Idq ˝ δHpxq “ εpxq1P b 1P .
Example 8. The species Com is a double bialgebra with the coproduct defined on ComrAs “ K
by:
δAp1q “ 1b 1.
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Remark 4. Let pA,m,∆, δq be double twisted bialgebra. For any finite sets A, B, PrAs b PrBs
is a right pPrA\Bs, δA\Bq-comodule with the coaction:
ρA,B “ pIdbmA,Bq ˝ pIdPrAs b τA,B b IdPpBqlooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooon
“m1,3,24
˝pδA b δBq.
More generally, if A1, . . . , Ak are finite sets, then PrA1sb . . .bPrAks is a right PrA1\ . . .\Aks-
comodule, with the coaction defined by:
ρA1,...,Ak “ m1,3,...,2n´1,24...2n ˝ pδA1 b . . .b δAnq.
For any finite sets A1, . . . , Ak, mA1,...,Ak : PrA1s b . . .PrAs ÝÑ PrA1 \ . . .\Aks and ∆A1,...,Ak :
PrA1 \ . . .\Aks ÝÑ PrA1s b . . .PrAs are right comodule morphisms.
Proposition 22. Let pP,m,∆, δq be a connected twisted double bialgebra. Then m is commuta-
tive.
Proof. Let A and B be finite sets, x P PrAs, y P PrBs. As PrHs “ K1P :
∆H,Apxq “ 1P b x, ∆B,Hpyq “ y b 1P .
By the compatibility between the product m and the coproduct ∆:
∆B,Apxyq “ pmB,B bmA,Aq ˝ pIdb cPrBs,PrAs b Idqp∆H,Apxq b∆B,Hpyqq “ y b x.
Then:
m1,3,24 ˝ pδB b δAq ˝∆B,Apxyq “ m1,3,24 ˝ pδB b δAqpy b xq
“ y1 b x1 b y2x2.
Applying ε1rBs b ε1rAs b Id:
pε1rBs b ε1rAs b Idq ˝m1,3,24 ˝ pδB b δAq ˝∆B,Apxyq “ yx.
Moreover:
m1,3,24 ˝ pδB b δAq ˝∆B,Apxyq “ p∆B,A b Idq ˝ δA\Bpxyq
“ ∆B,Appxyq
1q b pxyq2
“ ∆B,Apx
1y1q b x2y2
“ y1 b x1 b x2y2.
Applying ε1rBs b ε1rAs b Id:
pε1rBs b ε1rAs b Idq ˝m1,3,24 ˝ pδB b δAq ˝∆B,Apxyq “ xy.
Hence, xy “ yx: m is commutative.
Proposition 23. Let pP, ¨, δP q be a connected commutative twisted bialgebra of the second kind.
For any k ě 0, we consider the set contk of pairs pσ, τq, where:
1. σ : k ÝÑ maxpσq is a non decreasing surjection.
2. τ : k ÝÑ maxpτq is a surjection.
3. For any i, j P k, if i ă j and σpiq “ σpjq, then τpiq ă τpjq.
There exists a unique coproduct δ : coT pP`q ÝÑ coT pP`q b coT pP`q such that:
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1. pcoT pP`q,],∆, δq is a double twisted bialgebra.
2. δ|P “ δP .
3. For any pA1, . . . , Akq P ComprAs, xi P PrAis:
pε1 b Idq ˝ δpx1 . . . xkq “ x
1
1 ¨ . . . ¨ x
1
k b x
2
1 . . . x
2
k.
Moreover, for any pA1, . . . , Akq P ComprAs, xi P PrAis:
δApx1 . . . xkq “
ÿ
pσ,τqPcontk
σ Ñ x11 . . . x
1
k b τ Ñ x
2
1 . . . x
2
k. (2)
The counit is given by:
ǫ1|Pbk “
#
ε1P if k “ 1,
0 if k ě 2.
Moreover, ε1 : pcoT pP`q,m, δq ÝÑ pP,mP , δPq is a morphism of bialgebras of the second kind.
Proof. Existence. Let us consider the coproduct defined by (2). If x P PrAs, as cont1 “
tpId, Idqu:
δApxq “ x
1 b x2 “ δPpxq.
We denote by 1k : k ÝÑ 1 the constant map. For any pA1, . . . , Akq P ComprAs, xi P PrAis:
pǫ1 b Idq ˝ δApx1 . . . xkq “
ÿ
p1k ,τqPcontk
ε1P p1k Ñ x
1
1 . . . x
2
kqτ Ñ x
2
1 . . . x
2
k
“ ε1Pp1k Ñ x
1
1 . . . x
2
kqx
2
1 . . . x
2
k
“ ε1Ppx
1
1 ¨ . . . ¨ x
1
kqx
2
1 . . . x
2
k
“ ε1Ppx
1
1q . . . ε
1px1kqx
2
1 . . . x
2
k
“ x1 . . . xk.
Similarly, pIdb ǫ1q ˝∆A “ IdcoT pPqrAs, so ǫ
1 is a counit for δ.
For any k, l ě 0, we denote by cont1k,l the set of pairs pα, βq such that:
1. α : k ` l ÝÑ m is a surjection, non decreasing on k and on k ` lzk.
2. β : k ` l ÝÑ n is a surjection.
3. For any i, j P k ` l, if i ă j and αpiq “ αpjq, then βpiq ă βpjq.
Let a “ a1 . . . ak P coT pPqrAs and b “ b1 . . . bl P coT pPqrBs. We put:
a1 b a2 “ a11 . . . a
1
k b a
2
1 . . . a
2
k, b
1 b b2 “ b11 . . . b
1
k b b
2
1 . . . b
2
k.
δA\B ˝mA,Bpab bq “
ÿ
αPQShpk,lq,
pσ,τqPcontmaxpαq
pσ ˝ αq Ñ pa1b1q b pτ ˝ αq Ñ pa2b2q
“
ÿ
pα,βqPcont1
k,l
αÑ pa1b1q b β Ñ pa2b2q;
m13,24 ˝ pδA b δBqpab bq “
ÿ
pσ1,τ 1qPcontk,
pσ2,τ2qPcontl,
αPQShpmaxpσ1q,maxpσ2qq,
βPQShpmaxpτ 1q,maxpτ2qq
pα ˝ pσ1 b σ2qq Ñ pa1b1q b pβ ˝ pτ 1 b τ2qq Ñ pa2b2q
“
ÿ
pα,βqPcont1
k,l
αÑ pa1b1q b β Ñ pa2b2q.
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So δ is multiplicative.
Let us prove that ∆ is a right pcoT pP`q,m, δq-comodule. For any k ě p ě 0, let us denote
by cont2p,k the set of triples pα, β, γq such that:
1. α : p ÝÑ l and β : kzp ÝÑ m are non decreasing bijections.
2. γ : k ÝÑ n is a bijection.
3. For any i, j P p, if i ă j and αpiq “ αpjq, then γpiq ă γpjq.
4. For any i, j P kzp, if i ă j and βpiq “ βpjq, then γpiq ă γpjq.
Let a “ x1 . . . xk P coT pP`qrA \ Bs. If there exists a (unique) p ď k such that x1 . . . xi P
coT pP`qrAs, we put a
1 b a2 b a3 “ x1
1
. . . x1p b x
1
p`1 . . . x
2
n b x
2
1
. . . x2n. Then:
p∆A,B b Idq ˝ δA\Bpaq “
ÿ
pσ,τqPcontk,
σppqăσpp`1q
σ|p Ñ a
1 b σ|kzp Ñ a
2 b τ Ñ a3
“
ÿ
pα,β,γqPcont2
p,k
αÑ a1 b β Ñ a2 b γ Ñ a3;
m1,3,24 ˝ pδA b δBq ˝∆A,Bpaq “
ÿ
pσ1 ,τ 1qPcontp,
pσ2,τ2qPcontk´p,
αPQShpmaxpτ 1q,maxpτ2q
σ1 Ñ a1 b σ2 Ñ a2 b pα ˝ pτ 1 ¨ τ2qq Ñ a3
“
ÿ
pα,β,γqPcont2
p,k
αÑ a1 b β Ñ a2 b γ Ñ a3.
Otherwise, both are equal to 0. So ∆ is a right comodule morphism.
Let us prove that δ is coassociative. We work on coT pP`qrAs and proceed by induction on
7A. If A “ H, then:
pδH b Idq ˝ δHp1qpId b δHq ˝ δHp1q “ 1b 1b 1.
Let us assume the result at all ranks ă 7A. Let pI, Jq P ComprAs. For any x P coT pP`qrAs,
putting ∆I,Jpxq “ xI b xJ :
p∆I,J b Idb Idq ˝ pδA b Idq ˝ δApxq
“ pm1,3,24 b Idq ˝ pδI b δJ b Idq ˝ p∆I,J b Idq ˝ δApxq
“ pm1,3,24 b Idq ˝ pδI b δJ b Idq ˝m1,3,24 ˝ pδI b δJq ˝∆I,Jpxq
“ pxIq
1 b pxJq
1 b pxIq
2pxJq
2 b pxIq
3pxJq
3,
∆I,J b Idb Idq ˝ pIdb δAq ˝ δApxq
“ pIdb Idb δAq ˝m1,3,24 ˝ pδI b δJq ˝∆I,Jpxq
“ pxIq
1 b pxJq
1 b δAppxIq
2pxJq
2q
“ pxIq
1 b pxJq
1 b pxIq
2pxJq
2 b pxIq
3pxJq
3.
Hence, pδA b Idq ˝ δApxq ´ pIdb δAq ˝ δApxq belongs to:č
pI,JqPComprAs
Kerp∆I,Jq b coT pP`qrAs “ PrAs b coT pP`qrAs b coT pP`qrAs.
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If x P PbkpAq:
pπ b Idb Idq ˝ pδA b Idq ˝ δApxq “
ÿ
pσ,τqPcontk
x1 b σ Ñ x2 b τ Ñ x3
“ pIdb δAq ˝ pπ b Idq ˝ δApxq
“ pπ b Idb Idq ˝ pIdb δAq ˝ δApxq.
Consequently, δA is coassociative.
Unicity. Let δ1 be another coproduct with the same properties. Let us show that δA “ δ
1
A
by induction on 7A. This is obvious if A “ H. Otherwise, if pI, Jq P ComprAs:
p∆I,J b Idq ˝ δA “ m1,3,24 ˝ pδI b δJq ˝∆I,J
“ m1,3,24 ˝ pδ
1
I b δ
1
Jq ˝∆I,J
“ p∆I,J b Idq ˝ δ
1
A.
Hence, δA´δ
1
A takes its values in PrAsbcoT pP`qrAs. As pε
1bIdq˝δA “ pε
1bIdq˝δ1A, δA “ δ
1
A.
We already proved that ε1 is an algebra morphism. Let x P P`rAs
bk, with k ě 1. Then:
δA ˝ ε
1pxq “
#
0 if k ě 2,
δP pxq if k “ 1;
pε1 b ε1q ˝ δApxq “
#
εp1k ÝÑ x
1q b εp1k ÝÑ x
2q if p1k, 1kq P cont
1
1
,
0 otherwise
“
#
0 if k ě 2,
δP pxq if k “ 1.
Therefore, δA ˝ ε
1 “ pε1 b ε1q ˝ δA.
Example 9. We denote by ¨ the product of P and we use Sweedler’s notation for the coproduct
of P. If x P PrAs, y P PrBs, z P PrCs:
δpxq “ x1 b x2,
δpxyq “ x1y1 b x2 ] y2 ` x1 ¨ y1 b x2y2
“ x1y1 b px2y2 ` y2x2 ` x2 ¨ y2q ` x1 ¨ y1 b x2y2,
δpxyzq “ x1y1z1 b x2 ] y2 ] z2 ` x1py1 ¨ z1q b x2 ] y2z2
` px1 ¨ y1qz1 b x2y2 ] z2 ` x1 ¨ y1 ¨ z1 b x2y2z2.
Corollary 24. The bialgebra pComp,],∆q is made a double bialgebra with the coproduct given
by the following: if pA1, . . . , Akq P ComprAs,
δApA1, . . . , Akq
“
ÿ
pσ,τqPcontk
σ Ñ pA1, . . . , Akq b τ Ñ pA1, . . . , Akq
“
ÿ
1ďi1ă...ăipăk
pA1 \ . . .\Ai1 , . . . , Aip`1 \ . . . \Akq b pA1, . . . , Ai1q ] . . . ] pAip`1, . . . , Akq.
The counit is given by ε1pA1, . . . , Akq “ δk,1.
Proof. This comes from Comp “ coT pCom`q. Note that in this case, ε
1 “ ǫ1.
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Example 10. In Comp, if A, B and C are finite sets:
δpAq “ pAq b pAq,
δpA,Bq “ pA,Bq b ppAq ] pBqq ` pA\Bq b pA,Bq,
δpA,B,Cq “ pA,B,Cq b ppAq ] pBq ] pCqq ` pA,B \ Cq b ppAq ] pB,Cqq
` pA\B,Cq b ppA,Bq ] pCqq ` pA\B \ Cq b pA,B,Cq.
4.2 Characters of a double bialgebra
Proposition 25. Let P “ pP,m,∆, δq be a double twisted bialgebra. The set of characters
CharpPq has a second convolution product ‹, making it a monoid:
@f, g P CharpPq, f ‹ g “ mCom ˝ pf b gq ˝ δ.
Its unit is ε1. For any f, g, h P CharpPq:
pf ˚ gq ‹ h “ pf ‹ hq ˚ pg ‹ hq.
We denote by MP the monoid pCharpPq, ‹q.
Proof. As δ is an algebra morphism, if f, g P CharpPq, then f ‹ g P CharpPq.
pf ˚ gq ‹ h “ pf b g b hq ˝ p∆b IdPq ˝ δ
“ pf b g b hq ˝m1,3,24 ˝ pδ b δq ˝∆
“ pf b hb g b hq ˝ pδ b δq ˝∆
“ pf ‹ hq ˚ pg ‹ hq.
The associativity of ‹ comes from the coassociativity of δ.
Proposition 26. Let P “ pP,m,∆, δq be a double twisted bialgebra. Then MP acts on the space
MorpP,Qq od species morphisms from P to Q by:"
MorpP,Qq ˆMP ÝÑ MorpP,Qq
pφ, fq ÝÑ φÐ f “ pφb fq ˝ δ.
Moreover:
1. Let Q be a twisted algebra. We denote by MorApP,Qq the set of algebra morphisms from
P to Q. Then MorApP,Qq is a MP-submodule of MorpP,Qq.
2. Let Q be a twisted coalgebra. We denote by MorCpP,Qq the set of coalgebra morphisms
from P to Q. Then MorCpP,Qq is a MP -submodule of MorpP,Qq.
3. Let Q be a twisted bialgebra. We denote by MorBpP,Qq the set of bialgebra morphisms
from P to Q. Then MorBpP,Qq is a MP-submodule of MorpP,Qq.
Proof. Let φ P MorpP,Qq, f, g PMP .
pφÐ fq Ð g “ pφb f b gq ˝ pδ b IdPq ˝ δ “ pφb f b gq ˝ pIdP b δq ˝ δ “ φÐ pf ‹ gq.
So Ð is indeed an action.
1. Let φ P MorApP,Qq and f P MP . As φ, f and δ are algebra morphisms, φ Ð f is an
algebra morphism, so belong to MorApP,Qq.
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2. Let φ P MorCpP,Qq and f PMP .
∆ ˝ pφÐ fq “ ∆ ˝ pφb fq ˝ δ
“ pφb φb fq ˝ p∆b IdP q ˝ δ
“ pφb φb fq ˝m1,3,24 ˝ pδ b δq ˝∆
“ pφb f b φb fq ˝ pδ b δq ˝∆
“ pφÐ f b φÐ fq ˝∆.
So φÐ f P MorCpP,Qq. The fact that Ð is an action is proved as in the first point.
3. This comes from MorBpP,Qq “ MorApP,Qq XMorCpP,Qq.
Lemma 27. Let P be a double twisted bialgebra, Q and R be twisted bialgebras. For any species
morphisms φ : P ÝÑ Q and ψ : Q ÝÑ R, for any f PMP :
pψ ˝ φq Ð f “ ψ ˝ pφÐ fq.
Proof. For any finite set A, for any x P PrAs:
pψ ˝ φq Ð fpxq “ pψ ˝ φb fq ˝ δpxq
“ ψ ˝ φpx1qfpx2q
“ ψpφpx1qfpx2qq
“ ψpφÐ fpxqq
“ ψ ˝ pφÐ fqpxq,
where we put δApxq “ x
1 b x2.
Proposition 28. Let P be a double twisted bialgebra.The following map is an injective morphism
of monoids:
χP :
"
pMP , ‹q ÝÑ pMorBpP,Pq, ˝q
f ÝÑ IdP Ð f.
Proof. Let f, g PMP . By Lemma 27:
pIdP Ð fq ˝ pIdP Ð gq “ ppIdP Ð fq ˝ IdP q Ð g “ pIdP Ð fq Ð g “ IdÐ pf ‹ gq.
So χPpfq ˝ χPpgq “ χPpf ‹ gq. Let us consider the map:
χ1P :
"
MorBpP,Pq ÝÑ MP
φ ÝÑ ε1 ˝ φ.
For any f PMP :
χ1 ˝ χPpfq “ ε
1 ˝ pIdP b fq ˝ δ “ pε
1 b fq ˝ δ “ ε1 ‹ f “ f,
so χ1P ˝ χP “ IdMP . Consequently, χP is injective (and χ
1
P is surjective).
4.3 The terminal property of Comp
Theorem 29. Let P “ pP,m,∆, δq be a connected double twisted bialgebra. There exists a
unique morphism φ of double bialgebras from P to Comp. Moreover, the following maps are
bijections, inverse one from the other:
ς :
"
CharpPq ÝÑ MorBpP, Compq
f ÝÑ φÐ f,
ς 1 :
"
MorBpP, Compq ÝÑ CharpPq
φ ÝÑ ε1 ˝ φ.
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Proof. Unicity of φ. If φ is such a morphism, then ε1 ˝ φ “ ε1P . By Theorem 17, φ is unique.
Existence of φ. Let φ be the unique morphism from pP,m,∆q to pComp,m,∆q, such that
ε1 ˝ φ “ ε1P . Let us prove that it is compatible with δ. Let A be a finite set and x P PrAs. We
proceed by induction on 7A. If A “ H, we can assume that x “ 1P . Then:
δH ˝ φp1P q “ δHp1Compq “ 1Comp b 1Comp “ pφb φq ˝ δp1P q.
Let us now assume that A ‰ H. Let H Ĺ I Ĺ A and J “ AzI. Then:
p∆I,J b IdComppAqq ˝ δA ˝ φpxq “ m1,3,24 ˝ pδI b δJq ˝∆I,J ˝ φpxq
“ m1,3,24 ˝ pδI b δJq ˝ pφb φq ˝∆I,Jpxq
“ m1,3,24 ˝ pφb φb φb φq ˝ pδI b δJq ˝ pφb φq ˝∆I,Jpxq
“ pφb φb φq ˝m1,3,24 ˝ pδI b δJq ˝∆I,Jpxq
“ pφb φb φq ˝ p∆I,J b IdPrAsq ˝ δApxq
“ p∆I,J b IdComppAqq ˝ pφb φq ˝ δApxq.
We put y “ pφb φq ˝ δApxq ´ δA ˝ φpxq. Then:
y P
č
pI,JqPComppAq
Kerp∆I,Jq b ComprAs “ pAq b ComprAs.
We put y “ pAq b z. Then:
z “ pε1 b IdComppAqqpyq
“ pε1 ˝ φb φq ˝ δApxq ´ pε
1 b IdComppAqq ˝ δA ˝ φpxq
“ pId ˝ φq ˝ pε1 b Idq ˝ δApxq ´ φpxq
“ φpxq ´ φpxq
“ 0.
Therefore, y “ 0, so pφb φq ˝ δApxq “ δA ˝ φpxq.
Bijectivity of ς and ς 1. Let f P CharpPq.
ε1 ˝ pφÐ fq “ ε1 ˝ pφb fq ˝ δ “ pε1 ˝ φq b f ˝ δ “ pε1P b fq ˝ δ “ f.
Hence, Υ1 ˝Υ “ IdCharpPq. By Theorem 10, Υ
1 is bijective, so its inverse is Υ, which is bijective
too.
5 The example of graphs
5.1 Double twisted bialgebra of graphs
Let us now give the species Gr1 a structure of double bialgebra.
Notations 8. Let G be a graph in Gr1rAs.
1. The relation „G is the equivalence whose classes are the vertices of G.
2. Let I Ď A. We assume that I is a union of vertices of A. The graph G|I P Gr
1rIs is defined
by:
• V pG|Iq “ tx P V pGq, x Ď Iu.
• EpG|Iq “ ttx, yu P EpGq, x Y y Ď Iu.
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3. Let „ be an equivalence on A. We shall write „ ŸG if the following hold:
• For any a, b P A, if a „G y, then x „ y.
• For any class I of „, G|I is a connected graph.
If so, we define two graphs G |„ and G{ „:
(a) If C1, . . . , Ck are the classes of „, then G| „“ G|C1 . . . G|Ck .
(b) V pG{ „q is the set of classes of „.
(c) Two classes C and C 1 of „ are related by an edge in G{ „ if there exist vertices x, x1
of G, related by an edge in G, such that x Ď C and x1 Ď C 1.
Proposition 30. The species Gr1 is a double twisted bialgebra, with the following coproducts:
1. If G is a graph in Gr1rI \ Js:
∆I,JpGq “
#
G|I bG|J if I is a union of vertices of G,
0 otherwise.
2. If G is a graph in Gr1rAs:
δApGq “
ÿ
„ŸG
G{ „ bG| „ .
The counit of δ is given by:
ε1ApGq “
#
1 if G has no edge,
0 otherwise.
Proof. Let G P Gr1rI \ J \Ks. Then:
p∆I,J b IdGr1pKqq ˝∆I\J,KpGq
“
#
G|I bG|J bG|K if I, J , K are union of vertices of G,
0 otherwise.
“ pIdGr1rIs b∆J,Kq ˝∆I,J\KpGq
Hence, ∆ is coassocative.
Let G, H be graphs in respectively Gr1rAs and Gr1rBs. If A\B “ I \ J , then:
∆I,JpGHq “
#
pGHq|I b pGHq|J if I is a union of vertices of G and H,
0 otherwise
“
#
G|AXIH|BXI bG|AXJH|BXJ if I is a union of vertices of G and H,
0 otherwise
“ ∆AXI,AXJpGq∆AXJ,BXJpHq.
Hence, pGr1,m,∆q is a twisted bialgebra.
Let A be a graph in Gr1rAs. We consider the set X of pairs p„,„1q of equivalences on A such
that:
1. For any a, b P A, if x „G y, then x „ y; if x „ y, then x „
1 y.
2. The equivalence classes of „ and „1 are connected graphs.
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Then:
pδA b IdGr1rAsq ˝ δApGq “
ÿ
„ŸG,
„1ŸG{„
pG{ „q{ „1 bpG{ „q| „1 bG| „
“
ÿ
p„,„1qPX
pG{ „q{ „1 bpG{ „q| „1 bG| „
“
ÿ
p„,„1qPX
G{ „1 bpG| „1q{ „ bpG| „1q| „
“
ÿ
„1ŸG,
„ŸG|„1q
G{ „1 bpG| „1q{ „ bpG| „1q| „
“ pIdGr1rAs b δAq ˝ δApGq.
So δ is coassociative. Let „1G be the equivalence whose classes are the connected classes of G.
Then „G, „
1
G ŸG and:
pε1 b IdGr1rAsq ˝ δApGq “ ε
1pG{ „1GqG| „
1
G `0 “ G,
pIdGr1rAs b ε
1q ˝ δApGq “ ε
1pG| „GqG{ „G `0 “ G.
So ε1 is indeed the counit of δ.
Let G, H be graphs in respectively Gr1rAs and Gr1rBs. As the connected components of GH
are the connected components of G and the connected components of H, for any equivalence „
on A\B, „ ŸGH, if, and only if, „“„1 \ „2, with „1 ŸG and „2 ŸH. Consequently:
δA\BpGHq “
ÿ
„1ŸG,
„1ŸH
pGHq{ „1 \ „2 bpGHq| „1 \ „2
“
ÿ
„1ŸG,
„1ŸH
pG{ „1qpH{ „2q b pG| „q1pH| „2q
“ δA\BpGqδA\BpHq.
Let G be a graph in Gr1rA\Bs. If A is not a union of vertices of G, then:
p∆A,B b IdGr1rAsq ˝ δA\BpGq “ m1,3,24 ˝ pδA b δBq ˝∆A,BpGq “ 0.
Otherwise:
p∆A,B b IdGrpAqq ˝ δA\BpGq “
ÿ
„ŸG,
A is a class of „
pG{ „q|A b pG{ „q|B bG{ „
“
ÿ
„1ŸG|A,
„1ŸG|B
pG|Aq{ „
1 bpG|Bq{ „
2 bpG|Aq| „
1 pG|Bq| „
2
“ m1,3,24 ˝ pδA b δBq ˝∆A,BpGq.
Consequently, Gr1 is a double twisted bialgebra.
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Example 11. If A, B, C are nonempty finite sets:
∆p qAq “ qAb 1` 1b qA,
∆p q
q
A
Bq “ q
q
A
B b 1` qAb qB` qBb qA` 1b q
q
A
B,
∆p q
qq_ACB q “ q
qq_ACB b 1` qqAB b qC` qqAC b qB` qB qCb qA
` qCb q
q
A
B ` qBb q
q
A
C ` qAb qB qC` 1b q
qq_ACB ;
δp qAq “ qAb qA,
δp q
q
A
Bq “ q
q
A
B b qA qB` qA\ B b q
q
A
B,
δp q
qq_ACB q “ q
qq_ACB b qA qB qC` qqA\ BC b qqAB qC` qqA\ CB b qqAC qB` qA\ B \ C b q
qq_ACB .
5.2 Morphism to Comp
We now look for the unique morphism φ : Gr1 ÝÑ Comp of Theorem 29.
Definition 31. Let G be a graph in Gr1rAs. A valid packed coloration of G is a surjective map
c : A ÝÑ rmaxpcqs, such that:
1. For any x, y P A, if x „G y, then cpxq “ cpyq.
2. For any x, y P A, if there is an edge in G between the „G-equivalence classes of x and y,
then cpxq ‰ cpyq.
The set of valid colorations of G is denoted by V CpGq.
Proposition 32. The unique morphism of double bialgebras from Gr1 to Comp of Theorem 17
is given on any graph G by:
φpGq “
ÿ
cPV CpGq
pc´1p1q, . . . , c´1pmaxpcqqq. (3)
Proof. By Theorem 17:
φpGq “
ÿ
pA1,...,Akq
ε1bk ˝∆A1,...,AkpGqpA1, . . . , Akq
“
ÿ
pA1,...,Akq
ε1pG|A1q . . . ε
1pG|AkqpA1, . . . , Akq.
By definition of ε1, ε1pG|A1q . . . ε
1pG|Akq “ 1 if the map c sending any a P Ai to i for any i is a
valid coloration of G, and 0 otherwise, which implies (3).
Example 12. If A, B and C are finite sets:
φp qAq “ pAq,
φp q
q
A
Bq “ pA,Bq ` pB,Aq,
φp q
qq_ACB q “ pA,B,Cq ` pA,C,Bq ` pB,A,Cq ` pB,C,Aq ` pC,A,Bq ` pC,B,Aq
` pA,B \ Cq ` pB \ C,Aq.
6 The example of finite topologies
6.1 Double twisted bialgebra of finite topologies
Definition 33. Let T “ pA,ďq be a finite topology and let „ be an equivalence on A.
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1. We define a second quasi-order ďT |„ on A by the relation:
@x, y P A, x ďT |„ y if px ď y and x „ yq.
2. We define a third quasi-order ďT {„ on A as the transitive closure of the relation R defined
by:
@x, y P A, xRy if px ď y or x „ yq.
In other words, x ďT {„ y if there exist x1, y1, . . . , xn, yn P A, such that:
x “ x1 „ y1 ďT . . . ďT xk „ yk “ y.
3. We shall say that „ is T -compatible and we shall write „ ŸT if the two following conditions
are satisfied:
• The restriction of T to any equivalence class of „ is connected.
• The equivalences „T {„ and „T are equal. In other words:
@x, y P A, px ďT {„ y and y ďT {„ xq ùñ x „ y;
note that the converse assertion trivially holds.
The set of T -compatible equivalences is denoted by CEpT q.
Lemma 34. Let T be a finite topology on a set A and let „ be an equivalence on A.
1. The open sets of T { „ are the „-saturated open sets of T .
2. The open sets of T | „ are the sets of the form
pO1 XX1q Y . . .Y pOn XXnq,
where O1, . . . , On are open sets of T and X1, . . . ,Xn are equivalence classes of „.
3. „P CEpT q if, and only if, the following hold:
(a) For any equivalence class X of „, T|X is connected.
(b) For any equivalence class X of „, there exist an „-saturated open set O and a „-
saturated closed set C such that X “ O X C.
Proof. 1. Let O be an open set of T { „. If x P O and y P A, such that x ďT y or x „ y, then
x ďT {„ y, so y P O: O is an „-saturated open set of T . Conversely, let O be a „-saturated open
set of T . Let x P O and x ďT {„ y. There exist x1, y1, . . . , xn, yn P A, such that:
x “ x1 „ y1 ďT . . . ďT xk „ yk “ y.
As O is open and saturated, for any i, xi, yi P O, so y P O: O is an open set of T { „.
2. Let O be an open set of T | „. For any equivalence class X of „, we put:
OX “ ty P A, Dx P O XX,x ďT yu.
Then OX is obviously an open set of T containing O XX. If y P OX XX, there exists x P OX ,
such that x ďT y. As O is open, y P O, so y P OXX. We finally obtain that OX XX “ OXX,
and:
O “
ď
X class of „
pOX XXq.
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Conversely, let us assume that O has the form
O “ pO1 XX1q Y . . . Y pOn XXnq.
Let x P O and x ďT |„ y. Then x ďT y and x „ y. There exists i such that x P Oi XXi. As Oi
is open, y P Oi. As Xi is an equivalence class of „, y P Xi, so y P Oi XXi Ď O.
3. For any X Ď A, we put:
OpXq “ ty P A, Dx P X,x ďT {„ yu, CpXq “ ty P A, Dx P X, y ďT {„ xu.
Then OpXq is an open set of T { „, so is a „-saturated open set of T ; CpXq is a closed set of
T { „, so is a „-saturated closed set of T . Moreover, X Ď OpXq X CpXq.
ðù. Let us assume that „P CEpT q and let X be an equivalence class of „. By hypothesis,
T|X is connected. Let y P OpXq X CpXq. There exists x, x
1 P X, such that x ďT {„ y ďT {„ x
1.
As x „ x1, x „T {„ x
1 so x „T {„ y „T {„ x
1. Moreover, „P CEpT q, so x „ y „ x1, and y P X. We
proved that X “ OpXq X CpXq.
ùñ. Let O1 be a „-saturated open set and C 1 be a „-saturated open set such that X “
O1 XC 1. Let y P OpXq. There exists x P X, such that x „T {„ y. As O
1 is a open set of T { „ by
the first point, y P O1, so OpXq XO1. Similarly, CpXq X C 1. Hence:
X Ď OpXq X CpXq XO1 X C 1 “ X.
We proved that X “ OpXq XCpXq.
Let x, y P A, such that x „T {„ y. Let us denote by X the equivalence class of x. As x ďT {„ y,
y P OpXq; as y ďT {„ x, y P CpXq. So y P X and x „ y.
Lemma 35. Let T be a finite topology on a set A and „,„1 be equivalences on A such that:
@x, y P A, x „ y ùñ x „1 y.
Then:
pT | „1q| „ “ T | „, pT { „q{ „1 “ T { „1 .
If moreover „1P CEpT q, then:
pT | „1q{ „ “ pT { „q| „1 .
Proof. Let x, y P A.
x ďpT„1q|„ y ðñ x ďT |„1 y and x „ y
ðñ x ďT y and x „
1 y and x „ y
ðñ x ďT y and x „ y
ðñ x ďT |„ y.
So pT | „1q| „“ T | „.
By definition, ďpT {„q{„1 is the transitive closure of the relation given by:
x ďT y or x „ y or x „
1 y,
or equivalently:
x ďT y or x „
1 y.
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Therefore, pT { „q{ „1“ T { „1.
Let x, y P A. If x ďpT |„1q{„ y, there exist x1, y1, . . . , xk, yk P A such that:
x “ x1 „ y1 ďT |„1 x2 „ y2 ďT |„1 . . . ďT |„1 xk „ yk “ y.
Consequently:
x “ x1 „ y1 ďT x2 „ y2 ďT . . . ďT xk „ yk “ y,
so x ďT {„ y. Moreover,
x “ x1 „
1 y1 „
1 . . . „1 xk „
1 yk “ y,
so x „1 y and x ďpT {„q|„1 y. Let us assume that „
1P CEpT q. If x ďpT {„q|„1 y, then x ďT {„ y and
x „1 y. There exist x1, y1, . . . , xk, yk P A, such that:
x “ x1 „ y1 ďT x2 „ y2 ďT . . . ďT xk „ yk “ y.
Consequently:
x “ x1 ďT {„1 y1 ďT {„1 . . . ďT {„1 xk ďT {„1 yl ďT {„1 y ďT {„1 x,
so all the elements of A appearing here are „T {„1-equivalent. As „
1P CEpT q, they are „1-
equivalent. Hence:
x “ x1 „ y1 ďT |„1 x2 „ y2 ďT |„1 . . . ďT |„1 xk „ yk “ y.
So x ďpT |„1q{„ y. Finally, pT | „
1q{ „“ pT { „q| „1.
Proposition 36. Let T be a finite topology on a set A and „P CEpT q.
1. The Hasse graph of T | „ is obtained from the Hasse graph of T by deleting the edges of the
graph of T between non „-equivalent vertices.
2. The Hasse graph of T { „ is obtained from the Hasse graph of T by:
• Contracting any equivalence class of „ to a single vertex.
• Deleting the superfluous edges created in this process.
Proof. First, if x „T y, then x „T {„ y, so x „ y as „P CEpT q. Hence, the sentence describing
the construction of the Hasse graph of T | „ makes sense.
1. Obviously, „T |„“„T , so the vertices of the Hasse graph of T | „ are the vertices of the
Hasse graph of T , that is to say the classes of „T . For any x P A, we denote by clT pxq its
equivalence class for „T .
Let us prove that the edges of the Hasse graph of T | „ are of the form pclT pxq, clT pzqq, with
x „ y. Firstly, if pclT pxq, clT pyqq is a edge of the Hasse graph of T | „, then x ďT |„ y ďT |„,
so x ďT y and x „ y. If x ďT z ďT y, then x ďT {„ z ďT {„ yleqT {„x, so x „T {„ z „T {„ y.
As „P CEpT q, x „ z „ y, so x ďT |„ z ďT„ y. Consequently, x „T z or y „T z. Secondly, if
pclT pxq, clT pyqq is an edge of the Hasse graph of T and x „ y, then x ďT |„ y. If x ďT„ z ďT |„ y,
then x ďT z ďT y, so x „T y or y „T z.
2. As „P CEpT q, the vertices of the Hasse graph of T { „ are the classes of „. Let us prove
that for any edge pcl„pxq, cl„pyqq of the Hasse graph of T { „, there exist x
1 „ x and y1 „ y such
that pclT px
1q, clT py
1qq is an edge of the Hasse graph of T : this will prove the second point. As
x ďT y, there exist x1, y1, . . . , xk, yk P A such that:
x “ x1 „ y1 ďT . . . ďT xk „ yk “ y.
Consequently:
x “ x1 ďT {„ y1 ďT {„ . . . ďT {„ xk ďT {„ yk “ y.
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As pcl„pxq, cl„pyqq is an edge, there exists i such that:
x “ x1 „ y1 „ . . . „ yi ďT xi`1 „ . . . „ xk „ yk “ y.
We consider the set:
X “ tx1 P A, x1 „ x, Dy1 P A, y1 „ y and x1 ďT y
1u.
We proved that X is nonempty: let x1 P X, maximal for ďT . We now consider:
Y “ ty1 P A, y1 „ y and x1 ďT y
1u.
By definition of x1, this is nonempty: let y P Y 1, minimal for ďT . Then x
1 ďT y
1, x1 „ x and
y1 „ y. Let us assume that x1 ďT z ďT y. Then x
1 ďT {„ z ďT {„ y, so x
1 „ z or z „ y1.
• If x1 „ z, by maximality of x1, x1 „T z.
• If z „ y1, by minimality of y1, z „T y
1.
So pclT px
1q, clT py
1qq is an edge of the Hasse graph of T .
Corollary 37. Let T be a finite topology on a set A and let „P CEpT q.
1. Let X Ď A, „-saturated. Then T|X is connected if, and only if, pT { „q|X is connected.
2. Let X Ď A, included in a class of „. Then T|X is connected if, and only if, pT | „q|X is
connected.
Proof. 1. ðù. Let x, y P X. There exists a path from clT pxq to clT pyq in the Hasse graph of T ,
with all its vertices in X. By construction of the Hasse graph of T { „, there exists a path from
cl„pxq to cl„pyq in the Hasse graph of T { „, with all its vertices in X. So X is T { „-connected.
ùñ. Let x, y P X. There exists a path from cl„pxq to cl„pyq in the Hasse graph of T { „,
with all its internal vertices x “ x0, x1, . . . , xk “ y be classes of elements of x. By construc-
tion of the Hasse graph of T { „, for any i there exist x1i, x
2
i with an edge between clT px
1
iq and
clT px
2
i q in the Hasse graph of T , x
1
i „ xi and x
2
i „ xi`1. As the classes of „ are connected,
there exists a path in the Hasse graph of T between clT px
1
iq and clT pxiq, with all its vertices
being equivalent to x1i. As X is „-saturated, all these vertices belong to X. Similarly, there
exists a path in the Hasse graph of T between clT px
2
i q and clT pxi`1q, with all its vertices in X.
We finally obtain a path in the Hasse graph of T between clT pxq and clT pyq, so X is T -connected.
2. ðù. There exists a path from clT pxq to clT pyq in the Hasse graph of T , with all its vertices
in X. As X is included in a single class of „, all the edges between them belong to the Hasse
graph of T | „, so X is T | „-connected.
ùñ. Immediate, as the Hasse graph of pT | „q|X is a subgraph of the Hasse graph of T|X .
Theorem 38. The species T op is a double algebra with the following coproducts:
1. For any quasi-poset T P T oprA\Bs,
∆A,BpT q “
#
T|A b T|B if B is an open set of T ,
0 otherwise.
2. For any quasi-poset T P T oprAs,
δApT q “
ÿ
„PCEpT q
T { „ bT | „ .
The counit ε1 of δ is given by:
ε1ApT q “
#
1 if ďT is an equivalence,
0 otherwise.
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Proof. Let T be a quasi-poset on a set E, and let E “ A\B \ C.
p∆A,B b Idq ˝∆A\B,CpT q
“
#
T|A b T|B b T|C if C is an open set of T and B is an open set of T|A\B,
0 otherwise,
“
#
T|A b T|B b T|C if B \ C and C are open sets of T ,
0 otherwise,
“
#
T|A b T|B b T|C if B \ C is an open set of T and C is an open set of T|B\C ,
0 otherwise,
“ pIdb∆B,Cq ˝∆A,B\CpT q.
So ∆ is coassociative.
Let T and T 1 be a finite topology on A and A1, respectively. Let B and B1 be finite sets such
that A\A1 “ B \B1.
∆B,B1pTT
1q “
#
pTT 1q|B b pTT
1q|B1 if B
1 is an open set of TT 1,
0 otherwise,
“
#
T|AXBT
1
|A1XB b T|AXB1T
1
|A1XB1 if AXB
1 and A1 XB1 are open sets of T and T 1,
0 otherwise,
“ ∆AXB,AXB1pT q∆A1XB,A1XB1pT
1q.
So pT op,m,∆q is a twisted bialgebra.
Let T P T oprAs and T 1 P T oprA1s. If „P CEpTT 1q, as its classes are connected, „ can be
uniquely written as „“„1 \ „2, with „1P CEpT q and „2P CEpT 2q. Conversely, if „1P CEpT q
and „2P CEpT 2q, then „“„1 \ „2P CEpTT 1q. Hence:
δA\A1pTT
1q “
ÿ
„1PCEpT q, „2PCEpT 1q
pTT 1q{p„1 \ „2q b pTT 1q|p„1 \ „2q
“
ÿ
„1PCEpT q, „2PCEpT 1q
pT { „1qpT 1{ „2q b pT | „1qpT 1| „2q
“ δApT qδA1pT
1q.
Let T P T oprAs. Let „0“„T and „1 be the equivalence which classes are the connected
components of T . Then both belong to CEpT q. For any „P CEpT q:
ďT {„ is an equivalenceðñ„“„1,
ďT |„ is an equivalenceðñ„“„0 .
Consequently:
pε1 b Idq ˝ δpAq “ T | „1 `0 “ T, pIdb ε
1q ˝ δApT q “ T { „0“ T.
So ε1 is the counit of δ.
Let T P T oprAs.
pδA b Idq ˝ δpT q “
ÿ
„PCEpT q,„1PCEpT {„q
pT { „q{ „1 bpT { „q| „1 bT | „,
pIdb δAq ˝ δApT q “
ÿ
„1PCEpT q,„PCEpT |„1q
T { „1 bpT | „1q{ „ bpT | „1q| „ .
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We consider the two sets:
X “ tp„,„1q,„P CEpT q,„1P CEpT { „qu, Y “ tp„,„1q,„1P CEpT q,„P CEpT | „1qu.
Let p„,„1q P X. If x „ y, x „T {„ y and x „pT {„q{„1 y. As „
1P CEpT { „q, x „1 y. Let
p„,„1q P Y . If x „ y, then x and y are in the same connected component of T | „1 as the classes
of „ are T | „1-connected. Hence, x „1 y. By Lemma 35:
pδA b Idq ˝ δpT q “
ÿ
p„,„1qPX
T { „1 bpT { „q| „1 bT | „,
pIdb δAq ˝ δApT q “
ÿ
p„,„1qPY
T { „1 bpT { „q| „1 bT | „ .
In order to prove the coassociativity of δ, it is enough to prove that X “ Y.
Let p„,„1q P X . Let X 1 be an equivalence class of „1. Then it is „1-saturated, so also
„-saturated. By Corollary 37, as X 1 is T { „-connected, it is also T -connected. Let X be an
equivalence class of „. Then it is included in a single class of „1. By Corollary 37, as X is
T -connected, it is also T | „1-connected.
By Lemma 35, „T {„1“„pT {„q{„1“„
1 as „1P CEpT { „q. So „1P CEpT q. Consequently,
„pT |„1q{„“„pT {„q|„1 . For any x, y P A, as „P CEpT q:
x „pT {„q|„1 y ðñ x „
1 y and x „T {„ y
ðñ x „1 y and x „ y
ðñ x „ y.
We obtain that „P CEpT | „1q. Therefore, X Ď Y.
Let p„,„1q P Y. Let X be a class of „. Then X is T | „1-connected. By Corollary 37, it is
T -connected. Let X 1 be a class of „1. Then it is „-saturated and T -connected. By Corollary
37, it is T { „-connected.
By Lemma 35, „pT {„q{„1“„T {„1“„
1 as „1P CEpT q, so „1P CEpT { „q. Let x, y P A. If
x „T {„ y, as „P CEpT | „
1q, x and y are in the same connected component of T | „1, that is to
say in the same class of „1 as „1P CEpT q, so x „1 y. Consequently, x „pT {„q|„1 y, so x „pT |„1q{„ y
and x „ y, as „P CEpT | „1q. Hence, „P CEpT q. We proved that Y Ď X .
Let T P T oprAs and A “ I \ J .
p∆I,J b Idq ˝ δApT q “
ÿ
„PCEpT q,
JPOpT {„q
pT { „q|I b pT { „q|J b T | „
“
ÿ
„PCEpT q,
JPOpT q,„-saturated
pT { „q|I b pT { „q|J b T | „
“
$’’&’’%
ÿ
„1PCEpT|Iq,
„2PCEpT|J q
pT|Iq{ „
1 bpT|Jq{ „
2 bT |p„1 \ „2q if J P OpT q,
0 otherwise,
“
$’’&’’%
ÿ
„1PCEpT|Iq,
„2PCEpT|J q
pT|Iq{ „
1 bpT|Jq{ „
2 bpT|Iq| „
1 pT|Jq| „
2 if J P OpT q,
0 otherwise,
“ m1,3,24 ˝ pδI b δJ q ˝∆I,JpT q.
So T is indeed a double twisted bialgebra.
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Example 13. If A, B, C are finite sets:
∆p qAq “ qAb 1` 1b qA,
∆p q
q
A
Bq “ q
q
A
B b 1` qAb qB` 1b q
q
A
B,
∆p q
qq_ACB q “ q
qq_ACB b 1` qqAB b qC` qqAC b qB` qAb qB qC` 1b q
qq_ACB ,
∆p q
q
q
A
B
C
q “ q
q
q
A
B
C
b 1` q
q
A
B b qC` qAb q
q
B
C ` 1b q
q
q
A
B
C
;
δp qAq “ qAb qA,
δp q
q
A
Bq “ q
q
A
B b qA qB` qA \B b q
q
A
B,
δp q
qq_ACB q “ q
qq_ACB b qA qB qC` qqA\ BC b qqAB qC` qqA\ CB b qqAC qB` qA\ B \ C b q
qq_ACB ,
δp q
q
q
A
B
C
q “ q
q
q
A
B
C
b qA qB qC` q
q
A\ B
C b q
q
A
B
qC` q
q
A
B \ C b qA q
q
B
C ` qA\ B \ C b q
q
q
A
B
C
.
6.2 Morphism to Comp
Let us describe the unique morphism φ : T op ÝÑ Comp of double twisted bialgebra.
Definition 39. Let T “ pA,ďT q be a quasi-poset.
1. We denote by L1pT q the set of surjections f : A ÝÑ maxpfq such that:
• For any a, b P A, if a ďT b, then fpaq ď fpbq.
2. We denote by LpT q the set of surjections f : A ÝÑ maxpfq such that:
• For any a, b P A, if a ďT b, then fpaq ď fpbq.
• For any a, b P A, if a ďT b and fpaq “ fpbq, then a „T b.
Proposition 40. Let λ P CharpT opq. The unique twisted bialgebra morphism ψ : T op ÝÑ Comp
such that ε1 ˝ ψ “ λ (Theorem 17) is given by the following: for any quasi-poset T “ pA,ďT q,
ψpT q “
ÿ
fPL1pT q
λpT|f´1p1qq . . . λpT|f´1pmaxpfqqqpf
´1p1q, . . . , f´1pmaxpfqq.
Proof. We denote by SpT q the set of sequences pA1, . . . , Akq of subsets of A such that:
1. For any i P k, Ai is nonempty and A1 \ . . .\Ak “ A.
2. For any i P k, Ai \ . . .\Ak is an open set of T .
By Theorem 17:
ψpT q “
ÿ
pA1,...,AkqPSpT q
λpT|A1 . . . T|AkqpA1, . . . , Akq.
The following map is a bijection:"
L1pT q ÝÑ SpT q
f ÝÑ pf´1p1q, . . . , f´1pmaxpfqqq,
which implies the result.
In order to obtain the morphism φ of Theorem 29, we consider λ “ ε1. Firstly, observe that
LpT q Ď L1pT q. Moreover, for any f P L1pT q, the following assertions are equivalent:
1. f P LpT q.
2. @i P maxpfq, ďT|f´1piq is an equivalence.
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3. @i P maxpfq, ε1pT|f´1piqq “ 1.
4. @i P maxpfq, ε1pT|f´1piqq ‰ 0.
We obtain:
Theorem 41. The unique double bialgebra morphism from T op to Comp of Theorem 29 is given
by the following: for any quasi-poset T ,
φpT q “
ÿ
fPLpT q
pf´1p1q, . . . , f´1pmaxpfqqq.
Example 14. If A, B and C are finite sets:
φp qAq “ pAq,
φp q
q
A
Bq “ pA,Bq,
φp q
qq_ACB q “ pA,B,Cq ` pA,C,Bq ` pA,B \ Cq,
φp q
q
q
A
B
C
q “ pA,B,Cq.
6.3 Structure of T op
Theorem 42. The bialgebra T op is isomorphic to a shuffle twisted bialgebra.
Proof. By theorem 18, it is enough to prove that T op is cofree. We shall apply Theorem 11. Let
us consider the product ⊛ (joint product) defined on T op by the following: if T “ pA,ďT q and
S “ pB,ďSq are quasi-posets, then, for any x, y P A\B,
x ďS⊛T y if px, yq P A
2 and x ďS y
or px, yq P B2 and x ďT y
or px, yq P AˆB.
The open sets of S ⊛ T are:
• The open sets of T ;
• The sets O \B, where O is an open set of S.
Hence, if A\B “ A1 \B1:
1. If B1 is an open set of T , then B1 Ď B and:
∆A1,B1pS ⊛ T q “ S ⊛ T|BzB1 b T|B1 “ pS b 1q⊛∆BzB1,B1pT q.
2. If A1 is a closed set of S, then A1 Ď A and:
∆A1,B1pS ⊛ T q “ S|A1 b S|AzA1 ⊛ T “ ∆A1,AzA1pSq⊛ p1b T q.
3. Otherwise, ∆A1,B1pS ⊛ T q “ 0; if A
1 Ď A, ∆A1,AzApSq “ 0; if B
1 Ď B, ∆BzB1,B1pT q “ 0.
Therefore, the product ⊛ satisfies the properties of Theorem 11.
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7 Graduation and homogeneous morphisms
7.1 Definition
Definition 43. Let P be a twisted bialgebra. We shall say that P is graded if there exists a
family of subspecies pPnqně0 such that
P “
à
ně0
Pn,
with:
@k, l P N, mpPk b Plq Ď Pk`l,
@n P N, ∆pPnq Ď
à
k`l“n
Pk b Pl.
We also assume that for any finite set A:
P0rAs “
#
PrAs if A “ H,
p0q otherwise.
If P and Q are two graded twisted bialgebras and if φ : P ÝÑ Q is a morphism, we shall say that
φ is homogeneous if for any n ě 0, φpPnq Ď Qn.
Example 15. 1. Gr1 is graded: for any n P N, for any finite set A, Gr1nrAs is the vector space
of graphs in Gr1rAs with n vertices. For example, if A is a finite set:
Gr11rAs “ V ectp qAq,
Gr12rAs “
à
pB,CqPComprAs
V ectp q
q
B
C, qB qCq.
2. T op is graded: for any n P N, for any finite set A, T opnrAs is the vector space of finite
topologies on A with n equivalence classes. For example, if A is a finite set:
T op1rAs “ V ectp qAq,
T op2rAs “
à
pB,CqPComprAs
V ectp q
q
B
C, q
q
C
B, qB qCq.
3. Let P be a species with PrHs “ p0q. The shuffle twisted bialgebra pcoT pPq,,∆q is graded
by the length: for any n P N, coT pPqn “ P
bn.
If P is graded, for any q P K, we obtain a twisted bialgebra endomorphism:
ιq :
"
P ÝÑ P
x P PnrAs ÝÑ q
nx.
Remark 5. For any q, q1 P K, ιq ˝ ιq1 “ ιqq1 , and ι1 “ IdP . Moreover, if φ : P ÝÑ Q is
a morphism between two graded twisted bialgebra, it is homogeneous if, and only if, for any
q P K, ιq ˝ φ “ φ ˝ ιq. Conversely, if P is a twisted bialgebra and pιqqqPK is a family of twisted
bialgebra endomorphims such that:
• For any q, q1 P K, ιq ˝ ιq1 “ ιqq1 .
• ι1 “ IdP .
For any n P N, any finite set A, we put:
PnrAs “ tx P A, @q P K, ιqpxq “ q
nxu.
Then the direct sum P 1 of the subspecies Pn is a graded twisted bialgebra.
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7.2 Graduation of quasi-shuffles bialgebras
Proposition 44. Let Q be a commutative twisted bialgebra of the second type and let P “
pcoT pQq,],∆, δq be the associated double twisted bialgebra. We denote by ǫ1 : P ÝÑ Com the
counit of δ.
1. For any q P K, we put λq “ ǫ
1q. Then:
λq :
"
P ÝÑ Com
x1 . . . xn ÝÑ Hnpqqǫ
1px1q . . . ǫ
1pxnq.
2. For any q P K, we put θq “ IdP Ð λq. Then θq is a twisted bialgebra endomorphism and,
for any q, q1 P K, θq ˝ θq1 “ θqq1.
3. For any n P N, for any finite set A, we put:
PnrAs “ tx P PrAs, @q P K, θqpxq “ q
nxu.
This gives pP,],∆q a graduation.
Proof. First, note that for any q, q1 P K, λq ˚ λq1 “ λq`q1 and λq ‹ λq1 “ λqq1 .
1. Let x1 . . . xn P PrAs. Then:
λqpx1 . . . xnq “
8ÿ
k“1
Hkpqq
ÿ
1ďi1ă...ăikăn
ǫ1bkpx1 . . . xi1 b . . .b xik`1 . . . xnq
“ Hnpqqǫ
1bnpx1 b . . . b xnq ` 0
“ Hnpqqǫ
1px1q . . . ǫ
1pxnq.
2. For any q, q1 P K:
θq ˝ θq1 “ pIdÐ λqq ˝ pIdÐ λqq “ IdÐ pλq ‹ λq1q “ IdÐ λqq1 “ λqq1 .
3. For any x1 . . . xn P PrAs:
θqpx1 . . . xnq “ x
1
1 . . . x
1
nλqpx
2
1 ] . . .] x
2
nq ` a span of tensors of length ă n
“ x11 . . . x
1
nλqpx
2
1q . . . λqpx
2
nq ` a span of tensors of length ă n
“ x11 . . . x
1
nqǫ
1px21q . . . qǫ
1px2nq ` a span of tensors of length ă n
“ qnx1 . . . xn ` a span of tensors of length ă n.
Hence, for any q P K, θqrAs is diagonalisable and its eigenvalues are powers of q. For any integer
n, we put:
PnrAs “ tx P PrAs, θ2pxq “ 2
nxu.
Then:
P “
à
nPN
Pn.
Moreover, for any n, the restriction of the canonical projection πn on P
bn to Pn is a bijection
̟n : Pn ÝÑ P
bn. For any q P K, θq ˝ θ2 “ θ2 ˝ θq “ θ2q, so for any n, θqpPnq Ď Pn. Moreover,
if x P PnrAs,
̟n ˝ θqpxq “ q
n̟npxq “ ̟npq
nxq.
As ̟n is a bijection, θqpxq “ q
nx. We obtain:
PnrAs “ tx P PrAs, @q P K, θqpxq “ q
nxu.
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If x P PkrAs and y P PlrBs:
θ2px] yq “ θ2pxq ] θ2pyq “ 2
k`lθ2pxq ] θ2pyq “ 2
k`lθ2px] yq,
so ]pPk b Plq Ď Pk`l. If x P PnrAs and A “ A1 \A2:
pθ2 b θ2q ˝∆A1,A2pxq “ ∆A1,A2 ˝ θ2pxq “ 2
n∆A1,A2pxq,
so:
∆A1,A2pxq P
à
k`l“n
PkrA1s b PlrA2s.
Hence, P is a graded twisted bialgebra.
Example 16. We obtain:
θqpx1q “ qx1,
θqpx1x2q “ q
2x1x2 `
qpq ´ 1q
2
px1 ¨ x2q,
θqpx1x2x3q “ q
3x1x2x3 `
q2pq ´ 1q
2
px1 ¨ x2qx3
`
q2pq ´ 1q
2
x1px2 ¨ x3q `
qpq ´ 1qpq ´ 2q
6
px1 ¨ x2 ¨ x3q,
θqpx1x2x3x4q “ q
4x1x2x3x4
`
q2pq ´ 1q
2
px1 ¨ x2qx3x4 `
q2pq ´ 1q
2
x1px2 ¨ x3qx4
`
q2pq ´ 1q
2
x1x2px3 ¨ x4q `
q2pq ´ 1q2
4
px1 ¨ x2qpx3 ¨ x4q
`
q2pq ´ 1qpq ´ 2q
6
px1 ¨ x2 ¨ x3qx4 `
q2pq ´ 1qpq ´ 2q
6
x1px2 ¨ x3 ¨ x4q
`
qpq ´ 1qpq ´ 2qpq ´ 3q
24
px1 ¨ x2 ¨ x3 ¨ x4q.
We shall give in Proposition 45 another description of the graduation of P.
7.3 Homogeneous morphisms to quasi-shuffle bialgebras
Proposition 45. Let Q be a commutative twisted bialgebra of the second type and let P “
coT pQq. Let ̺ : pP,,∆q ÝÑ pP,],∆q defined by:
̺ppx1 . . . xnqq “
ÿ
1ďi1ă...ăikăn
1
i1!pi2 ´ i1q! . . . pn´ ikq!
px1 ¨ . . . ¨ xi1q . . . pxik`1 ¨ . . . ¨ xnq.
This is a homogeneous twisted bialgebra isomorphism.
Proof. Let λ : P ÝÑ Q, defined by
λpx1 . . . xnq “
x1 ¨ . . . ¨ xn
n!
.
This is a twisted algebra morphism from pP,q to pQ, ¨q: for any x1 . . . xk and xk`1 . . . xk`l P P,
as Q is commutative:
λpx1 . . . xk  xk`1 . . . xk`lq “
ÿ
σPShpk,lq
1
pk ` lq!
xσ´1p1q ¨ . . . ¨ xσ´1pk`lq
“
1
pk ` lq!
ÿ
σPShpk,lq
x1 ¨ . . . ¨ xk`l
“
1
k!
l!x1 ¨ . . . ¨ xk`l
“ λpx1 . . . xkqλpxk`1 . . . xk`lq.
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Moreover, ̺ is the unique twisted bialgebra morphism such that ǫ1 ˝ ̺ “ λ of Theorem 10.
Let x1 . . . xn P Q. For any q P K:
π ˝ ρ ˝ ιqpx1 . . . xnq “
qn
n!
x1 ¨ . . . ¨ xn.
Moreover, if q P N:
π ˝ θq ˝ ρpx1 . . . xnq
“
ÿ
1ďi1ă...ăikďn
1
i1!pi2 ´ i1q! . . . pn ´ ikq!
π ˝ θqppx1 ¨ . . . ¨ xi1q . . . pxik`1 ¨ . . . ¨ xnqq
“
ÿ
1ďi1ă...ăikďn
1
i1!pi2 ´ i1q! . . . pn ´ ikq!
Hk`1pqqx1 ¨ . . . ¨ ¨xn
“
nÿ
l“1
ÿ
a1`...`al“n
1
a1! . . . al!
Hlpqqx1 ¨ . . . ¨ ¨xn
“
1
n!
nÿ
k“1
ÿ
a1`...`ak“n
pa1 ` . . .` akq!
a1! . . . ak!
ˆ
q
k
˙
x1 ¨ . . . ¨ ¨xn
“
1
n!
nÿ
k“1
|tf : n ÝÑ q, |fpnq| “ ku|x1 ¨ . . . ¨ ¨xn
“
1
n!
|tf : n ÝÑ qu|x1 ¨ . . . ¨ ¨xn
“
qn
n!
x1 ¨ . . . ¨ ¨xn
“ π ˝ ρ ˝ ιqpx1 . . . xnq.
As θq ˝ρ and ρ˝ιq are both coalgebra morphisms, by unicity in the universal property of coT pPq,
θq ˝ ρ “ ρ ˝ ιq for any q P N. Hence, for any n ě 2, for any finite set A, we have:
coT pPqnrAs “ tx P PrAs, θ2pxq “ 2
nxu,
PbnrAs “ tx P PrAs, ι2pxq “ 2
nxu,
we obtain that ρpPbnq Ď coT pPqn. So ρ is homogeneous.
Consequently, in the particular case of Comp, for any n P N, for any finite set A:
CompnrAs “ V ectp̺ppA1, . . . , Anq, pA1, . . . , Anq P ComprAsq.
For example:
Comp1rAs “ V ectppAqq,
Comp2rAs “ V ect
ˆ
pA1, A2q `
1
2
pA1 \A2q, pA1, A2q P ComprAs
˙
,
Comp3rAs “ V ect
ˆ
pA1, A2, A3q `
1
2
pA1 \A2, A3q `
1
2
pA1, A2 \A3q `
1
6
pA1 \A2 \A3q,
pA1, A2, A3q P ComprAsq
˙
.
Corollary 46. Let P be a graded, connected twisted bialgebra. We denote by Mor0BpP, Compq
the set of homogeneous twisted bialgebra morphisms from P to Comp and by LpP1, Comq the set
of species morphisms from P1 to Com. The following map is a bijection:"
Mor0BpP, Compq ÝÑ LpP1, Comq
φ ÝÑ ε1 ˝ φ|P1 .
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Proof. Injectivity. and let φ, φ1 : P ÝÑ Comp be two homogeneous twisted bialgebra morphism,
such that ε1 ˝ φ|P1 “ ε
1 ˝ φ1|P1 . We put λ “ ε
1 ˝ φ and λ1 “ ε1 ˝ φ1. Let us prove that φ “ φ1. By
Theorem 29, it is enough to prove that λ “ λ1: let us prove that λ|Pn “ λ
1
|Pn
by induction on
n. This is obvious if n “ 0 or 1. If n ě 2, then for any q P K, if x P PnrAs, by the induction
hypothesis:
qnλpxq “ λ ˝ ιqpxq
“ λqpxq
“ H1pqqλpxq `
8ÿ
k“2
ÿ
pA1,...,AkqPComprAs
λbk ˝∆A1,...,Akpxq.
Hence, by the induction hypothesis:
pqn ´ qqλpxq “
8ÿ
k“2
ÿ
pA1,...,AkqPComprAs
λbk ˝∆A1,...,Akpxq
“
8ÿ
k“2
ÿ
pA1,...,AkqPComprAs
λ1bk ˝∆A1,...,Akpxq
“ pqn ´ qqλ1pxq.
Choosing q “ 2, as n ě 2, we obtain λpxq “ λ1pxq.
Surjectivity. Let λ1 : P1 ÝÑ Com be a species morphism. We define λ0 : P0 ÝÑ Com by
λ0p1P q “ 1. Let us define λn : Pn ÝÑ Com for n ě 2 by induction on n. If x P PnrAs, we put:
λnpxq “
1
2n ´ 2
nÿ
k“2
ÿ
pA1,...,AkqPComprAs
Hkp2qpλ7A1 b . . . b λ7Akq ˝∆A1,...,Akpxq
“
1
2n ´ 2
ÿ
pA1,A2qPComprAs
pλ7A1 b λ7A2q ˝∆A1,A2pxq,
which we shortly write as:
λnpxq “
1
2n ´ 2
λpxp1qqλpxp2qq.
We define in this way a map λ : P ÝÑ Comp, such that λ2 “ λ ˝ ι2. Let us prove that λ is a
character: let x P PkrAs, y P PlrBs, and let us prove that λpxyq “ λpxqλpyq by induction on
k` l “ n. If k “ 0 or l “ 0, we can assume that x “ 1P or y “ 1P and the result is obvious. We
now assume that k, l ě 1. There is nothing to prove if n “ 0 or 1. Otherwise, by the induction
hypothesis:
λpxyq “
1
2k`l ´ 2
¨˝
2λpxqλpyq ` λpxp1qyqλpxp2qq
`λpxp1qqλpxp2qyq ` λpxyp1qqλpyp2qq
`λpyp1qqλpxyp2qq ` λpxp1qyp1qqλpxp2qyp2qq
‚˛
“
1
2k`l ´ 2
ˆ
2λpxqλpyq ` 2λpxp1qqλpxp2qqλpyq
`2λpxqλpyp1qqλpyp2qq ` λpxp1qqλpyp1qqλpxp2qqλpyp2qq
˙
“
λpxqλpyq
2k`l ´ 2
p2` 2p2k ´ 2q ` 2p2l ´ 2q ` p2k ´ 2qp2l ´ 2qq
“ λpxqλpyq.
So λ is a character, λ|P1 “ λ1 and λ
2 “ λ ˝ ι2. Let φ : P ÝÑ Comp be the unique twisted
bialgebra morphism such that ε1 ˝ φ “ λ.
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Let q P K. For any x P PrAs:
λq ˝ φpxq “
ÿ
kě0
ÿ
pA1,...,AkqPComprAs
λbk ˝∆A1,...,AkpxqλqpA1, . . . , Akq
“
ÿ
kě0
Hkpqq
ÿ
pA1,...,AkqPComprAs
λbk ˝∆A1,...,Akpxq
“
ÿ
kě0
Hkpqqpλ´ εq
˚kpxq
“ λqpxq.
So λq ˝ φ “ λ
q. For any finite set A:
CompnrAs “ tx P ComprAs, θ2pxq “ 2
nxu,
PnrAs “ tx P PnrAs, ι2pxq “ 2
nxu.
As the characters λ ˝ ι2 “ ε
1 ˝ φ ˝ ι2 and λ
2 “ λ2 ˝ φ “ ε
1 ˝ θ2 ˝ φ are equal, by Theorem 29
φ ˝ ι2 “ θ2 ˝ φ. Consequently, if x P PnrAs:
θ2 ˝ φpxq “ φ ˝ ι2pxq “ 2
nφpxq,
so φpxq P CompnrAs: φ is homogeneous. Moreover, ε
1 ˝ φ|P1 “ λ1.
7.4 The example of graphs
Proposition 47. 1. Let u “ pukqkě1 be a sequence of scalars. The following map is a homo-
geneous morphism of twisted bialgebras:
φu :
$’’&’’%
Gr1 ÝÑ Comp
G P Gr1rAs ÝÑ
¨˝ ź
IPV pGq
u7I‚˛ ]ź
IPV pGq
pIq.
All homogeneous morphisms from Gr1 to Comp are obtained in this way.
2. Let λ0 : Gr
1 ÝÑ Comp be defined by λ0pGq “ 1 for any graph G. Then λ0 is a character
of Gr1 and for any q P K:
λ
q
0
pGq “ qdegpGqG.
Proof. For any finite set A, Gr11rAs is one-dimensional, generated by qA. Hence, the species
morphisms from Gr11 to Com are given by:
µup qAq “ u7A,
where u is a sequence of scalars. By Corollary 46, there exists a unique homogeneous morphism
of twisted bialgebra φu : Gr
1 ÝÑ Comp such that pε1 ˝ φuq|Gr1
1
“ µu. Let us consider the map:
ιu :
$’’&’’%
Gr1 ÝÑ Gr1
G ÝÑ
¨˝ ź
IPV pGq
u7I‚˛G.
This is obviously a homogeneous endomorphism of twisted bialgebras, and for any sequences u,
v, then φu ˝ ιv is a homogeneous morphism and for any finite set A of cardinal n:
ε1 ˝ φu ˝ ιvp qAq “ unvn,
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so, putting uv “ punvnqně1, φuv “ φu ˝ ιv. It is now enough to describe φ1, with 1n “ 1 for any
n. Let us put λ0 “ ε
1 ˝ φ1, and let us prove that λ0pGq “ 1 for any graph G. We proceed by
induction on degpGq “ n. If n “ 1, then G “ qA and λ0pGq “ 1n “ 1. Otherwise, as λ
2
0 “ λ0 ˝ ι2:
λ0pGq “
1
2n ´ 2
ÿ
pA,BqPComprV pGqs
λpG|AqλpG|Bq
“
1
2n ´ 2
ÿ
pA,BqPComprV pGqs
1
“
1
2n ´ 2
n´1ÿ
k“1
ˆ
n
k
˙
“ 1.
So λ0pGq “ 1 for any G. As φ1 is homogeneous, λ
q
0
“ λ0 ˝ ιq for any q P K.
Example 17. If A, B and C are finite sets:
φ1p qAq “ pAq,
φ1p q
q
A
Bq “ pAq ] pBq
“ pA,Bq ` pB,Aq ` pA\Bq,
φ1p q
qq_ACB q “ pAq ] pBq ] pCq
“ pA,B,Cq ` pA,C,Bq ` pB,A,Cq ` pB,C,Aq ` pC,A,Bq ` pC,B,Aq
` pA\B,Cq ` pA\ C,Bq ` pB \ C,Aq
` pA,B \ Cq ` pB,A\ Cq ` pC,A\Bq ` pA\B \ Cq.
7.5 Application: acyclic orientations
Let q P K. We shall consider the homogeneous morphism defined in Proposition 47, with un “ q
for any n:
φq :
$’&’%
Gr1 ÝÑ Comp
G P Gr1rAs ÝÑ qdegpGq
]ź
IPV pGq
pIq.
Then:
φq “ φÐ λq,
where λq “ ε
1 ˝ φq is the character given by:
λqpGq “ q
degpGq.
If q ‰ 0, we put:
φchrq “ θq´1 ˝ φ ˝ ιq.
This is a twisted bialgebra morphism from Gr1 to Comp. In particular, φchr1 “ φ.
Example 18. If A, B and C are finite sets:
φchrqp qAq “ pAq,
φchrqp q
q
A
Bq “ pA,Bq ` pB,Aq ` p1´ qqpA\Bq,
φchrqp q
qq_ACB q “ pA,B,Cq ` pA,C,Bq ` pB,A,Cq ` pB,C,Aq ` pC,A,Bq ` pC,B,Aq
` p1´ qqpA\B,Cq ` p1´ qqpA\ C,Bq ` pB \ C,Aq
` p1´ qqpC,A\Bq ` p1´ qqpB,A\ Cq ` pA,B \ Cq ` 2p1 ´ qqpA\B \ Cq.
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Lemma 48. Let λ P CharpGr1q. Then λ is invertible for ‹ if, and only if, for any finite set A,
λp qAq ‰ 0.
Proof. ùñ. Let µ be the inverse of λ. For any finite set A, λ ‹ µp qAq “ λp qAqµp qAq “ εp qAq “ 1,
so λp qAq ‰ 0.
ðù. We define inductively scalars µ1pGq and µ2pGq for any graph G by induction on the
number k of edges of G. If k “ 0, then G “ qA1 . . . qAn, and we put:
µ1pGq “ µ2pGq “
1
λp qA1 q . . . λp qAnq
.
Otherwise, let C1, . . . , Cl be the connected components of G, and let A1, . . . , Ak be the decora-
tions of its vertices. Then:
δpGq “ Gb qA1 . . . qAk ` qC1 . . . qCl bG` sum of terms G
1 bG2, with 7EpG1q, 7EpG2q ă 7EpGq.
We then put:
µ1pGq “ ´
1
λp qC1 q . . . λp qCl q
pµ1p qA1 . . . qAk qλpGq ` µ1pG
1qλpG2qq,
µ2pGq “ ´
1
λp qA1 q . . . λp qAk q
pλpGqµ2p qC1 . . . qCl q ` λpG
1qµ2pG
2qq.
By construction, µ1 ‹ λ “ λ ‹ µ2 “ ε
1. Hence, λ is invertible, and its inverse is µ1 “ µ2.
Consequently, if q ‰ 0, λq is invertible. We denote by λchr the inverse of λ1 and for any
q ‰ 0, λchrq “ λchr ‹ pε
1 ˝ φchrqq. Then:
φchrq “ φÐ pε
1 ˝ φchrqq “ pφ1 Ð λchrq Ð pε
1 ˝ φchrqq “ φ1 Ð λchr.
In particular, λchrq “ λchr. Consequently:
Corollary 49. For any graph G P Gr1rAs:
φchrqpGq “
ÿ
„ŸG
λchrqpG |„qC
p1q
„ ] . . .] C
pclp„qq
„ ,
where Cp1q„ , . . . , C
pclp„qq
„ are the equivalence classes of „.
Proposition 50 (Extraction-contraction principle). Let G be a graph and e be an edge of G.
We denote by Gze the graph obtained in deleting the edge e and by G{e the graph obtained in
contracting the edge e, the two extremities of e being identified with their union. Then, for any
graph G, for any edge e of G:
φchr1pGq “ φchr1pGzeq ´ φchr1pG{eq.
For any q ‰ 0:
φchrqpGq “ φchrqpGzeq ´ qφchrqpG{eq.
In particular, λaopGq “ ε
1 ˝ φchr´1pGq is the number of acyclic orientations of G.
Proof. We denote by X and Y the The set of valid colorations of Gze is the set of colorations
c of G such that the conditions for c to be valid is satisfied, except maybe for pairs of elements
px, yq P X ˆ Y . The set of valid colorations of G{e is the set of colorations c of G such that the
conditions for c to be valid is satisfied, except for any pair of elements px, yq P X ˆ Y . Hence,
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V CpGzeq “ V CpGq \ V CpG{eq, which gives φchr1pGzeq “ φchr1pGq ´ φchr1pG{eq.
If q ‰ 0:
φchrqpGq “ q
degpGqθq´1 ˝ φchr1pGq
“ qdegpGqθq´1 pφchr1pGzeq ´ φchr1pG{eqq
“ θq´1
´
qdegpGzeqφchr1pGzeq ´ q
degpG{eq`1φchr1pG{eq
¯
“ φchrqpGzeq ´ qφchrqpG{eq.
We denote by λaopGq the number of acyclic orientations of G and we put µpGq “ ε
1˝φchr´1pGq.
Let us show that µpGq “ λaopGq by induction on the number k of edges of G. If k “ 0, then
µpGq “ 1 and the result is obvious. If k ě 1, let e be an edge of G. Let O be an orientation of G
and let O1 be the orientation of G obtained by changing the orientation of e in G. Both O and
O1 give the same orientation of Gze, which is acyclic if, and only if, O or O1 is acyclic. Both O
and O1 induce an orientation of G{e, which is acyclic if, and only if, both O and O1 are acyclic.
Consequently, λaopGq “ λaopGzeq ` λaopG{eq “ µpGzeq ` µpG{eq “ µpGq.
Corollary 51. Let q ‰ 0. Moreover for any graph G:
λchrqpGq “ q
degpGq´ccpGqλchr1pGq.
Moreover, the character λchrq is invertible and for any graph G, λ
‹´1
chrq
pGq “ qdegpGq´ccpGq.
Proof. As φchrq “ φ1 Ð λchrq “ θq´1 ˝ φchr1 ˝ ιq:
φchr1 ˝ ιq “ θq ˝ pφ1 Ð λchrqq
“ pθq ˝ φ1q Ð λchrq ,
ε1 ˝ ιq “ ε
1 ˝ φchr1 ˝ ιq
“ pε1 ˝ θq ˝ φ1q ‹ λchrq .
For any graph G, if V pGq “ tA1, . . . , Aku:
ε1 ˝ θq ˝ φ1pGq “ ε
1 ˝ θqppA1q ] . . . ] pAkqq
“ ε1 ˝ θqppA1qq . . . ε
1 ˝ θqppAkqq
“ qk
“ qdegpGq.
Therefore:
ε1 ˝ ιqpGq “ q
degpGqε1pGq
“
ÿ
„ŸG
qdegpG{„qλchrqpG |„q
“
ÿ
„ŸG
qccpG|„qλchrqpG |„q.
So:
ε1pGq “
ÿ
„ŸG
qccpG|„q´degpG|„qλchrqpG |„q.
Hence, the inverse of the character defined by λpGq “ 1 for any graph G is given by:
λ‹´1pGq “ qccpGq´degpGqλchrqpGq.
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If q “ 1, λ‹´1pGq “ λchr1pGq and, if q ‰ 0:
λchrqpGq “ q
degpGq´ccpGqλchr1pGq.
Moreover:
ε1pGq “
ÿ
„ŸG
qccpG|„q´degpG|„qλchrqpG |„q
“ qccpGq´degpGq
ÿ
„ŸG
qdegpG{„q´ccpG{„qλchrqpG |„q.
If ε1pGq ‰ 0, then ccpGq “ degpGq,so:ÿ
„ŸG
qdegpG{„q´ccpG{„qλchrqpG |„q “ ε
1pGq.
Therefore, λ‹´1chrqpGq “ q
degpGq´ccpGq.
Corollary 52. 1. The character λao is invertible and, for any graph G:
λ‹´1ao pGq “ p´1q
degpGq`ccpGqλaopGq.
2. The following maps are twisted bialgebra automorphisms, inverse one from the other:
Γ :
$&% Gr
1 ÝÑ Gr1
G P Gr1rAs ÝÑ
ÿ
„ŸG
λaopG| „qG{ „,
Γ1 :
$&% Gr
1 ÝÑ Gr1
G P Gr1rAs ÝÑ
ÿ
„ŸG
p´1qclp„q`degpGqλaopG| „qG{ „ .
Moreover, φchr´1 “ φchr1 ˝ Γ and φchr1 “ φchr´1 ˝ Γ
1.
Proof. 1. By definition of λao:
λao “ ε
1 ˝ φchr´1 “ ε
1 ˝ pφ1 Ð λchr´1q “ λ
‹´1
chr1
‹ λchr´1.
So λ‹´1ao “ λ
‹´1
chr´1
‹ λchr1 , and for any graph G:
λ‹´1ao pGq “
ÿ
„ŸG
p´1qclp„q´ccpGqλchr1pG |„q
“ p´1qdegpGq`ccpGq
ÿ
„ŸG
p´1qclpG|„q`ccpG|„qλchr1pG |„q
“ p´1qdegpGq`ccpGq
ÿ
„ŸG
λchr´1pG |„q
“ p´1qdegpGq`ccpGqλ‹´1chr1 ‹ λchr´1pGq
“ p´1qdegpGq`ccpGqλaopGq.
2. We obtain:
φchr1 ˝Γ “ φchr1 ˝ pIdÐ λaoq “ φchr1 Ð λao “ φchr1 Ð pλ
‹´1
chr1
‹ λchr´1q “ φ1 Ð λchr´1 “ φchr´1 .
Note that Γ “ Id Ð λao and Γ
1 “ Id Ð λ‹´1ao , so they are indeed twisted bialgebra morphisms,
inverse one from each other.
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To summarize, we obtain twisted bialgebra morphisms φq and φchrq from Gr
1 to Comp, such
that the following diagrams are commutative:
Gr1
ιq //
φchr
q1

Gr1
φchr
q1
q
Comp
θq
// Comp
Gr1
ιq //
φq1

Gr1
φq1

Comp
θq
// Comp
We also have a twisted bialgebra automorphism Γ of Gr1 making the following diagram commut-
ing:
Gr1
Γ //
φchr´1 ##❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
Gr1
φchr1{{①①
①①
①①
①①
①
Comp
They are related to several characters of Gr1:
φchr1 “ φ1 Ð λchrq , Γ “ IdÐ λao.
For any graph G:
λchrqpGq “ q
degpGq´ccpGqλchr1pGq, λ
‹´1
chrq
pGq “ qdegpGq´ccpGq, λ‹´1ao pGq “ p´1q
degpGq`ccpGqλaopGq.
Remark 6. Taking the limit when q goes to 0, one gives a meaning to φchr0 and to λchr0 . For
any graph G:
λchr0pGq “
#
1 if degpGq “ ccpGq,
0 otherwise
“ ε1pGq.
So φchr0 “ φ1 Ð λchr0 “ φ1 Ð ε
1 “ φ1.
7.6 The example of finite topologies
Proposition 53. For any quasi-poset T “ pA,ďT q, we denote by HOpT q the set of heap-orders
on T , that is to say surjections f : A ÝÑ maxpfq such that:
1. For any a, b P A, if a ďT b, then fpaq ď fpbq.
2. For any a, b P A, fpaq “ fpbq if, and only if, a „T b.
Note that for any f P HOpT q, maxpfq “ clpT q. We denote by hopT q the cardinality of HOpT q.
Lemma 54. Let T be a finite topology on a finite set A. Then:ÿ
O non trivial
open set of T
clpT q!
clpT|Oq!clpT|AzOq!
hopT|AzOqhopT|Oq “ p2
clpT q ´ 2qhopT q.
Proof. We consider the two following sets:
1. X is the set of pairs ph, kq, where h P HOpT q and 1 ď k ď clpT q.
2. Y is the set of triples pO,h1, h2q, where O is a non trivial open set of T , h1 P HOpT|AzOq
and h2 P HOpT|Oq.
For any ph, kq in X, we put:
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• O “ h´1ptk`1, . . . , clpT quq. As h P HOpT q, this is an open set of T , and as 1 ď k ă clpT q,
it is non trivial.
• h1 “ h|AzO and h
2 “ h|O ´ k. As h P HOpT q, pO,h
1, h2q P B.
We define in this way a map ϑ : X ÝÑ Y .
If pO,h, h1q P Y , we put:
1. k “ clpAzOq “ maxph1q.
2. h : A ÝÑ clpT q defined by:
hpxq “
#
h1pxq if x R O,
h2pxq ` k if x P O.
It is not difficult to show that h P HOpT q.
We define in this way a map ϑ1 : Y ÝÑ X, and it is immediate that ϑ˝ϑ1 “ IdY and ϑ
1˝ϑ “ IdX .
So ϑ and ϑ1 are bijections. We obtain:
ÿ
O non trivial
open set of T
clpT q!
clpT|Oq!clpT|AzOq!
hopT|AzOqhopT|Oq
“
ÿ
pO,h1,h2qPY
clpT q!
clpT|Oq!clpT|AzOq!
“
ÿ
ph,kqPX
n!
k!pn´ kq!
“
ÿ
hPHOpT q
n´1ÿ
k“1
n!
k!pn ´ kq!
“
ÿ
hPHOpT q
p2n ´ 2q
“ p2n ´ 2qhopT q,
where n “ clpT q.
Proposition 55. 1. Let u “ pukqkě1 be a sequence of scalars. The following map is a homo-
geneous morphism of twisted bialgebras:
φu :
$’’&’’%
T op ÝÑ Comp
T P T oprAs ÝÑ
¨˝ ź
IPCLpT q
u7I‚˛φÐ λhopT q.
All homogeneous morphisms from T op to Comp are obtained in this way.
2. We put:
λhopT q “
hopT q
clpT q!
.
Then λho is a character of T op. Moreover, for any q P K, λho ˝ ιq “ λ
q
ho.
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Proof. For any finite set A, T op1rAs is one-dimensional, generated by qA. Hence, the species
morphisms from T op1 to Com are given by:
µup qAq “ u7A,
where u is a sequence of scalars. Corollary 46 implies that there exists a unique homogeneous
morphism of twisted bialgebra φu : T op ÝÑ Comp such that pε
1 ˝ φuq|Gr1
1
“ µu.
Let us consider the map:
ιu :
$’’&’’%
T op ÝÑ T op
T ÝÑ
¨˝ ź
IPCLpT q
u7I‚˛T.
This is obviously a homogeneous endomorphism of twisted bialgebras, and for any sequences u,
v, then φu ˝ ιv is a homogeneous morphism and for any finite set A of cardinal n:
ε1 ˝ φu ˝ ιvp qAq “ unvn.
It is now enough to describe φ1, with 1n “ 1 for any n. Let us put λho “ ε
1 ˝ φ1, and let us
prove that for any finite topology T on a finite set A:
λhopT q “
hopT q
clpT q!
.
We proceed by induction on clpT q “ n. If n “ 1, then T “ qA and λhopT q “ 1n “ 1. Otherwise,
as λ2ho “ λho ˝ ι2, by the preceding Lemma:
λhopT q “
1
2n ´ 2
ÿ
O non trivial open set of T
λpT|V pT qzOqλpT|Oq
“
1
2n ´ 2
ÿ
O non trivial open set of T
clpT q!
clpT|Oq!clpTmidAzOq!
hopT|OqhopT|AzOq
“
hopT q
n!
.
As φ1 is homogeneous, λ
q
ho “ λho ˝ ιq for any q P K.
Example 19. If A, B and C are finite sets:
φ1p qAq “ pAq,
φ1p q
q
A
Bq “ pA,Bq `
1
2
pA\Bq,
φ1p q
qq_ACB q “ pA,B,Cq ` pA,C,Bq ` pA,B \Cq
`
1
2
pA\B,Cq `
1
2
pA\ C,Bq `
1
3
pA\B \ Cq,
φ1p q
q
q
A
B
C
q “ pA,B,Cq `
1
2
pA,B \ Cq `
1
2
pA\B,Cq `
1
6
pA\B \ Cq.
7.7 Application: duality principle
Lemma 56. Let λ be a character on T op. It is inversible for ‹ if, and only if, for any finite set
A, λp qAq ‰ 0.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 48.
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Let q P K. We denote by φq the homogeneous morphism associated to the sequence defined
by un “ q for any n in Proposition 55:
φq :
"
T op ÝÑ Comp
T P T oprAs ÝÑ qclpT qφÐ λhopT q.
The associated character λq “ ε
1 ˝ φq is defined by:
λqpT q “ q
clpT qhopT q
clpT q!
.
If q ‰ 0, for any finite set A, λqp qAq “ q ‰ 0, so λq is invertible.
For any q P K, nonzero, we put φehrq “ θq´1 ˝ φ ˝ ιq : T op ÝÑ Comp. These are twisted
bialgebra morphisms, and φehrq “ φ. We put:
λehrq “ λ
‹´1
1
‹ pε1 ˝ φehrqq,
which implies that for any q P K:
φehrq “ φ1 Ð λehrq .
Example 20. If A, B and C are finite sets:
φehrqp qAq “ pAq,
φehrqp q
q
A
Bq “ pA,Bq `
1´ q
2
pA\Bq,
φehrqp q
qq_ACB q “ pA,B,Cq ` pA,C,Bq ` pA,B \ Cq
`
1´ q
2
pA\B,Cq `
1´ q
2
pA\ C,Bq `
p1´ qqp2´ qq
6
pA\B \ Cq,
φehrqp q
q
q
A
B
C
q “ pA,B,Cq `
1´ q
2
pA,B \ Cq `
1´ q
2
pA\B,Cq `
p1´ qqp2´ qq
6
pA\B \ Cq.
Proposition 57. For any finite topology T , ε1 ˝ φehr´1pT q “ 1 and:
φehr´1pT q “
ÿ
fPL1pT q
p7f´1p1q, . . . , 7f´1pmaxpfqqq.
Proof. For any finite topology T :
ε1 ˝ φehr´1pT q “ p´1q
clpT qε1 ˝ ι´1 ˝ φehr1pT q
“
ÿ
fPLpT q
p´1qclpT q`maxpfq.
Let us prove that this is equal to 1 for any quasi-poset T . We proceed by induction on n “ clpT q.
This is obvious if n “ 0. If n ě 1, let us denote by minpT q the set of minimal classes (for ďT )
of T . For any linear extension f of T , f´1pT q is a subset of minpT q; we obtain a bijection:$’’’’’&’’’’’%
ğ
HĹiĎminpT q
LpT|V pT qzIq ÝÑ LpT q
f P LpT|V pT qzIq ÝÑ f˜ :
$’&’%
V pT q ÝÑ N
x ÝÑ
#
1 if x P I,
fpxq ` 1 otherwise.
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Hence, using the induction hypothesis on the quasi-posets T|V pT qzI :ÿ
fPLpT q
p´1qclpT q`maxpfq “
ÿ
HĹIĎminpT q
ÿ
fPLpT|V pT qzI q
p´1q7I`clpT|V pT qzI q`1`maxpfq
“ ´
ÿ
HĹIĎminpT q
p´1q7I
“ ´
ÿ
IĎminpT q
p´1q7I ` 1
“ 1.
Hence, ε1 ˝ φehr´1pT q “ 1 for any T . The formula for φehr´1pT q comes from Proposition 40.
Proposition 58. For any quasi-poset T , for any q P K, nonzero:
λehrqpT q “ q
clpT q´ccpT qλehr1pT q, λ
‹´1
ehrq
pT q “ qclpT q´ccpT q
hopT q
clpT q!
.
Proof. As φehrq “ φ1 Ð λehrq “ θq´1 ˝ φehr1 ˝ ιq:
θq ˝ φehrq “ φehr1 ˝ ιq ε
1 ˝ ιq “ ε
1 ˝ φehr1 ˝ ιq
“ pθq ˝ φ1q Ð λehrq , “ ε
1 ˝ θq ˝ φehrq
“ pε1 ˝ θq ˝ φ1q ‹ λehrq .
Let T be a finite topology. Then:
ε1 ˝ θq ˝ φ1pT q “
qclpT qhopT q
clpT q!
.
Hence:
qclpT qε1pT q “
ÿ
„ŸT
qclp„qhopT { „q
clp„q
λehrqpT |„q,
ε1pT q “
ÿ
„ŸT
hopT { „q
clpT { „q!
qccpT |„q´clpT |„qλehrqpT |„q
“
ÿ
„ŸT
λhopT { „qq
ccpT |„q´clpT |„qλehrqpT |„q.
Hence, the inverse of the character λho is given by:
λ‹´1ho pT q “ q
ccpT q´clpT qλehrqpT q.
Consequently, for q “ 1, λ‹´1ho “ λehr1 and, for any q ‰ 0:
λehrqpT q “ q
clpT q´ccpT qλehr1pT q.
Moreover:
ε1pT q “ qccpT q´clpT q
ÿ
„ŸT
λhopT { „qq
clpT {„q´ccpT {„qλehrqpT { „q.
If ε1pT q ‰ 0, then ďT is an equivalence and clpT q “ ccpT q, so:
ε1pT q “
ÿ
„ŸT
λhopT { „qq
clpT {„q´ccpT {„qλehrqpT { „q.
Hence, the inverse of λehrq is given by λ
‹´1
ehrq
pT q “ qclpT q´ccpT qλhopT q.
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Corollary 59. The following maps are twisted bialgebra automorphisms, inverse one from each
other:
Γ :
$&% T op ÝÑ T opT ÝÑ ÿ
„ŸT
T { „,
Γ1 :
$&% T op ÝÑ T opT ÝÑ ÿ
„ŸT
p´1qclp„q`clpT qT { „ .
Moreover, φehr´1 “ φehr1 ˝ Γ and φehr1 “ φehr´1 ˝ Γ
1.
Proof. Let λ be the character defined by λpT q “ 1 for any finite topology T . It is an invertible
character and, as Γ “ Id Ð λ, Γ is a twisted bialgebra automorphism. By Proposition 57,
λ “ ε1 ˝ φehr´1 , so:
λ “ ε1 ˝ pφ1 Ð λehr´1q “ ε
1 ˝ pφehr1 Ð pλ
‹´1
ehr1
‹ λehr´1qq “ λ
‹´1
ehr1
‹ λehr´1 .
Hence:
φehr1 ˝ Γ “ φehr1 Ð λ “ φ1 Ð pλehr1 ‹ λq “ φ1 Ð pλehr´1q “ φehr´1.
Moreover, Γ´1 “ Id Ð λ‹´1. It remains to compute λ‹´1 “ λ‹´1ehr´1 ‹ λehr1 . Let T be a finite
topology:
λ‹´1ehr´1 ‹ λehr1pT q “
ÿ
„ŸT
p´1qclpT {„q`ccpT {„qλ‹´1ehr1pT { „qλehr1pT |„q
“
ÿ
„ŸT
p´1qccpT |„q`ccpT qλ‹´1ehr1pT { „qλehr1pT |„q
“ p´1qclpT q`ccpT q
ÿ
„ŸT
p´1qccpT |„q`clpT |„qλ‹´1ehr1pT { „qλehr1pT |„q
“ p´1qclpT q`ccpT q
ÿ
„ŸT
λ‹´1ehr1pT { „qλehr´1pT |„q
“ p´1qclpT q`ccpT qλ‹´1ehr1 ‹ λehr´1pT q
“ p´1qclpT q`ccpT qλpT q
“ p´1qclpT q`ccpT q.
As Γ1 “ IdÐ λ‹´1, Γ1 “ Γ´1.
To summarize, we obtain twisted bialgebra morphisms φq and φehrq from T op to Comp, such
that the following diagrams are commutative:
T op
ιq //
φehr
q1

T op
φehr
q1
q

Comp
θq
// Comp
T op
ιq //
φq1

T op
φq1

Comp
θq
// Comp
We also have a twisted bialgebra automorphism Γ of T op making the following diagram com-
muting:
T op
Γ //
φehr´1 ##●
●●
●●
●●
●●
T op
φehr1{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇
Comp
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They are related to several characters of T op:
φehrq “ φ1 Ð λehrq , Γ “ IdÐ λ.
For any finite toplogy T :
λehrqpGq “ q
clpT q´ccpT qλehr1pT q, λ
‹´1
ehrq
pT q “ qclpT q´ccpT q
hopT q
clpT q!
,
λpT q “ 1, λ‹´1pT q “ p´1qclpT q`ccpT q.
Remark 7. Taking the limit when q goes to 0, one gives a meaning to φehr0 and to λehr0 . For
any finite topology T :
λehr0pT q “
#
1 if clpT q “ ccpT q,
0 otherwise
“ ε1pT q.
So φehr0 “ φ1 Ð λehr0 “ φ1 Ð ε
1 “ φ1.
8 Fock functors
8.1 Definition
Let us now use the Fock functors of [2].
Notations 9. Let V be a left Sn-module. The space of coinvariants of V is:
CoinvpV q “
V
V ectpx´ σ.x, x P V, σ P Snq
.
In particular, if P is a species, for any n ě 0, Prns is a left Sn-module.
Definition 60. 1. (Full Fock functor). Let P be a species. We put:
KpPq “
8à
n“0
Prns.
If φ : P ÝÑ Q is a species morphism, we put:
Kpφq :
"
KpPq ÝÑ KpQq
x P Prns ÝÑ φrnspxq P Qrns.
This defines a functor from the category of species to the category of graded vector spaces.
2. (Bosonic Fock functor). Let P be a species. We put:
pKpPq “ 8à
n“0
CoinvpPrnsq.
If φ : P ÝÑ Q is a morphism of species, we put:
pKpφq : # pKpPq ÝÑ pKpQq
x P CoinvpPrnsq ÝÑ φrnspxq P CoinvpQrnsq.
This defines a functor from the category of species to the category of graded vector spaces.
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Remark 8. 1. pKpφq is well-defined: if x P Prns and σ P Sn, Kpφqpx ´ σ.xq “ Kpφqpxq ´
σ.Kpφqpxq. We have a commutative diagram:
KpPq

Kpφq
// KpQq
pKpPq pKpφq // pKpQq
where the vertical arrows are the canonical surjections.
2. For all n ě 0, the n-th homogeneous component of KpPq inherits a structure of left Sn-
module. This induces a trivial left action of Sn on the n-th homogeneous component ofpKpPq.
8.2 Fock functors applied to twisted (double) bialgebras
Notations 10. Let m,n P N. We denote by σm,n : m\ n ÝÑ m` n the bijection defined by:
@i P m, σm,npiq “ i,
@j P n, σm,npjq “ j `m.
For any I Ď n, we denote by σI the unique increasing bijection from I to 7I .
Theorem 61. 1. Let P be a twisted algebra. Then KpPq is a graded algebra, with the product
defined by:
@x P Prms, @y P Prns, x ¨ y “ Prσm,ns ˝mPpxb yq.
The unit is 1P P PrHs.
2. Let P be a twisted coalgebra. Then KpPq is a graded coalgebra, with the coproduct defined
by:
@x P Prns, ∆pxq “
ÿ
IĎn
pPrσI s b PrσnzI sq ˝∆I,nzIpxq.
We shall put ∆pI,nzIq “ pσI b σnzIq Ñ ∆I,nzI for any I Ď n.
3. If P is a twisted bialgebra, then KpPq is a graded bialgebra.
4. If P is a double twisted bialgebra, then KpPq inherits a second coproduct δ, defined by:
@x P Prns, δpxq “ δnpxq.
The triple pKpPq,m, δq is a bialgebra. Moreover, for any I Ď n:
p∆pI,nzIq b IdPrnsq ˝ δ “ pIdb Idb PrαI,nzI sq ˝m1,3,24 ˝ pδ b δq ˝∆
pI,nzIq,
where αi,nzI is an element of Sn.
Proof. 1. Let x P Prms, y P Prns and z P Prps. We consider the bijection σm,n,p : m\n\ p ÝÑ
m` n` p defined by:
σm,n,ppiq “
$’&’%
i if i P m,
i`m if i P n,
i`m` n if i P p.
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Then:
px ¨ yq ¨ z “ Prσm`n,ps ˝ pPrσm,ns b Idq ˝ pmb Idq ˝mpxb y b zq
“ Prσm,n,ps ˝ pmb Idq ˝mpxb y b zq
“ Prσm,n,ps ˝ pIdbmq ˝mpxb y b zq
“ Prσm,n`ps ˝ pIdb Prσn,psq ˝ pIdbmq ˝mpxb y b zq
“ x ¨ py ¨ zq.
2. Let x P Prns.
p∆ b Idq ˝∆pxq
“
ÿ
I\J\K“n
pPrσI s b PrσJ s b Idq ˝ pPrσI\J s b PrσK sq ˝ p∆I,J b Idq ˝∆I\J,Kpxq
“
ÿ
I\J\K“n
pPrσI s b PrσJ s b PrσK sq ˝∆I,J,Kpxq
“
ÿ
I\J\K“n
pIdb PrσJ s b PrσK sq ˝ pPrσI s b PrσJ\K sq ˝ pIdb∆J,Kq ˝∆I,J\Kpxq
“ pIdb∆q ˝∆pxq.
3. Let x P Prms and y P Prns.
∆px ¨ yq “ pP b Pqrσm,ns ˝∆ ˝mpxb yq
“ pP b Pqrσm,ns ˝ pmbmq ˝ pIdb cP,P b Idq ˝ p∆b∆qpxb yq
“
ÿ
I\J“m,
I 1\J 1“n
pP b Pqrσm,ns ˝ pmbmq ˝ pIdb cP,P b Idq
˝ pPrσI s b PrσJ s b PrσI 1s b PrσJ 1qs ˝ p∆I,J b∆I 1,J 1qpxb yq
“
ÿ
I\J“m,
I 1\J 1“n
pP b Pqrσm,ns ˝ pmbmq ˝ pPrσI s b PrσI 1s b PrσJ s b PrσJ 1sq
˝ pIdb cP,P b Idq ˝ p∆I,J b∆I 1,J 1qpxb yq
“
ÿ
I\J“m,
I 1\J 1“n
∆pI,Jqpxq ¨∆pI
1,J 1qpyq
“ ∆pxq ¨∆pyq.
4. Let x P Prms and y P Prns.
δpx ¨ yq “ δ ˝ Prσm,ns ˝mpxb yq
“ pPrσm,ns b Prσm,nsq ˝ pmbmq ˝ pIdb cP,P b Idq ˝ pδ b δqpx b yq
“ δpxq ¨ δpyq.
If x P Prms and m “ I \ J :
p∆pI,Jqq b Idq ˝ δpxq “ pPrσI s b PrσJ s b Idq ˝m1,3,24 ˝ pδ b δq ˝∆I,Jpxq,
m1,3,24 ˝ pδ b δq ˝∆
pI,nzIq “ m1,3,24 ˝ pPrσI s b PrσI s b PrσJ s b PrσJ sq ˝ pδ b δq ˝∆I,Jpxq
“ pPrσI s b PrσJ s b PrσI \ σJ s ˝m1,3,24 ˝ pδ b δq ˝∆I,Jpxq
“ pIdb Idb PrσI,J sq ˝ p∆
pI,Jq b Idq ˝ δpxq,
with σI,J “ σI \ σJ . This permutation is nondecreasing on I and J and sends I to 7I, so is the
inverse of a shuffle.
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Corollary 62. Let P be a twisted algebra [respectively coalgebra, bialgebra]. Then pKpPq is an
algebra [respectively a coalgebra, a bialgebra], quotient of KpPq. If P is a double twisted bialgebra,
then pKpPq is a bialgebra in cointeraction in the sense of [12, 13]:
p∆ b Idq ˝ δ “ m1,3,24 ˝ pδ b δq ˝∆.
Proof. Let I be the subspace of KpPq generated by the elements x´ Prσspxq, where x P Prns,
σ P Sn, n ě 0. Then pKpPq “ KpPq{I.
If P is an algebra, let us prove that I is an ideal of KpPq. For any x P Prms, σ P Sm,
y P Prns:
px´ Prσspxqq ¨ y “ Prσm,ns ˝mpxb y ´ Prσspxq ˆ yq
“ Prσm,ns ˝mpxb yq ´ Prσm,ns ˝ PrIdm \ σs ˝mpxb yq
“ X ´ Prτ spXq,
with:
X “ Prσm,ns ˝mpxb yq, τ “ σm,n ˝ pIdm \ σq ˝ σ
´1
m,n.
So px´ Prσspxqq ¨ y P I. Similarly, y ¨ px´ Prσspxqq P I.
If P is a coalgebra, let us prove that I is a coideal of KpPq. For any x P Prms, τ P Sm:
∆pPrτ spxqq “
ÿ
I\J“m
pPrστpIqs b PrστpJqsq ˝ pP b Prτ sq ˝∆I,Jpxq
“
ÿ
I\J“m
PrστpIq \ στpJqs ˝ pP b Prτ sq ˝ Prσ
´1
I \ σ
´1
J s ˝ PrσI \ σJ s ˝∆I,Jpxq
“
ÿ
I\J“m
PrτI,J s ˝ pPrσI s b PrσJ sq ˝∆I,Jpxq,
where τI,J is the permutation defined by:
• If i ď 7I, τI,Jpiq “ στpIq ˝ τ ˝ στpIq.
• If i ą 7I, τI,Jpiq “ στpJq ˝ τ ˝ στpJq.
Hence, putting k “ 7I, τI,Jpkq “ k. There exists τ
1
I,J P Sk and τ
2
I,J P Sm´k such that τI,J “
τ 1I,J \ τ
2
I,J . Hence, putting pPrσI s b PrσJ sq ˝∆I,Jpxq “ x
1
I,J b x
2
I,J :
∆px´ Prτ spxqq “
ÿ
I\J“m
x1I,J b x
2
I,J ´ pPrτ
1
I,J s b Prτ
2
I,J sqpx
1
I,J b x
2
I,Jq
“
ÿ
I\J“m
px1I,J ´ Prτ
1
I,J spx
1
I,Jqq b x
2
I,J ` Prτ
1
I,J spx
1
I,Jq b px
2
I,J ´ Prτ
2
I,J spx
2
I,Jqq
P I bKpPq `KpPq b I.
So I is a coideal for ∆.
Let us assume that P is a double bialgebra. By the preceding points, ppKpPq,m,∆q is a
bialgebra. For any x P Prms, τ P Sm, putting δpxq “ x
1 b x2:
δpx ´ ppτqpxqq “ δpxq ´ pPrτ s b Prτ sq ˝ δpxq
“ px1 ´ Prτ spx1qq b x2 ` Prτ spx1q b px2 ´ Prτ spx2qq
P I bKpPq `KpPq b I.
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So I is a coideal for δ, and pKpPq inherits a second coproduct δ. By Theorem 61, as the action
of the symmetric groups of pKpPq are trivial:
p∆b Idq ˝ δ “ m1,3,24 ˝ pδ b δq ˝∆.
So ppKpPq,m,∆q is a bialgebra in the category of right ppKpPq,m,∆q-comodules.
Remark 9. Let P be a double twisted bialgebra. Denoting by π the canonical projection from
KpPq to pKpPq, we can define a right coaction of pKpPq on KpPq by:
ρ “ pIdb πq ˝ δ : KpPq ÝÑ KpPq b pKpPq.
Then pKpPq,m,∆q is a bialgebra in the category or right ppKpPq,m, δq-comodules:
p∆ b Idq ˝ ρ “ m1,3,24 ˝ pρb ρq ˝∆.
Example 21. Let us apply the Fock functors to Com. As the action of Sn over Comrns is trivial,
KpComq “ pKpComq. If we denote by en the unit of K “ Comrns for all n ě 0, then a basis of
KpComq is penqně0. For any k, l ě 0, ek.el “ ek`l, so putting X “ e1, for any n ě 0, en “ X
n
and KpComq “ KrXs. For any n ě 0:
∆pXnq “
nÿ
k“0
ˆ
n
k
˙
Xk bXn´k, δpXnq “ Xn bXn.
So KpComq is the algebra KrXs with its usual coproducts ∆ and δ, as considered in [12, 13].
Example 22. Let us apply the Fock functors to Ord. For any total order ĺ on n, there exists a
unique σ P Sn, such that:
@i, j P n, i ĺ j ðñ σpiq ď σpjq.
Hence, KpOrdq has a basis indexed by permutations. For any σ P Sn:
∆pσq “
nÿ
i“0
σ
p1q
i b σ
p2q
i ,
where, if σ is represented by the word σp1q . . . σpnq:
• σ
p1q
i is obtained by keeping only the letters 1, . . . , i, in the same order.
• σ
p2q
i is obtained by keeping only the letters i`1, . . . , n, in the same order, and by subtracting
i to any of these letters.
If σ P Sk and τ P Sl:
σ ] τ “
ÿ
αPShpk,lq
α ˝ pσ b τq.
In other words, KpOrdq is the Hopf algebra of permutations FQSym of [9, 22]. Taking the
coinvariants, pKpOrdq has a basis penqně0, where for all n en is the canonical projection of any
permutation σ P Sn. For any k, l, n ě 0:
∆penq “
ÿ
i`j“n
ei b ej , ek ] el “
ˆ
k ` l
k
˙
ek`l.
Therefore, pKpOrdq is isomorphic to the Hopf algebra KrXs, through the morphism:" pKpOrdq ÝÑ KrXs
en ÝÑ n!X
n.
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Example 23. Let us apply the Fock functors to Comp.
1. The bialgebra KpCompq has for basis the set of set compositions of n, with n ě 0, or,
equivalently, the set of packed words, that is to say surjective maps from n to k, for any
k, l. Its product is given by quasishuffles: if u, v are packed words of respective length k
and l,
u] v “
ÿ
σPQShpk,lq
σ ˝ pu\ vrmaxpuqsq,
where vrmaxpuqs “ pv1 `maxpuqq . . . ` pvl `maxpuqq if v “ v1 . . . vl. For example:
p11q ] p11q “ p1122q ` p2211q ` p1111q,
p12q ] p11q “ p1233q ` p1322q ` p2311q ` p1211q ` p1222q.
The coproduct ∆ is given by extractions of letters: if u is a packed word of length n,
∆puq “
nÿ
k“0
uk b unzk,
where for any I Ď n, uI is obtained by the following steps:
(a) Keep only the letters of u which belong to I: one obtains a word u1
1
. . . u1p.
(b) Let σ : I ÝÑ k be the unique increasing bijection between I and set k, where k “ |I|.
Then uI “ fpu
1
1q . . . fpu
1
pq.
For example:
∆pp1123qq “ 1b p1123q ` p11q b p12q ` p112q b p1q ` p1123q b 1.
The second coproduct δ is given by:
δpuq “
ÿ
pσ,τqPcontmaxpuq
σ ˝ ub τ ˝ u.
For example:
δpp11qq “ p11q b p11q,
δpp12qq “ p12q b pp12q ` p21q ` p11qq ` p11q b p12q.
In other words, KpCompq is the bialgebra WQSym [26, 27, 25].
2. The bialgebra pKpCompq has for basis the set of compositions, that is to say finite sequence
of positive integers. The product is given by quasishuffles, the coproduct ∆ by decon-
catenation and the coproduct δ by the action of the elements of contk. For example, if
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a, b, c, d ě 1:
paq ] pbq “ pa, bq ` pb, aq ` pa` bq,
pa, bq ] pcq “ pa, b, cq ` pa, c, bq ` pc, a, bq ` pa` b, cq ` pa, b` cq,
pa, bq ] pc, dq “ pa, b, c, dq ` pa, c, b, dq ` pc, a, b, dq
` pa, c, d, bq ` pc, a, d, bq ` pc, d, a, bq
` pa, b` c, dq ` pa` c, b, dq ` pa` c, d, bq
` pa, c, b ` dq ` pc, a, b ` dq ` pc, a` d, bq
` pa` c, b` dq;
∆pa, b, c, dq “ 1b pa, b, c, dq ` paq b pb, c, dq ` pa, bq b pc, dq
` pa, b, cq b pdq ` pa, b, c, dq b 1;
δpaq “ paq b paq,
δpa, bq “ pa, bq b ppaq ] pbqq ` pa` bq b pa, bq,
δpa, b, cq “ pa, b, cq b ppaq ] pbq ] pcqq ` pa, b` cq b ppaq ] pb, cqq
` pa` b, cq b ppa, bq ] pcqq ` pa` b` cq b pa, b, cq.
This is the Hopf algebra of quasisymmetric functions QSym; see for example [17] for more
details.
8.3 The terminal property of KrXs
We observed that KrXs, with its two coproducts ∆ and δ, is a bialgebra in cointeraction.
Proposition 63. Let pA,∆q be a graded and connected coalgebra. We denote by 1A the unique
element of A0 such that εp1Aq “ 1. Let λ : A ÝÑ K be any linear form such that λp1Aq “ 1.
1. There exists a unique coalgebra morphism ψ : pA,∆q ÝÑ pKrXs,∆q, such that ε1 ˝ ψ “ λ.
2. Let us assume that pA,m,∆q is a bialgebra. Then ψ : pA,m,∆q ÝÑ pKrXs,m,∆q is a
bialgebra morphism if, and only if, λ is a character of A.
3. Let us assume that pA,m,∆, δq is a bialgebra in cointeraction. Then ψ : pA,m,∆, δq ÝÑ
pKrXs,m,∆, δq is a morphism of bialgebras in cointeraction if, and only if, λ is the counit
ε1 of pA,m, δq.
Proof. 1. We define ψpaq for any a P An by induction on n. If n “ 0, it is defined by ψp1Aq “ 1.
Otherwise, we put ∆paq “ ab 1A ` 1A b 1` ∆˜paq, and by the connectivity condition:
∆˜paq P
n´1ÿ
i“1
Ai bAn´i.
By the induction hypothesis, X “ pψ b ψq ˝ ∆˜paq is well-defined. Moreover:
p∆˜b IdqpXq “ pp∆˜ ˝ ψq b ψq ˝ ∆˜paq
“ pψ b ψ b ψq ˝ p∆˜ b Idq ˝ ∆˜paq
“ pψ b ψ b ψq ˝ pIdb ∆˜q ˝ ∆˜paq
“ pIdb ∆˜q ˝ pψ b ψqpaq
“ Idb ∆˜qpXq.
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So X P Kerp∆˜b Id´ Idb ∆˜q. It is not difficult to prove that in KrXs:
Kerp∆˜b Id´ Idb ∆˜q “ Imp∆˜q.
Therefore, there exists a linear map ψ1 : An ÝÑ KrXs such that for any a P An, pψbψq˝∆˜paq “
∆˜ ˝ ψ1paq. We then put:
ψpaq “ ψ1paq ´ ε1 ˝ ψ1paqX ` λpaqX.
As X P Kerp∆˜q, for any a P An, pψ b ψq ˝ ∆˜paq “ ∆˜ ˝ ψpaq and ε
1 ˝ ψpaq “ λpaq.
Unicity. Let ψ and ψ1 be two such morphisms. Let us prove that ψ|An “ ψ
1
|An
by induction
on n. This is obvious for n “ 1, as ψ and ψ1 both sends the group-like element 1A to the unique
group-like element 1 of pKrXs,∆q. Let us assume the result at all ranks ă n. For any a P An:
∆˜ ˝ ψpaq “ pψ b ψq ˝ ∆˜paq “ pψ1 b ψ1q ˝ ∆˜paq “ ∆˜ ˝ ψ1paq,
so ψpaq ´ ψ1paq P Kerp∆˜q “ V ectpXq: let us put ψpaq ´ ψ1paq “ µX, with µ P K. Then:
µ “ ε1pψpaq ´ ψ1paqq “ λpaq ´ λpaq “ 0,
so ψ|An “ ψ
1
|An
.
2. ùñ. Then λ “ ε1 ˝ ψ is an algebra morphism by composition. ðù. Let us consider the
two linear maps ψ1, ψ2 : AbA ÝÑ KrXs defined by ψ1 “ m ˝ pψ bψq and ψ2 “ ψ ˝m. As m is
a coalgebra morphism, ψ1 and ψ2 are coalgebra morphisms. Moreover, for any a, b P A:
ε1 ˝ ψ1pab bq “ ε
1pψpaqψpbqq
“ ε1 ˝ ψpaqε1 ˝ ψpbq
“ λpaqλpbq,
ε1 ˝ ψ2pab bq “ ε
1 ˝ ψpabq
“ λpabq.
As λ is a character, ε1 ˝ψ1 and ε
1 ˝ψ2 are equal. The coalgebra AbA being connected, by unicity
in the first point, ψ1 “ ψ2, so ψ is an algebra morphism.
3. ùñ. If ψ is a morphism of bialgebras in cointeration, then ε1 ˝ψ “ ε1. ðù. The counit ε1
is a character of A, so ψ is compatible with m and ∆. Let us prove that for any a P A, for any
k, l ě 1,
δ ˝ ψpaqpk, lq “ pψ b ψq ˝ δpaqpk, lq.
Note that δ ˝ ψpaqpk, lq “ ψpaqpklq by definition of the coproduct δ of KrXs. If k “ 1:
δ ˝ ψpaqp1, lq “ pε1 b Idq ˝ δ ˝ ψpaqplq
“ ψpaqplq,
pψ b ψq ˝ δpaqp1, lq “ pε1 ˝ ψ b ψq ˝ δpaqplq
“ pε1 b ψq ˝ δpaqplq
“ ψpaqplq.
Let us assume the result at rank k. As ψ is compatible with m and ∆, and by the induction
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hypothesis:
ψpaqppk ` 1qlq “ ψpaqpkl ` 1lq
“ ∆ ˝ ψpaqpkl, 1lq
“ pδ b δq ˝∆ ˝ ψpaqpk, l, 1, lq
“ m1,3,24 ˝ pδ b δq ˝∆ ˝ ψpaqpk, 1, lq
“ pψ b ψ b ψq ˝m1,3,24 ˝ pδ b δq ˝∆paqpk, 1, lq
“ pψ b ψ b ψqp∆ b Idq ˝ δpaqpk, 1, lq
“ pψ b ψq ˝ δpaqpk ` 1, lq.
Hence, for any δ ˝ ψ “ pψ b ψq ˝ δ.
Let us apply this to QSym:
Proposition 64. There exists a unique morphism H : QSym ÝÑ KrXs such that:
1. H : pQSym,],∆q ÝÑ pKrXs,m,∆q is a bialgebra morphism.
2. H : pQSym,], δq ÝÑ pKrXs,m, δq is a bialgebra morphism.
For any composition pa1, . . . , anq:
Hpa1, . . . , anq “ HnpXq “
XpX ´ 1q . . . pX ´ n` 1q
n!
.
Proof. Let us first prove that H : pQSym,∆q ÝÑ pKrXs,∆q is a coalgebra morphism. For any
composition pa1, . . . , anq, for any k, l ě 0:
∆ ˝Hppa1, . . . , anqqpk, lq “ Hpa1, . . . , anqpk ` lq
“ Hnpk ` lq
“
ˆ
k ` l
n
˙
,
pH bHq ˝∆ppa1, . . . , anqqpk, lq “
nÿ
i“0
HipkqHniplq
“
nÿ
i“0
ˆ
k
i
˙ˆ
l
n´ i
˙
“
ˆ
k ` l
n
˙
,
so ∆ ˝H “ pH bHq ˝∆. For any composition pa1, . . . , anq:
ε1 ˝Hppa1, . . . , anqq “ Hnp1q “ δn,1 ` δn,0 “ ε
1ppa1, . . . , anqq,
so H is a morphism of bialgebras in cointeraction.
Here is an application:
Proposition 65. Let q P K. The following maps are bialgebra endomorphisms:
Kpθqq :
$’&’%
WQSym ÝÑ WQSym
u ÝÑ
ÿ
f :maxpuqÝÑk,
surjective, non decreasing
H7f´1p1qpqq . . . H7f´1pmaxpfqqpqqf ˝ u,
pKpθqq :
$’’&’’%
QSym ÝÑ QSym
pa1, . . . , anq ÝÑ
ÿ
1ďi1ă...ăikăn
Hi1pqqHi2´i1pqq . . . Hn´ikpqq
pa1 ` . . .` ai1 , . . . , ai1`...`ik`1 ` . . .` anq,
Θq :
"
KrXs ÝÑ KrXs
P pXq ÝÑ P pqXq.
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Moreover, the following diagram commutes:
WQSym // //
Kpθqq

QSym
H //
pKpθqq

KrXs
Θq

WQSym // // QSym
H
// KrXs
Proof. The formulas for Kpθqq and pKpθqq are directly obtained, and it is obvious that Θq is a
Hopf algebra endomorphism. It remains to prove that H ˝ pKpθqq “ Θq ˝H. Let pa1, . . . , anq be
a composition.
ε1 ˝H ˝ pKpθqqpa1, . . . , anq “ ε1 ˝ pKpθqqpa1, . . . , anq
“ Hnpqq,
ε1 ˝Θq ˝Hpa1, . . . , anq “ ε
1 ˝ΘqpHnpXqq
“ Hnpqq,
so ε1 ˝H ˝ pKpθqq “ ε1 ˝Θq ˝H. By Proposition 63, H ˝ pKpθqq “ Θq ˝H.
Remark 10. If q “ ´1, Hkp´1q “ p´1q
k for any k, so:
Kpθ´1q :
$’&’%
WQSym ÝÑ WQSym
u ÝÑ p´1qmaxpuq
ÿ
f :maxpuqÝÑk,
surjective, non decreasing
f ˝ u,
pKpθ´1q :
$&% QSym ÝÑ QSympa1, . . . , anq ÝÑ p´1qn ÿ
1ďi1ă...ăikăn
pa1 ` . . .` ai1 , . . . , ai1`...`ik`1 ` . . . ` anq.
Example 24. If a, b, c ě 1, we put:
p1aq “ p1, . . . , 1loomoon
a
q,
p1a2bq “ p1, . . . , 1loomoon
a
, 2, . . . , 2loomoon
b
q,
p1a2b3cq “ p1, . . . , 1loomoon
a
, 2, . . . , 2loomoon
b
, 3, . . . , 3loomoon
c
q.
Then:
Kpθqqpp1
aqq “ qp1aq,
Kpθqqpp1
a2bqq “ q2p1a2bq `
qpq ´ 1q
2
p1a`bq,
Kpθqqpp1
a3b2cqq “ q3p1a3b2cq `
q2pq ´ 1q
2
p1a2b1cq `
q2pq ´ 1q
2
p1a2b`cq `
qpq ´ 1qpq ´ 2q
6
p1a`b`cq,pKpθqqppaqq “ qpaq,pKpθqqppa, bqq “ q2pa, bq ` `qpq ´ 1q
2
pa` bq,
pKpθqqppa, b, cqq “ q3pa, b, cq ` q2pq ´ 1q
2
pa` b, cq `
q2pq ´ 1q
2
pa, b` cq `
qpq ´ 1qpq ´ 2q
6
pa` b` cq.
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8.4 Fock functors and characters
The monoids of characters of a twisted bialgebra and of its images by the Fock functor are
related:
Proposition 66. Let P be a twisted bialgebra.
1. We denote by CharpKpPqq the monoid of characters of the bialgebra KpPq. The following
map is an injective map of monoids:
ρ :
$&% CharpPq ÝÑ CharpKpPqqf ÝÑ ρpfq “à
ně0
f rns.
2. ρ induces a monoid isomorphism between CharpPq and the monoid of characters CharppKpPqq
of the bialgebra pKpPq.
Proof. 1. First step. Let σ : A ÝÑ B be a bijection between two finite sets. As f is a species
morphism, the following diagram is commutative:
PrAs
Prσs
//
frAs

PrBs
frBs

ComrAs
Comrσs
// ComrBs
As Comrσs “ IdK, f rBs ˝ Prσs “ f rAs.
Second step. Let us prove that ρ is well-defined. If f P CharpPq, then if x P Prms and
y P Prns, by the first step:
ρpfqpxyq “ f rm` ns ˝ Prσm,ns ˝mpxb yq
“ f rm\ ns ˝mpxb yq
“ f rmspxqf rnspyq
“ ρpfqpxqρpfqpyq.
So ρpfq is indeed a character of KpPq.
Let us now prove that ρ is a monoid morphism. Let f, g P CharpPq. For any x P Prns, by
the first step:
ρpfq ˚ ρpgqpxq “
ÿ
IĎn
pf r7Is b f rn´ 7Isq ˝ pPrσI s b PrσnzI sq ˝∆I,nzIpxq
“
ÿ
IĎn
pf rIs b f rnzIsq ˝∆I,nzIpxq
“ pf ˚ gqrnspxq
“ ρpf ˚ gqpxq.
So ρpfq ˚ ρpgq “ ρpf ˚ gq.
Let us now prove that ρ is injective. If ρpfq “ ρpgq, then for any n ě 0, f rns “ grns. For any
finite set A, let us denote by n the cardinality of A and let us choose σ : A ÝÑ n be a bijection.
By the first step:
f rAs “ f rns ˝ Prσs “ grns ˝ Prσs “ grAs.
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Hence, f “ g.
2. Let f P CharpPq. For any x P Prrnss, σ P Sn:
ρpfqpx´ Prσspxqq “ f rnspxq ´ f rnspPrσspxqq
“ f rnspxq ´ Prσspf rnspxqq
“ f rnspxq ´ f rnspxq
“ 0.
Hence, ρpfq induces a character ρpfq of pKpPq defined by:
@x P Prns, ρpfqpxq “ ρpfqpxq “ f rnspxq.
This defines a monoid morphism ρ from CharpPq to CharppKpPqq. It is injective: indeed, if
ρpfq “ ρpgq, then ρpfq “ ρpgq, so f “ g. Let us prove it is surjective. Let us consider
g P CharppKpPqq. Let A be a finite set. We define f rAs : PrAs ÝÑ K by:
@x P PrAs, f rAspxq “ gpPrσspxqq,
where σ : A ÝÑ n is any bijection. This does not depend on the choice of σ: if τ is another
bijection, then, as σ ˝ τ´1 P Sn:
gpPrτ spxqq “ gpPrσ ˝ τ´1s ˝ Prτ spxqq “ gpPrσspxqq.
Hence, f rAs is well-defined. If τ : A ÝÑ B is a bijection, for any x P PrAs, choosing a bijection
σ : A ÝÑ n:
f rBspPrτ spxqq “ gpPrσ ˝ τ´1s ˝ Prτ spxqq
“ gpPrσspxqq
“ Prτ s ˝ f rAspxq.
So f is a species morphism. Let x P PrAs, y P PrBs. Choosing bijections σ : A ÝÑ m and
τ : A ÝÑ n:
fpxyq “ gpPrσ \ τ spxyqq
“ gpPrσspxq Prτ spyqq
“ gpPrσspxqqgpPrτ spyqq
“ fpxqfpyq.
So f P CharpPq. If x P Prns:
ρpfqpxq “ f rnspxq “ gpPrIdnspxqq “ gpxq.
Therefore, ρpfq “ g.
Remark 11. It may happen that ρ is not surjective. Let us consider for example the twisted
algebra of posets Pos. We define a character g on KpPosq by the following: if P “ pn,ďP q is a
poset,
gpP q “
#
1 if @i, j P n, i ďP j ùñ i ď j,
0 otherwise.
Let us assume that there exists a character f P CharpPosq such that ρpfq “ g. Then f r2sp q
q
1
2 q “ 1
and f r2sp q
q
2
1 q “ 0. Moreover, by the first step of the preceding proof, for σ “ p12q:
f r2sp q
q
2
1 q “ f r2s ˝ Posrσsp q
q
1
2 q “ f r2sp q
q
1
2 q.
This is a contradiction. So ρ is not surjective.
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8.5 Hopf algebraic structure from the first Fock functor
Theorem 67. 1. Let P be a connected twisted bialgebra. We define another coproduct N on
KpPq by the following:
@x P Prns, Npxq “
nÿ
k“0
pPrσks b Prσnzksq ˝∆k,nzkpxq.
Then pKpPq,m,Nq is an infinitesimal bialgebra, in the sense of Loday and Ronco [21].
2. If P is a connected twisted bialgebra, then KpPq is freely generated as an algebra by the
space of primitive elements of N.
3. If P is a cofree twisted coalgebra, then KpPq is a cofree coalgebra.
Proof. Let x P Prns. Then:
pNb Idq ˝ Npxq “ pIdb Nq ˝ Npxq “
ÿ
0ďkďlďn
pPrσks b Prσlzks b Prσnzlsq ˝∆k,lzk,nzlpxq.
So N is coassociative. Let x P Prms and y P Prns.
Npxyq “
ÿ
0ďkďm`n
pPrσks b Prσm`nzksq ˝∆k,m`nzk ˝ Prσm,ns ˝mpxb yq
“
ÿ
0ďkďm
pPrσks b Prσm`nzksq ˝∆k,m`nzk ˝ Prσm,ns ˝mpxb yq
`
ÿ
mďkďm`n
pPrσks b Prσm`nzksq ˝∆k,m`nzk ˝ Prσm,ns ˝mpxb yq
´ pPrσms b Prσm`nzmsq ˝∆m,m`nzm ˝ Prσm,ns ˝mpxb yq
“
ÿ
0ďkďm
pPrσks b Prσm`nzksq ˝ Prσm,nsp∆k,mzkpxq∆H,npyqq
`
ÿ
mďkďm`n
pPrσks b Prσm`nzksq ˝ Prσm,nsp∆m,Hpxq∆k´m,m`n´kzk´mpyqq
´ pPrσms b Prσm`nzmsq ˝ Prσm,nsp∆m,Hpxq∆H,npyqq
“
ÿ
0ďkďm
pPrσks b Prσm`nzksq ˝ Prσm,nsp∆k,mzkpxq1 b yq
`
ÿ
mďkďm`n
pPrσks b Prσm`nzksq ˝ Prσm,nspxb 1∆k´m,m`n´kzk´mpyqq
´ pPrσms b Prσm`nzmsq ˝ Prσm,nspxb yq
“ Npxqp1b yq ` pxb 1qNpyq ´ xb y.
Hence, KpPq is an infinitesimal bialgebra.
2. This is a direct consequence of the first point, by Loday and Ronco’s rigidity theorem [21].
3. We assume that P “ coT pQq. We define another product ˚ on KpPq by:
@x “ q1 . . . qk, y “ qk`1 . . . qk`l P P, x ˚ y “ p1 . . . pkq
`
k`1 . . . q
`
k`l,
where we use the following notation: if qi P QrIs, then q
`
i “ Qrpσm,nq|I spqiq. This product is
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associative. Moreover, by definition of the coproduct of coT pQq:
∆px ˚ yq “
kÿ
i“0
Prσ1ispp1 . . . piq b Prσ
2
i sppi`1 . . . pkq
`
1
. . . q`l q
`
lÿ
i“k
Prσ1ispp1 . . . pkq
`
1
. . . q`i q b Prσ
2
i spq
`
i`1 . . . q
`
l q
´ q1 . . . qk b qk`1 . . . qk`l
“ ∆pxq ˚ p1b yq ` pxb 1q ˚∆pyq ´ xb y,
where σ1i, σ
2
i are suitable bijections. Hence, pKpPq, ˚,∆q is an infinitesimal bialgebra. By Loday
and Ronco’s rigidity theorem, pKpPq,∆q is cofree.
Remark 12. We obtain again the well-known result that FQSym and WQSym are both free
and cofree bialgebras.
9 Applications
9.1 Hopf algebras and bialgebras of graphs
We put HGr1 “ KpGr
1q and HGr1 “ pKpGr1q. The Hopf algebra HGr1 has for basis the set of
graphs whose vertices are a set composition of n, for a given n. Its product is given by shifted
concatenation, for example:
q
qq_t1, 2ut4ut3u ¨ qq t1, 3ut2u “ q
qq_t1, 2ut4ut3u qq t5, 7ut6u .
Its coproduct is given by decompositions of the set of vertices into two parts with standardization,
for example:
∆p q t1uq “ q t1u b 1` 1b q t1u,
∆p q
q
t1u
t2, 3uq “ q
q
t1u
t2, 3ub 1` q t1u b q t1, 2u` q t1, 2ub q t1u ` 1b q
q
t1u
t2, 3u,
∆p q
qq_t1, 3ut4ut2u q “ q
qq_t1, 3ut4ut2u b 1` qq t1, 3ut2u b q t1u ` qq t1, 2ut3u b q t1u ` q t1u q t2u b q t1, 2u
` q t1u b q
q
t1, 3u
t2u ` qt1u b q
q
t1, 2u
t3u ` q t1, 2ub q t1u q t2u ` 1b q
qq_t1, 3ut4ut2u .
The second coproduct is given by a contraction-extraction process; for example:
δp qAq “ qAb qA,
δp q
q
A
Bq “ q
q
A
B b qA qB` qA\ B b q
q
A
B,
δp q
qq_ACB q “ q
qq_ACB b qA qB qC` qqA\ BC b qqAB qC` qqA \ CB b qqAC qB` qA\ B \ C b q
qq_ACB ,
where in the first computation, pAq “ n; in the second one, pA,Bq P Comprns and, in the last
one, pA,B,Cq P Comprns. This is a variant of the noncommutative Hopf algebra of graphs of
[12].
The Hopf algebra HGr1 has for basis the set of decorated graphs, that is to say graphs
with a map from their set of vertices to the set of positive integers. The product is given by
concatenation, for example, if a, b, c, d and e ě 1:
q
qq_abc ¨ qqde “ q
qq_acb qqde .
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The first product is given by partitions of the vertices into two subsets and the second one by
an extraction-contraction process. For example, if a, b, c ě 1:
∆p qaq “ qa b 1` 1b qa ,
∆p q
q
a
b q “ q
q
a
b b 1` qa b q b ` q b b qa ` 1b q
q
a
b ,
∆p q
qq_acb q “ q
qq_acb b 1` qqab b q c ` qqac b q b ` q b q c b qa
` q c b q
q
a
b ` q b b q
q
a
c ` qa b q b q c ` 1b q
qq_acb ;
δp qaq “ qa b qa ,
δp q
q
a
b q “ q
q
a
b b qa q b ` qa ` bb q
q
a
b ,
δp q
qq_acb q “ q
qq_acb b qa q b q c ` qqa ` bc b qqab q c ` qqa ` cb b qqac q b ` qa ` b ` c b q
qq_acb .
This is a decorated variant of the commutative Hopf algebra of graphs of [12, 18].
9.2 Morphisms from graphs to WQSym, QSym and KrXs
The Fock functors applied to the the morphism φchrq gives a commutative diagram of morphisms
compatible with the product and both coproducts:
HGr1 // //
Kpφchrq q

HGr1
pKpφchrq q

Pchrq
$$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
WQSym // // QSym
H
// // KrXs
where Pchrq “ H ˝
pKpφqchrq . For any graph in HGr1 of degree n:
Kpφchr1qpGq “
ÿ
cPV CpGq
cp1q . . . cpnq,
pKpφchr1qpGq “ ÿ
cPV CpGq
p7c´1p1q, . . . , 7c´1pmaxpcqqq.
For example:
Kpφchr1qp q t1uq “ p1q,
Kpφchr1qp q
q
t1, 3u
t2u q “ p121q ` p212q,
Kpφchr1qp q
qq_t1, 4ut2ut3u q “ p1231q ` p1321q ` p2132q ` p2312q ` p3123q ` p3213q ` p1221q ` p2112q.
This is a colored version of the noncommutative chromatic symmetric function of [16]. The
morphism pKpφchr1q is a colored version of Stanley’s chromatic symmetric series [30, 29], as it is
explained in [12]. For example, if a, b, c ě 1:pKpφchr1qp qaq “ paq,pKpφchr1qp qqab q “ pa, bq ` pb, aq,pKpφchr1qp q qq_acb q “ pa, b, cq ` pa, c, bq ` pb, a, cq ` pb, c, aq ` pc, a, bq ` pc, b, aq ` pa, b` cq ` pb` c, aq.
Reformulating in terms of formal series in a infinite set tX1,X2, . . .u of indeterminates, with the
help of the polynomial realization of QSym:pKpφchr1qp qaq “ÿ
i
Xai ,
pKpφchr1qp qqab q “ÿ
i‰j
Xai X
b
j ,
pKpφchr1qp q qq_acb q “ ÿ
i‰j,i‰k,j‰k
Xai X
b
jX
c
k `
ÿ
i‰j
Xai X
b`c
j .
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Composing pKpφchr1q with H, we obtain the chromatic polynomial Pchr1 [7]. For example:
Pchr1p qaq “ H1pXq “ X,
Pchr1p q
q
a
b q “ 2H2pXq “ XpX ´ 1q
Pchr1p q
qq_acb q “ 6H3pXq ` 2H2pXq “ XpX ´ 1q2.
Proposition 68. If q ‰ 0, for any graph G P HGr1:
PchrqpGqpXq “ q
degpGqPchr1pGq
ˆ
X
q
˙
.
Proof. Indeed:
PchrqpGq “ H ˝
pKpθq´1q ˝ pKpφchr1q ˝ pKpιqqpGq
“ qdegpGqH ˝ pKpθq´1q ˝ pKpφchr1qpGq
“ qdegpGqΘq´1 ˝H ˝ pKpφchr1qpGq
“ qdegpGqΘq´1Pchr1pGq
“ qdegpGqPchr1pGq
ˆ
X
q
˙
.
Proposition 69. Let q P K.
1. For any graph G P Gr1rns:
KpφqqpGq “ q
degpGq
ÿ
wPW pGq
w,
where w is the set of packed words of length n such that for any i, P n, if i and j are in the
same vertex of G, then wpiq “ wpkq.
2. For any decorated graph G, denoting by d1, . . . , dk the decoration of its vertices:pKpφqqpGq “ qdegpGqqpd1q ] . . .] pdkq.
3. For any decorated graph G:
H ˝ pKpφqqpGq “ qdegpGqXdegpGq.
Proof. The two first points are immediate. If G is a decorated graph:
H ˝ pKpφqqpGq “ qdegpGqqHppd1q ] . . .] pdkqq
“ qdegpGqHppa1qq . . . Hppakqq
“ qdegpGqXk
“ qdegpGqXdegpGq.
As φchr1 “ φ1 Ð λchr1 :
Corollary 70. For any graph G P HGr1:
pKpφchr1qpGq “ ÿ
„ŸG
λchr1pG |„q
]ź
C equivalence classe of „
pCq,
Pchr1pGq “
ÿ
„ŸG
λchr1pG |„qX
clp„q.
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Applying the Fock functor to Γ:
Proposition 71. The following maps are Hopf algebra automorphisms:
KpΓq :
$&% HGr1 ÝÑ HGr1G ÝÑ ÿ
„ŸG
7tacyclic orientations of G |„uG{ „,
pKpΓq :
$&% HGr1 ÝÑ HGr1G ÝÑ ÿ
„ŸG
7tacyclic orientations of G |„uG{ „ .
Their inverse are given by:
KpΓq´1 :
$&% HGr1 ÝÑ HGr1G ÝÑ ÿ
„ŸG
p´1qdegpGq`clp„q7tacyclic orientations of G |„uG{ „,
pKpΓq´1 :
$&% HGr1 ÝÑ HGr1G ÝÑ ÿ
„ŸG
p´1qdegpGq`clp„q7tacyclic orientations of G |„uG{ „ .
Moreover, the following diagram commutes:
WQSym

HGr1
KpΓq
//

Kpφchr´1 q
33❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢
HGr1

Kpφchr1 q
99ssssssssss
HGr1
KpΓq
//
Pchr´1
##●
●●
●●
●●
●
pKpφchr´1 q 33
HGr1
Pchr1{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇ pKpφchr1 q
✽
✽
✽
✽
✽
✽
✽
✽
✽
✽
✽
✽
✽
✽
✽
✽
✽
KrXs
QSym
H
jj❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚
9.3 Hopf algebras and bialgebras on finite topologies
We put HT op “ KpT opq and HT op “ pKpT opq. The Hopf algebra HT op has for basis the set of
finite topologies on a set n. Its product is given by shifted concatenation. For example:
q
qq_t1, 2ut4ut3u ¨ qq t1, 3ut2u “ q
qq_t1, 2ut4ut3u qq t5, 7ut6u .
Its coproduct is given by partitions of the underlying sets in an open and a closed set, for example:
∆p q t1uq “ q t1u b 1` 1b q t1u,
∆p q
q
t1u
t2, 3uq “ q
q
t1u
t2, 3ub 1` q t1u b q t1, 2u` 1b q
q
t1u
t2, 3u,
∆p q
qq_t1, 3ut4ut2u q “ q
qq_t1, 3ut4ut2u b 1` qq t1, 3ut2u b q t1u ` qq t1, 2ut3u b q t1u ` q t1, 2ub q t1u q t2u ` 1b q
qq_t1, 3ut4ut2u ,
∆p q
q
q
t1, 3u
t4u
t2u
q “ q
q
q
t1, 3u
t4u
t2u
b 1` q
q
t1, 2u
t3u b qt1u ` q t1, 2ub q
q
t2u
t1u ` 1b q
q
q
t1, 3u
t4u
t2u
.
The second coproduct is given by a contraction-extraction process; for example:
δp qAq “ qAb qA,
δp q
q
A
Bq “ q
q
A
B b qA qB` qA \B b q
q
A
B,
δp q
qq_ACB q “ q
qq_ACB b qA qB qC` qqA\ BC b qqAB qC` qqA\ CB b qqAC qB` qA\ B \ C b q
qq_ACB ,
δp q
q
q
A
B
C
q “ q
q
q
A
B
C
b qA qB qC` q
q
A\ B
C b q
q
A
B
qC` q
q
A
B \ C b qA q
q
B
C ` qA\ B \ C b q
q
q
A
B
C
.
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where in the first computation, A “ n; in the second one, pA,Bq P Comprns and, in the last
one, pA,B,Cq P Comprns. This is the Hopf algebra of finite topologies of [10, 14, 15, 13].
The Hopf algebra HT op has for basis the set of finite topologies, up to homeomorphism. We
represent such objects by Hasse graphs of the underlying quasi-order, where the cardinality of
the equivalence classes of the quasi-order are represented on the graph. The product is given by
disjoint union, for example, if a, b, c, d and e ě 1:
q
qq_abc ¨ qqde “ q
qq_acb qqde .
The first product is given by partitions into a closed set and an open set, and the second one by
an extraction-contraction process. For example, if a, b, c ě 1:
∆p qaq “ qa b 1` 1b qa,
∆p q
q
a
b q “ q
q
a
b b 1` qa b q b ` 1b q
q
a
b ,
∆p q
qq_acb q “ q
qq_acb b 1` qqab b q c ` qqac b qb `` q c b qqab ` 1b q
qq_acb ,
∆p q
q
q
a
b
c
q “ q
q
q
a
b
c
b 1` q
q
a
b b q c ` qa b q
q
b
c ` 1b q
q
q
a
b
c
;
δp qaq “ qa b qa,
δp q
q
a
b q “ q
q
a
b b qa q b ` qa ` bb q
q
a
b ,
δp q
qq_acb q “ q
qq_acb b qa q b q c ` qqa ` bc b qqab q c ` qqa ` cb b qqac q b ` qa ` b` c b q
qq_acb ,
δp q
q
q
a
b
c
q “ q
q
q
a
b
c
b qa q b q c ` q
q
a ` b
c b q
q
a
b
q c ` q
q
a
b` c b qa q
q
b
c ` qa ` b` c b q
q
q
a
b
c
.
As T op is a cofree twisted bialgebra, by Theorem 67:
Proposition 72. HT op is a free and cofree bialgebra.
9.4 Morphisms from finite topologies to WQSym, QSym or KrXs
The Fock functors applied to the the morphism φehrq gives a commutative diagram of morphisms
compatible with the product and both coproducts:
HT op // //
Kpφehrq q

HT op
pKpφehrq q

Pehrq
$$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
WQSym // // QSym
H
// // KrXs
where Pehrq “ H ˝
pKpφqq. For any finite topology T in HT op of degree n:
Kpφehr1qpT q “
ÿ
cPLpT q
cp1q . . . cpnq, Kpφehr´1qpT q “
ÿ
cPL1pT q
cp1q . . . cpnq.
For example:
Kpφehr1qp q t1uq “ p1q,
Kpφehr1qp q
q
t1, 3u
t2u q “ p121q,
Kpφehr1qp q
qq_t1, 4ut2ut3u q “ p1231q ` p1321q ` p1221q,
Kpφehr1qp q
q
q
t1, 3u
t4u
t2u
q “ p1312q;
Kpφehr´1qp q t1uq “ p1q,
Kpφehr´1qp q
q
t1, 3u
t2u q “ p121q ` p111q,
Kpφehr´1qp q
qq_t1, 4ut2ut3u q “ p1231q ` p1321q ` p1221q ` p1211q ` p1121q ` p1111q,
Kpφehr´1qp q
q
q
t1, 3u
t4u
t2u
q “ p1312q ` p1211q ` p1221q ` p1111q.
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The morphism Kpφehr1q is the noncommutative version of the strict quasisymmetric Ehrhart
functions [5], as it is explained in [13], whereas pKpφehr1q is the strict quasisymmetric Ehrhart
function. For example, if a, b, c ě 1:
pKpφehr1qp qaq “ paq,pKpφehr1qp qqab q “ pa, bq,pKpφehr1qp q qq_acb q “ pa, b, cq ` pa, c, bq ` pa, b` cq,pKpφehr1qp qqqabc q “ pa, b, cq;
pKpφehr´1qp qaq “ paq,pKpφehr´1qp qqab q “ pa, bq ` pa` bq,pKpφehr´1qp q qq_acb q “ pa, b, cq ` pa, c, bq ` pa, b` cq ` pa` b, cq ` pa` c, bq ` pa` b` cq,pKpφehr´1qp qqqabc q “ pa, b, cq ` pa` b, cq ` pa, b` cq ` pa` b` cq.
Reformulating in terms of formal series in a infinite set tX1,X2, . . .u of indeterminates:
pKpφehr1qp qaq “ÿ
i
Xai ,
pKpφehr1qp qqab q “ÿ
iăj
Xai X
b
j ,
pKpφehr1qp q qq_acb q “ ÿ
iăjăk
Xai X
b
jX
c
k `
ÿ
iăjăk
Xai X
c
jX
b
k `
ÿ
iăj
Xai X
b`c
j ,
pKpφehr1qp qqqabc q “ ÿ
iăjăk
Xai X
b
jX
c
k.
Composing pKpφehr1q with H, we obtain the strict Ehrhart polynomial Pehr1 . For example:
Pehr1p qaq “ H1pXq “ X,
Pehr1p q
q
a
b q “ H2pXq “
XpX ´ 1q
2
,
Pehr1p q
qq_acb q “ 2H3pXq `H2pXq “
XpX ´ 1qp2X ´ 1q
6
,
Pehr1p q
q
q
a
b
c
q “ H3pXq “
XpX ´ 1qpX ´ 2q
6
.
Composing pKpφehr´1q with H, we obtain the Ehrhart polynomial Pehr´1 . For example:
Pehr´1p qaq “ H1pXq “ X,
Pehr´1p q
q
a
b q “ H2pXq `H1pXq “
XpX ` 1q
2
,
Pehr´1p q
qq_acb q “ 2H3pXq ` 3H2pXq `H1pXq “
XpX ` 1qp2X ` 1q
6
,
Pehr´1p q
q
q
a
b
c
q “ H3pXq ` 2H2pXq `H1pXq “
XpX ` 1qpX ` 2q
6
.
Proposition 73 (Duality principle). For any finite topology T P HT op:
PehrqpT qpXq “ q
clpT qPehr1pT q
ˆ
X
q
˙
.
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Proof. Indeed:
Pehrqptq “ H ˝
pKpθq´1q ˝ pKpφehr1q ˝ pKpιqqpT q
“ qclpT qH ˝ pKpθq´1q ˝ pKpφehr1qpT q
“ qclpT qΘq´1 ˝H ˝ pKpφehr1qpT q
“ qclpT qΘq´1Pehr1pT q
“ qclpT qPehrpT q
ˆ
X
q
˙
.
Proposition 74. Let q P K. For any finite topology T :
H ˝ pKpφqqpT q “ λhopT qXclpT q.
Proof. In order to lighten the proof, we write Fq “ H ˝ pKpφqq. For any q1 P K, φq ˝ ιq1 “ θq1 ˝ φq,
so:
q1clpT qFqpT q “ Fq ˝ pKpιq1qpT q
“ H ˝ pKpθq1q ˝ φqpT q
“ Θq1 ˝H ˝ φqpT q
“ FqpT qpq
1Xq,
so FqpT q is homogeneous of degree clpT q. We put FqpT q “ µpT qX
clpT q. Then:
µpT q “ ε1pFqpT qq
“ ε1 ˝H ˝ pKpφqqpT q
“ ε1 ˝ pKpφqqpT q
“ ε1 ˝ φqpT q
“ qclpT qλhopT q.
So FqpT q “ q
clpT qλhopT q.
As φehr1 “ φ1 Ð λehr1 :
Corollary 75. For any finite topology T P HT op:
Pehr1pT q “
ÿ
„ŸG
λehr1pG |„qλhopT { „qX
clp„q.
Applying the Fock functor to Γ:
Proposition 76. The following maps are Hopf algebra automorphisms:
KpΓq :
$&% HT op ÝÑ HT opT ÝÑ ÿ
„ŸT
T { „,
pKpΓq :
$&% HT op ÝÑ HT opG ÝÑ ÿ
„ŸT
T { „ .
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Their inverse are given by:
KpΓq´1 :
$&% HT op ÝÑ HT opT ÝÑ ÿ
„ŸT
p´1qclpT q`clp„qT { „,
pKpΓq´1 :
$&% HT op ÝÑ HT opT ÝÑ ÿ
„ŸT
p´1qclpT q`clp„qT { „ .
Moreover, the following diagram commutes:
WQSym

HT op
KpΓq
//

Kpφehr´1 q
33❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢
HT op

Kpφehr1 q
99ssssssssss
HT op
KpΓq
//
Pehr´1
##❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍
pKpφehr´1 q 33
HT op
Pehr1{{✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈ pKpφehr1 q
✾
✾
✾
✾
✾
✾
✾
✾
✾
✾
✾
✾
✾
✾
✾
✾
✾
KrXs
QSym
H
jj❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚
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